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Sum m ary
This thesis is primarily concerned with some aspects of estimation for vector 
autoregressive moving average models which are in their appropriate echelon canon­
ical forms. We restrict attention to the most straightforward part of the modelling 
procedure, namely, the estimation for fixed values of the Kronecker indices of the 
structural parameters using ordinary least squares, Gaussian (maximum) likelihood 
and generalized least squares methods, respectively. Our primary objective here is 
to give a systematic account of these procedures for handling data and also to pro­
vide a thorough exposition of the mathematical details that underlie the techniques. 
In addition to these abstract mathematical derivations, emphasis will be placed on 
the practical aspects of the procedures. The discussion of these various issues is 
organized into six chapters as follows:
In Chapter 1 we introduce the class of models and assumptions upon which the 
results obtained in the thesis are based, and the justification for adopting an echelon 
structure for such models is also provided. This introductory chapter concludes with 
a description of the identification procedures for echelon canonical forms. Chapter 
2 considers the estimation of the structural parameters using maximum (Gaussian) 
likelihood procedure and the asymptotic properties of the corresponding estimators 
are presented. In the evaluation of the parameter estimates, however, explicit ex­
pressions are derived for the gradient vector and (approximate) Hessian matrix of 
the log likelihood function in relatively simple terms.
V ll
Chapter 3 commences with a procedure for evaluating the least squares esti­
mators. Consistency and asymptotic normality results are established. Chapter 
4 assesses the asymptotic relative efficiency of the Gaussian and least squares es­
tim ators via the variance-covariance matrices of the limiting normal distributions 
obtained in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively. Situations under which substantial loss 
or gain in efficiency could be expected are discussed and illustrated with some nu­
merical examples.
Chapter 5 is devoted to a detailed discussion of the generalized least squares 
(GLS) procedure for param eter estimation. In particular, the theoretical aspect of 
the relationship between the GLS and Gaussian estimation methods is investigated 
and the asymptotic convergence of the GLS estim ator to the Gaussian estim ator 
is established. Also, an alternative numerical method for implementing the GLS 
procedure is proposed and some simulation results are presented to illustrate the 
theory.
Finally, in Chapter 6, a method for generating a stable spectral factor from an 
unstable v x v full rank polynomial operator using closed form algebraic manipula­
tions is proposed. An application of the technique is illustrated and the implemen­
tation of the method in the statistical context of system estimation is discussed.
Vl l l
N o ta tio n
We now list some of the symbols and abbreviations used in the text. Those symbols 
that are not standard are either explained now or will be explained when they first 
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v x v identity matrix 
Kronecker delta function, 
fist = 1 if s = t and 0 otherwise
(log log T/T)*
(log T ) \  T < oo
vector of unknown parameters
a field of real numbers
a, v x v matrix with atJ as the element in the ith row 
and j th column of A
Euclidean matrix norm of A, || A|| = (5Z* XTj alj)* 
Banach (row sum) norm of A, max,()Tj atJ) 
expectation operator
Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of the matrix A
inverse of matrix A
estimate of A
transpose of vector x 
ix
A ',  A * m a t r ix  t r a n s p o s e ,  c o n ju g a te  t r a n s p o s e
t r ( A ) ,  t r  A tr a c e  o f A
d e t ( A ) ,  d e t  A d e te r m in a n t  o f A
a d j ( A ) ,  a d j  A a d jo in t  (o r  a d ju g a te )  o f A
m in im u m  e ig e n  v a lu e  o f th e  m a t r ix  A
m a x im u m  e ig e n  v a lu e  o f  th e  m a t r ix  A
□ e n d  o f p ro o f; e n d  o f  s ta t e m e n t
e b e lo n g s  to
te n d s  to  ( a p p ro a c h e s )
v ( T )  =  0 ( C T ) l i m s u p ^ ^  \v ( T ) \ / C t  <  oo a lm o s t  s u re ly  
fo r  v ( T )  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  r a n d o m  v a r ia b le , 
C t  a  s e q u e n c e  o f  c o n s ta n ts
v ( T )  =  o ( C T ) l im s u p T_f00 \v ( T ) \ / C t  =  0 a lm o s t  s u re ly
v ( T )  =  0 P( C T ) l i m s u p y ^ ^  \v ( T ) \ / C t  <  oo  in  p r o b a b i l i ty
v ( T )  =  op ( C T ) l i m s u p ^ ^  \v ( T ) \ / C t  =  0 in  p r o b a b i l i ty
f t cr—a lg e b r a  g e n e ra te d  b y  e ( s ) ,  s  < t
d i a g ( a \ , . . . ,  a v ) t h e  d ia g o n a l  m a t r ix  w ith  a 3 in  t h e  j th  p o s i t io n
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C L T c e n tr a l  l im it  th e o r e m
G L S g e n e ra liz e d  le a s t  s q u a re s
LS le a s t  s q u a re s
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C hapter 1
In trod u ction
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2
1.1 A R M  A  R e p r e s e n ta t io n
The use of finitely parameterized models to characterize the behaviours of time 
series data assumed to be generated by a stochastic process has received a wide 
coverage in both statistical and engineering literature. An important class of such 
stochastic models is the autoregressive moving average (ARMA) models. One reason 
for the great practical importance of ARMA models is that every regular stationary 
process can be approximated with arbitrary accuracy by an ARMA process and 
that only a finite number of (real-valued) parameters is needed to describe (up to 
second moments) an ARMA process. In the remainder of this section we define the 
ARMA system and briefly discuss its salient characteristics which in turn form the 
technical background for the problems addressed in this thesis. In particular, some 
terminology and assumptions will be introduced, and the conditions relating to the 
uniqueness and stability of such systems are discussed.
Let y (t) be an observed time-invariant process of v components, yi(t), i = 
1, . . . ,  v, satisfying a set of difference equations of the form
£  MJ)y(t  -  i) = £  M(j)e(< -  j),  t e z .  ( l . i . i )
j =o j = 0
Here Z  denotes the set of integers and t is the time index. The sequence y(t) is often 
called the output or vector of endogenous variables and the unobserved stochastic 
inputs, e(£), are also u-dimensional. It is always assumed that the e(t) in (1.1.1) are 
egordic processes satisfying
S{e(t)} = 0, S{e{t)e{sy} = (1.1.2)
where £  is a positive definite symmetric matrix with 8st denoting the Kronecker’s 
delta (i. e. 6st = 1 for s = t and zero otherwise). The assumption £{£(£)} = 0 means 
that in practice the data will need to be mean corrected but since that adjustment 
will not make any difference to the asymptotic results we obtain later, we ignore 
it for simplicity. The integers p, q (or other integers introduced to replace them)
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will be called the order of the system. The coefficient matrices A(j), M (j) E 
specifying (1.1.1) will be called the system parameters and the remaining |(u  -f 1) 
variance parameters specify X.
Interpreting z as the unit lag operator, i.e. zy{t) — y(t — 1), (1.1.1) can be 
written more compactly as
A(z)y(*) = M (z)e(t) (1.1.3)
where the generating functions (or z-transforms) A(z) = Ej=o M i ) z3 and M (2) =
^ j_ 0M (j)2:J are assumed to satisfy
det A(z) 0, \z\ < 1 (1.1.4)
and
det M(z) 7  ^ 0, \z\ < 1 (1.1.5)
with det denoting the determinant of the indicated argument. A difference equa­
tion system (1.1.1) fulfilling det A(z) ^  0 where the inputs satisfy (1.1.2) with 
A(0) = M(0) but not necessarily equal to the identity matrix is called an ARMA 
system. Adding a term X^_0D(j)x(£ ~ j)  on right-hand side of (1.1.1) where 
the x(t) are observed (or controlled) inputs (exogenous variables) gives an ARMAX 
system, an acronym for autoregressive moving average with exogenous components. 
The addition of these observed inputs to (1.1.1) would cause no essential changes 
to our considerations; thus for the sake of simplicity we will primarily consider the 
ARMA case. For further discussion on ARMAX models see, for example, Han­
nan, Dunsmuir and Deistler (1980) and more recently, Hannan and Deistler (1988) 
provides a comprehensive review of the subject-matter.
Functions of the form A(z) and M(z) satisfying (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) are called 
stable and miniphase, respectively. When (1.1.4) holds, it means that we can rewrite 
(1.1.1) as
OO
y(*) =  £ K 0 ') e ( * - i ) ,  K(0) =  I„ ( 1. 1.6 )
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where the K (j) are generated by the matrix transfer functions, whose elements are 
rational functions,
OO
K (Z) =  E K ( i ) ^  =  A(2)-1M (2). (1.1.7)
i=0
Because of (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) K(z) is composed of functions analytic for \z\ < 1 
and detK(z) ^  0, \z\ < 1. Thus, (1.1.7) form a convergent power series expansion
in a suitable neighbourhood of zero and (1.1.6) constitutes a causal solution. The 
expression (1.1.7) is said to provide a matrix fraction description of K(z) see, for 
example, Hannan and Deistler (1988, p.37).
The condition (1.1.5) ensures that the s(t) are the linear innovations (Hannan 
(1970), chap. Ill), i.e. the errors from the best linear predictor, y(t\t — 1), of y (t) 
from y(s), s < t and thus (1.1.6) corresponds to Wold’s representation (Rosanov 
(1967, Section II.2.3)). For the asymptotic results we obtain later it may be neces­
sary to strengthen the assumptions (1.1.2). Denote by T t, the a- algebra of events 
determined by e(s), s < t. Then the following conditions which henceforth will be 
referred to as Condition A are assumed to hold.
Condition A:
For all 1 < < v and —oo < t < oo,
Ai S{et(t)\IFt-i} =  0 a.s
A 2 S{e{t)e(t)'\Tt-\} =  S  a.s
A3 S{\£i(t)ej(t)£k(t)£i(t)\} < oo.
The essential feature of Condition A, of course, is that the classical theory still goes 
through even though the innovation sequence, e(t), are no longer assumed to be 
independent. Hence, the asymptotic results that we obtain later will be of a more 
general nature than if independence assumptions were made. We now briefly exam­
ine the implications of Condition A in relation to the analysis of linear time series 
models. For these class of models, Condition A provides a natural and important 
weakening of the usual assumption that the innovation sequence, e(£), are serially
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independent. The first, Ai, is just the condition that e(t) be a sequence of martin­
gale differences (which is clearly satisfied if the e(t) are independent and identically 
distributed). As explained in Hannan and Heyde (1972, p. 2059) Ai is equivalent 
to the assertion that the best predictor of y(t) conditioning on y(s), s < t, is equal 
to the best linear predictor, best being defined in terms of minimizing mean square 
error (see also Hannan and Deistler (1988, Theorem (1.4.2)).
Theorem (1.1.1) [Hannan and Deistler (1988)]:
The necessary and sufficient condition for the best linear predictor of the stationary 
process y(t), with finite mean square, to be the best predictor is that the linear pre­
diction errors e(t) should satisfy A\.
The condition A2 says that the e(t) behave as if they were independent up to second 
moments. This is needed in order that simple formulae for the covariances of the 
estimators in their limiting distributions should result. We should however note that 
condition A2 is not most desirable except on the basis of Gaussanity since it is a 
requirement that would seem difficult to justify from the observed properties of the 
output. A feasible alternative is to assume only that £{£(t)£(i)'\Tt-\} < oo a.s. In 
some cases condition A2 can be replaced by the weaker condition
lim £{£(t)£(t)'\Jrt_k} = £{£(t)£(t)'\F-oo) = £  a.s (1.1.8)k—+ oo
where T - 00 — (XFf The only difficulty with assuming (1.1.8) and not condition A2 
is that the asymptotic covariance matrix in the limiting distribution will not then be 
the classical one and can often become very complicated (see Hannan and Deistler 
(1988), p. 109). However, condition A2 or its close alternative will be sufficient for 
our investigation.
For the current study it may be helpful to relate the rational transfer func­
tion K(z) to the spectral theory of stationary processes in the following way. Let 
r yy(r) = £{y(t)y(t  + r)'} denote the autocovariance of the process y(t). From the 
representation (1.1.6) and assumption (1.1.2) or Condition A we can express r yy(r)
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as
OO
r ra(r) = £  K0 ')£K U  +  r ) \  r w(r) = r „ ( -r ) ' ,  r > 0.
j ='j
Thus if fy(cj) is the function with Fourier coefficients r yy(r) then y (t) has a spectral 
density of the form
OO
f„(w) = (27T)-1 £  r m(r )e~'TW =  (2 i)_1K(ei“')£K (e’")*,
r = —oo
K(e‘") = A (e " )-1M(e*“'), z = eiu, w € [—tt, tt] (1.1.9)
where fy(cj) is a rational matrix in the sense that each of its entries is the quotient 
of trigonometric polynomials and an asterisk has been used here and elsewhere to 
indicate transposition combined with conjugation. From the relationship (1.1.9) the 
covariance matrix Tyy(r) can be recovered from fy(u;) through the inverse Fourier 
transform as
Tyy(r) = (27T)-1 r  e,v“K(ei“ )£K(e*“’)*. (1.1.10)
J  — 7T
However, the problem of finding K(ew) and £  such that (1.1.9) holds is often referred 
to as the spectral factorization problem. Thus, we present the following result.
Theorem (1.1.2) [Rosanov (1967)]:
Any rational and almost everywhere non-singular spectral density matrix fy(u;) may 
be uniquely factored as in (1.1.9), where K(z) is rational in z, analytic within a 
circle containing the closed unit disc, detK(^) 7^  0, \z\ < 1 and K(0) = Iv and 
where £  > 0.
Under the conditions of Theorem (1.1.2) it is clear that K(z) and £  can be 
uniquely determined from a complete realization given that y (t) is egordic. However, 
we do not have a complete realization, hence the statistical problem of estimating 
these parameters. In particular, A(z) and M(^) are not uniquely determined from 
a given K(z) and this causes the problems of description for ARMA systems. Since 
(1.1.1) can be regarded as an approximation to (1.1.6), a key issue therefore is to 
understand the structure and parameterization of (1.1.1) for a given linear process
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y(t). This will now be studied in the next section.
1.2 Canonical structure for ARM  A models
As indicated in the last section, there is an inherent non-uniqueness in the 
parameterization [A(z) : M(z)] for the process (1.1.1). An infinite set of matrix 
pairs [A(z) : M(z)] will yield via (1.1.1) a process y(t) with the same transfer 
function (1.1.7) and thus for fixed £  the same spectral function (1.1.9). To get a 
better sense of this problem, let us pre-multiply both sides of (1.1.1) by an arbitrarily 
non-singular matrix or more precisely by a matrix polynomial in z. This will yield 
a class of models that have identical covariance matrix structures. This is true even 
when the order say n of K(z) has been fixed see, e.g. Kalman, Falb and Arbib (1969, 
p. 286). Thus, without further restrictions, the class of models associated with 
(1.1.1) is not identifiable in the sense that we cannot uniquely determine the values 
of p and q, and the coefficient matrices A(i), i = l , . . . , p  and M (j) ,j = 1 ,...,( / 
from the second order properties of the process y(£). The problem of identifiability 
for vector ARMA models has been extensively studied see, for example, Hannan 
(1969, 1979), Akaike (1976) and the references therein. This problem, of course, is 
directly linked to the problem of the description of a set of canonical forms for a 
set of transfer function matrices of the form (1.1.7), i.e. a bijective relation between 
a parameter space and a set of transfer functions (or impulse responses). Such 
canonical forms are sought in either matrix fraction description, that is, as a pair of 
polynomial matrices [A(z) : M(z)] such that (1.1.7) holds or in state space form. For 
conciseness we restrict discussion to the construction via matrix fraction description 
but refer to Solo (1986), Aoki (1987), Hannan and Deistler (1988) and Tsay (1989b) 
for some illuminating discussions on the state space forms.
As has previously been noted, the decomposition in the right-hand side of 
(1.1.7) is known as the matrix fraction description of the transfer function K(z),
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often abbreviated as mfd. Two m/efs having the same transfer function K(z) are 
called observationally equivalent. It is well known (Deistler and Hannan (1981)) 
that observational equivalence gives a partitioning of the set of all (feasible) mfd ’s 
into equivalence classes. Again the mfd is not unique. In order to parameterize 
an ARM A system (1.1.1) we have to prescribe a suitable representative, a so-called 
canonical form, for each equivalence class and this leads to a study of canonical 
mfd’s. Before continuing with this development we pause here to bring up some 
facts from the algebra of polynomial and rational matrices that are of direct rele­
vance to the subsequent discussion. Some account of the matrix theory involved is 
given in MacDuffee (1956), Wolovich (1974) and Kailath (1980) with the latter two 
emphasizing applications to linear systems.
The first form of redundancy that can arise is if A(z) and M(z) have a common 
left divisor that disappears when A(z)-1M(2:) is formed. That is, if C(z) is a matrix 
polynomial such that A(z) = C(z)Ai(z), M(z) = C(z)Mi(z) and Ai(z), Mi(z) 
are matrix polynomials, then C(z) is termed a common left divisor of A(z) and 
M(z). The matrix C (z) is often called the greatest common left divisor for A(z) and 
M(z) if it is a common left divisor and any other common left divisor (c.l.d) D(z) has 
C(z) as right multiple, i.e. C(z) = D(z)Di(z) (see MacDuffee (1956), p. 35). Any 
other (c.l.d) of A(z) and M(z), say Ci(z), is of the form Ch(z) = C(z)U(z) where 
U(z) is unimodular. A polynomial matrix U(z) is called unimodular if det U(z) is a 
non-zero constant. Thus, this unimodular matrix is precisely a matrix of polynomials 
for which U(z)-1 is also a matrix of polynomials.
Some degree of uniqueness in the mfd in (1.1.7) can be achieved by requiring 
the polynomial matrix [A(z) : M(z)] to be left coprime.
L em m a (1 .2 .1 ) [R osenbrock (1970)]:
The matrix pair [A(z) : M(z)] is said to be left coprime if and only if any one of 
the following conditions holds:
(i) The matrix pair [A(z) : M(z)] has full row rank v for every z,
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(ii) det A(z) has minimal degree among all observationally equivalent mfd’s.
Thus we have the following im portant characterization of the equivalence classes.
T h eorem  (1 .2 .1 ) [Hannan (1969), Popov (1969), R osenbrock (1970)]:
Two left coprime matrix fraction descriptions [A(z) : M(z)] and [A(z) : M(z)] are 
observationally equivalent if and only if there exists a unimodular matrix U (z) such 
that [A(*) : M {z)\ = U (z) [Ä(z) : M (*)].
It follows from Theorem (1.2.1) that the degree of det A (z), say n, is invariant for 
all observationally equivalent left prime pairs [A(z) : M(^)] and n is often called the 
order (Forney (1975)) or the McMillan degree of K {z) (or of the system). From the 
foregoing, however, it should be understood tha t in general, factoring unimodular 
operator from A( z )  and M (z) is unavoidable if no further constraints are imposed. 
Thus, to obtain uniqueness of left coprime operators we have to impose restrictions 
ensuring tha t the only feasible unimodular operator is U (z) =  I v. The condition 
U (z) =  I v combined with the assumptions (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) will be referred to 
as the elementary conditions for identifiability (Hannan (1975)). These conditions, 
however, appear to fit any natural interpretation of the class of models (1.1.1) in 
tha t, setting U (z) =  \ v in Theorem (1.2.1) eliminates redundancies while stationar- 
ity and miniphase assumptions (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) ensure that y (t) depends only on 
e(t), s < t. However, more is needed for a canonical choice for an ARM A process 
as we shall see in the subsequent developments.
In the situation considered in this thesis, there are no a priori restrictions on the 
system param eters and identifiability is achieved by selecting a particular canonical 
form from each observationally equivalent class. For instance, we may desire a 
member tha t often leads to a difference equation with the smallest order among 
all the difference equations of the form (1.1.1) corresponding to some equivalent 
class. This particular member can be called a canonical form since it possesses some 
special properties and all other members in the equivalence class can be generated
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from this member. In this context, the term canonical form refers to a well specified 
ARMA model in which
1. A(z) and M (2r) are left coprime,
2. the model contains no redundant parameters and
3. the orders of the polynomial involved are as small as possible so that the total 
number of parameters that require estimation is minimized.
Several methods of prescribing canonical forms for (1.1.1) such that properties 1 
to 3 are satisfied are readily available see, for example, the Hermite’s normal form 
(Rosenbrock (1970), Dickson, Kailath and Morf (1974), Kailath (1980)); the scalar 
component model representation (Tiao and Tsay (1989), Tsay (1991)); and the 
echelon canonical form which was first introduced in Popov (1969) (see also Forney 
(1975)). Herein, however, we shall restrict attention to an echelon canonical form 
for brevity. One useful way of prescribing an echelon canonical structure for matrix 
pair [A(z) : M(z)| is to start from the Hankel matrices
1 K(l) K(2) K(3)
K(2) K(3) K(4) . . .
“ OO —
\  : : : : /
of the transfer function K (z) = K( j ) z j . Here K (j) will be called a sub-block of 
v rows and v columns. The importance of can be seen from the, almost obvious, 
fact that the best r-step ahead predictor is y(£ + r|£) = K (j)e(t-t-r—j), r > 0 so
that Hoo has, as the rth row of blocks, the coefficient blocks in that prediction. The 
problem then is how to obtain unique integer parameters that govern the canonical 
mfd for K (z) given the Hankel matrices H ^. To provide some discussion in this 
direction let h(j, i) be the ith row of the j th block of rows of so that i = 
1 ? • • • ?  ^j J 1 , 2 , . . . .
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Now consider selecting a basis for the space spanned by the rows of H ^  such that 
I f  h(k,j),  k > 1 is a basis vector then h(k — 1, j)  is also a basis vector. (1.2.1)
A selection of basis set satisfying (1.2.1) can be described by a partition v = 
{ n i , . . . ,n v} of n (i.e. YH=ini — ni ni > 0) when the basis given by v is of the 
form
j  =  1» • • • » « * ;  * =  ( 1.2 .2)
Usually there will be many such partitions and, as can be easily checked, at least
/  1 \
n -f v — 1
partitions are possible. A special selection is obtained if we seek for
V v — l
the first (in natural order) basis of rows of Hco for which (1.2.2) is the first linearly 
independent set of rows of Hoo when these are ordered as
h( 1,1), Ä (l,2 ),...,/t( l,ü ), M2,l), M 2,2),.... (1.2.3)
Thus, (1.2.2) gives a nice selection in the sense that h(n{ -f 1, z) is a linear combi­
nation of the basis of rows preceeding it in the ordering (1.2.3). The corresponding 
integer parameters v = (ni , . . . ,  nv) that uniquely determine these first linearly inde­
pendent rows of Hoo are called the Kronecker (structural) indices. For an alternative 
description of the Hankel matrix and some illustrations of how the Kronecker indices 
are chosen see, for example, Solo (1986) and Tsay (1989b). The other approaches 
that have been suggested for specifying a parsimonious vector ARMA model using 
canonical variate analysis can be found in Akaike (1974a, 1975, 1976) with Cooper 
and Wood (1982) providing a modification of this, and that of the scalar component 
model technique suggested by Tiao and Tsay (1989). For a discussion of the rela­
tionship between scalar component and Kronecker index approaches see, e.g. Tsay 
(1989a).
In most cases it is more convenient to give the parameterization directly in 
terms of ARMA system parameters and to make the structure theory simpler it is
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much easier to consider the transfer function
OO
K(z) = K ( Z- 1) - I v = ' £ K U ) z - j
j=i
rather than K (z) where, by our convention, z~ l should be interpreted as a forward- 
shift operator. Thus, K (z) has the advantage of being strictly proper, that is, all 
denominator degrees are higher than the numerator degrees. This follows from the 
fact tha t lim2_oo K (z) =  0 and the properness of K (z) is equivalent to causality 
of K (z). Let M.(n)  be the set of all strictly proper, rational transfer function K (z) 
of order n. If we let 0„ be the set of such K (z) whose dynamical (Kronecker) 
indices are v =  { n i , . . . ,  nv} with n = ni then it is known that {©„|rci -f
n 2 +  . . .  +  nv = n} form a disjoint partition of AA.{n) and that each ©^ can be 
m apped homeomorphically into an open subset of Euclidean space 3 ^ 0  via the 
param eterization in terms of [A(z) : M (z)] where





with d(v) given by (1.2.9) below. If we let T tJ(z), Mij(z)  denote the ( i , j ) th element 
of A (z) and M (z), i , j  =  respectively then for each K (z -1 ) — I v £ ©„
there is a unique mfd [A(z) : M (z)] of K (z) where A (z) and M (z) are left coprime 
matrices of polynomials with
n i j - 1
Aij{z) = ä{j[k)z , i ^  j;
k=o
n, —1
Äa(z)  = z~k + da(k)z~k, äa(ni) = 1
k=0
and in M (z),
Tli — 1
Mij(z)  =  ^  rh,j{k)z~k (1.2.5)
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such tha t for K(0) =  Iv, K (z) is uniquely determined from K (z) and a m atrix 
fraction description (mfd) [A(z) : M(z)] of K (z) is obtained from an mfd [A(z) : 
M (z)] of K (z) in a unique way via the transformation
[A(z) :M (z ) \  = {diag(zni, . . . , z nv)}(A(z) ,  A (z) +  M (z)) (1.2.6)
where ri{ is the maximum degree of the ith row of [A(z) : M(z)] and
m in(rii +  1, nf), i > j  
m in(nt-, n3), i < j.
It should be mentioned that [A(z) : M(z)] has the same input-output behaviour 
as the ARMA system [A(z) : M (z)]. Clearly, (1.2.6) defines a one-to-one relation 
between [A(z) : M (z)] and [A(z) : M (z)], and as a result we associate the same 
H qo with K (z). The Kronecker indices u =  { n i , . . .  , n v} and [A(z) : M (z)] as just 
described constitute a complete set of invariants for all K (z) equivalence class.
L em m a (1 .2 .2 ) [Hannan and D eistler  (1988)]: Assume the relationship (1.2.6) 
holds. I f  [A(z) : M (z)] is left prime, then the corresponding [A(z) : M (z)] is left 
prime if  and only if  det A(0) ^  0.
Given tha t ©„ corresponds to the set of elements in M ( n )  for which the rows of 
(1.2.2) are the first linearly independent rows met as one moves down the m atrix 
H qo imposes additional restrictions on the elements hiftk), viz:
dij(k) = 0, k > n, — 1, j  > i;
äij(k) = 0, k > rii, j  < i (1.2.7)
and thus the highest degree in the i th row of A (z) is n,-. As a result, the maximum 
degree of the ith row of [A(z) — M (z)] is n , — 1 because K (z) is strictly proper. Next 
we summarize the degree relationships in the mfd [A(z) : M (z)] in the following 
theorem (see e.g. Deistler (1985)).
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T h eorem  (1.2.2):
If  [A(z) : M (z)] is the matrix fraction description o f K ( z )  £ 0 ^  and [A(^) : M(z)] 
are as defined in (1.2.4) satisfying (1.2.5) with additional restrictions (1.2.7), where 
v = ( n i , . . . ,  nv}, then
1. [A(z) : M (2:)] are left coprime, and
2. A ti(z) are monic polynomials (i.e. the leading coefficient is equal to unity) 
with
(i) 6(Ali(z)) = nl where 8 is to be read as “degree o f ”
(ii) 8(Ai3(z)) < 8(An(z)) =  n{, j  < i 
(Ui) 8(Äij(z)) < j  > i
(iv) 8(Äji(z)) < rii, j  i
(v) 8(Mij(z) -  Äij(z)) < rii, i , j  = l , . . . , v .
The occurrence of Mifiz) — A{j(z) in (u) is due to the fact that it is K (z) =  
A (z)_1 (M (z) — A (z)) that is strictly proper as earlier indicated. Thus, every [A(z) : 
M (z)] satisfying properties (1) and (2) of Theorem (1.2.2) is said to be in echelon 
(ARMA canonical) form. If [A(z) : M (z)] is the echelon mfd of K (z) then [A(z) : 
M (z)j as defined in (1.2.6) is said to be in (reversed) echelon form for K (z). Thus, 
the (reversed) echelon form possesses the following properties tha t uniquely define 
the m atrix pair [A(z) : M(z)] :
n,
Aü(z) = 1 +  aii{k)zk, i = 1 , . . .  ,u,
k=1 
n,
A-ij(z) — aij(k)z , i j,
k=nt— n , j + l  
n,




M,,(z)  =  ' £ i m i](k )zk, i /  j. ( 1.2.8 )
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Using property (1.2.8) it is obvious that [A(z) : M(z)] has row degrees n,-, i = 
l , . . . , u ,  and that A(0) = M(0) is lower triangular with units down the leading 
diagonal. It suffices now to note that the number of coefficients not restricted to be 
zero or one in A (z) is
V  V  V  V
da = ^2 ^2 71 lJ — n + ^2 nJ) + m7n{nii 71 j + 1)}, n — y  nl
i = l J  —  l  i < j  t=l
and in M(z) there are an additional X^=i X^=i ni = nv giving a total of
V
d[v) = n(v + 1) + *22 X] {™in(rii,rij) + min(ni,rij + 1)} (1.2.9)
t<j=i
freely varying parameters. Also, ^(det A(ar)) + 6(detM(2:)) < 2n. These features 
are fairly evident from (1.2.8).
The ARM A representation specified by (1.2.8) is complete in the sense that 
all the unknown parameters in A (z) and M(z) are identified and that each indi­
vidual polynomial is specifically given. Moreover, it is apparent from the above 
discussion that the echelon structure guarantees uniqueness of the vector ARMA 
representation. In other words, if a vector ARMA representation is in echelon form 
the representation is unique within the class of all observationally equivalent mfd’s. 
Also, for any stable, invertible ARMA representation (1.1.1) there exists an equiv­
alent echelon form. Thus, if we let the matrix pair [A(z) : M(.z)] in (1.1.1) be in 
its appropriate (reversed) echelon form then it follows that p = q = max(ni , . . . ,  nv) 
with the coefficient matrices [A(j),M(j)], j  = l , . . . , p  satisfying the restrictions 
imposed by (1.2.8). Setting p = max(n!,. . .  ,nv) follows from the fact that nt is the 
maximum order of Aij(z) and Mij(z).
In the rest of this thesis we shall be concerned with ARMA representation spec­
ified by (1.2.8) and some virtues for adopting this structure in the current study will 
now be discussed. Of special interest are the consequences of this representation for 
estimation. The modelling strategy offered by (1.2.8) permits considerable parsi­
mony in parameterization, thereby aiding computational tractability and associated
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precision in parameter estimates. In particular, the structure specified by (1.2.8) 
often involves fewer freely varying parameters in comparison with other forms of 
model (1.1.1). As will be shown in Chapter 2, having as few free parameters as 
possible is important to ease the numerical problems in maximizing the likelihood 
function and perhaps enhances a gain in the efficiency of the parameter estimates. 
Finally, to avoid excessive notation y (t) will henceforth be employed to denote both 
a given process and a realized value of that process. The particular meaning of the 
symbol will be clear from the usage.
1.3 S tru ctu re d eterm in ation  for echelon  form s
Section (1.2) provided some discussion of how to determine the order, n, of the 
system or the set of Kronecker indices, from the abstract mathematical framework. 
In most applications these integer-valued parameters are not known a priori and will 
have to be determined from the observed values of y(£). A choice is likely to be made 
from a range of values of v that are regarded, a priori, as being appropriate, the 
choice in itself depends on the estimated characteristics of the model for a given v.
In this section methods are discussed for estimating the Kronecker indices con­
sistently from a given set of observations, y (t) = . . . ,  yv(t))', t = 1, . . . ,  T. In
particular, attention will be restricted to the specification procedures suggested by 
Hannan and Kavalieris (1984) and Poskitt (1992), respectively. In our discussion of 
these procedures, we shall highlight only the fundamental ideas (see Hannan and 
Deistler (1988, chapters 5, 6, and 7) and Poskitt (1992) for extensive expositions). 
Before proceeding it may be worth emphasizing that the data is assumed not to ex­
hibit any apparent deviation from stationarity and that T  observations are available 
on the stationary process y(£). For notational convenience, it will also be assumed 
that this process has zero mean.
In theory, the Kronecker indices, v = {ni , . . . ,n„},  can be determined by a
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maximum likelihood procedure but, as we shall see below, less costly techniques will 
be preferred in practice. The choice of v that best describe the data at hand is made 
by minimizing the criterion function
Cr(v) = log det S(^) + (1.3.1)
where d(is), given by (1.2.9), is the number of freely varying parameters that require 
estimation. Here S(i/) is the maximum likelihood estimate of S from a model 
defined by the Kronecker indices, v — { h i , . . . ,h v}, and D is chosen to minimize 
(1.3.1) over a suitable range of values of v. The constant C(T) has to be prescribed 
and various choices of this quantity have been considered. When C(T) = 2, (1.3.1) 
is known as Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and for C(T) = log T (1.3.1) is 
called Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). AIC was introduced in the univariate 
case by Akaike (1969, 1974b). BIC was introduced by Akaike (1976) and Schwarz 
(1978) from an argument based on Bayesian framework. It has also been justified on 
another basis in Rissanen (1976). Another choice of (1.3.1) which uses a borderline 
penalty term, C(T) = 2 log log T, was introduced in Hannan and Quinn (1979). It is 
implicit in the result of Hannan (1981) that the consistency or inconsistency of the 
criterion function (1.3.1) depends on the choice of the sequence C(T). Hannan and 
Deistler (1988, Chapt. 5, Section 5) show that a criterion such as (1.3.1) provides a 
consistent estimator of the true set of Kronecker indices if C(T)  is a non-decreasing 
function of T  satisfying C(T)  —► oo and ^ p- —> 0 as T —*■ oo and the true data 
generating process satisfies some weak conditions (cf. Condition A). If, in addition, 
2'iogiogf > 1 as T  —» oo, the criterion provides a strongly consistent estimator of the 
true Kronecker indices.
A major difficulty for using the criterion function (1.3.1) is the requirement to 
employ the log-likelihood a number of times before arriving at the model(s) that 
best describe the data. This is costly and moreover is computationally burdensome 
because the likelihood function, as is shown in Chapter 2, will be non-linear in
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the parameters and iterative optimization algorithms have to be employed. Since 
we just need an estimator of X(z/) for the evaluation of model selection criterion 
such as (1.3.1) an obvious modification of the procedure is to use an estimator 
that avoids the non-linear optimization problem. Such an estimator, as we shall 
fully demonstrate in Chapter 3, may be obtained from a procedure based on linear 
least squares. To motivate discussion in this direction let us assume that the
estimates of the innovation sequence (e(£)}, have been obtained by fitting a long 
autoregression,
' 5 2 & h ( j ) y { t - j )  =  i h(t), ®h{ 0) =  lv,
j = o
to data for h < (log T)T, r  < oo. Using ih(t) a full search procedure for the optimal 
Kronecker indices can be carried out by regressing each component of y (t) on the 
appropriate components of y (t) y(t  — — j). Of course, the selection of
the components involved in these regressions is determined by the Kronecker indices 
of the model being fitted.
Let X(i/) be the residual mean square from the above regression. The Kronecker 
indices u = { n i , . . . ,n v} are estimated as the argument minimizing the criterion 
function
Cr(v) = log det S(i/) + (1.3.2)
We could consider minimizing (1.3.2) over all sets of Kronecker indices v = {ni , . . . ,  nv 
with rii < TV, where is a prespecified upper bound for the Kronecker indices but, 
because of the large number of models to be considered even when v is quite small, 
some short-cut techniques have been proposed. The first one that is immediately 
presented below is inspired by Hannan and Kavalieris (1984). We have chosen to 
present this procedure in the most straightforward form although these authors dis­
cuss a number of computational simplifications that could be made. See Hannan 
and Deistler (1988, chapt. 6) for an elaborate discussion. For ease of reference, we 
shall refer to this method as Procedure A.
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P rocedure  A:
Step 1: Evaluate Cr(s, . . . ,  5 ) for 5 = 0 ,1 ,2 ,.. . ,  N using criterion function (1.3.2) 
and call the value s that minimizes this criterion function as n ^  where, as 
earlier mentioned, the integer A is a priori specified.
Step 2: Fix all other indices at rd1! and vary the last index between 0 and rd1! to 
evaluate Cr(n^l\  . . . ,  n ^ \ n v) where nv = 0 ,1 ,2 ,..., Denote the value of 
nv that minimizes (1.3.2) by hv.
Step 3: Fix nv at hv and consider
CV(n(1), .. . , n ^ \ n v^ i ,h v)
for nv - 1 =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  rd1). Choose the value of 1 that minimizes the prescribed 
criterion function. Continue in this fashion until the overall minimum is found.
More generally, ns, s < u, is chosen such that
C r(n(1), . . .  ,n (1), ns, . . . ,«„) = min{Cr[(n{l), . . . ,  n(1), ns, n3+1 , . .  .,«„)]}
for ns = 0, . . . ,  rd1). The main feature of this procedure is that the number of echelon 
manifolds to be considered has been reduced from (N+l)v to at most (N+l)  + v(N+ 
1) and hence brings about large computational savings. In addition, if rd1) is small 
the number of models to be considered may be substantially reduced. It should be 
mentioned, however, that this procedure may not always lead to the overall minimum 
but under the stated conditions for the model selection criterion the procedure does 
produce consistent estimates of v.
An alternative procedure, which we refer to as Procedure B, is suggested in 
Poskitt (1992).
P rocedure  B:
The essential feature of this procedure is that evaluations are based on separate
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least squares estimation of each of the v equations contained in (1.1.1) with ih{t) 
replacing s(£) and p = max(n,), i = 1 , . . . ,  v. A model selection criterion of the form
Cri(v) = log cr-(u) + i = 1, — , v (1.3.3)
is then evaluated for each of the v equations separately. Here Tcrf(v) is the residual 
sum of squares of the ith equation and dt(u) denotes the number of freely varying 
(or functional) parameters in the ith equation, and C(T), as before, is a real-valued 
non-negative possibly stochastic function of T. It needs to be mentioned that (1.3.3) 
is the single equation analogue of the criterion function (1.3.2). The various steps 
in the procedure are now summarized as follows:
Note that for u = { 0 ,..., 0}, <rt2(0) = T~l Ylt-\ Then, evaluate CVt(j/)
and choose the estimates of the Kronecker indices, hi, i = 1 ,... ,u according to the 
following rule:
If Cr,([0 , . . . ,  0]) > CV;([1,. . . ,  1]) for all i = 1 , . . . ,  v, compute Cr;([2,. . . ,  2]), 
i = 1 , . . . ,  v, and compare with CV;([ 1 ,. . . ,  1]). If the C rt( [ l ,. . . ,  1]) are all greater 
than C rt([2 ,. . .  ,2]) proceed to C rt([3 ,... ,3]) and continue in this way until such a 
point when the inequality fails.
Suppose at some stage the inequality
Cri([s -  1 ,... ,5 -  1]) > Cri([s,.. . ,s})
fails to hold for all i , choose hi = 5 — 1. The hi so obtained is fixed in all the 
subsequent steps. The procedure is continued by increasing the remaining indices 
and comparing the criteria for those equations for which the Kronecker indices are 
not yet fixed.
In order to make the procedure a bit more transparent it may be helpful to con­
sider an example. Assume we have a four-dimensional system, y(t) = (y i(t),. . . ,  y4(t))'. 
In this case v = 4 and consequently, v — ( n i , . . . ,n 4). As a first step of the pro­
cedure C rt-([0,0,0,0]) and Cr,([l, 1,1,1]) are evaluated for i = 1,2,3,4. Suppose
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Cr,([0,0,0,0]) >
C rt([ 1,1,1,1]) for i = 1,2,3,4. Then evaluate Crt{[2,2,2,2]), i = 1,2,3,4.
Now assume
CViQl, 1,1,1]) < ^ ( [2 ,2 ,2 ,2 1 )
and that
C r,([ l,l,l ,l])> C r,([2 ,2 ,2 ,2 ])
for z = 2,3,4. Then h\ = 1 is fixed and C rt-([1,2,2,2]) is compared with Cr,-([1,3,3,3]) 
for i = 2,3,4. Again, suppose C rj([l,2,2,2]) > CVj([l, 3,3,3]) for i = 2,3 but 
Cr4([l,2,2,2]) < C r4([l, 3,3,3]). Then fix h4 = 2.
We are now left to fix h2 and n3, respectively. Continuing in the same fashion 
we compare Crt-([1,2,2,2]) with C r\([l,3,3,2]), i = 2,3 but note that the values 
of rii and n4 are now fixed in Crt([*]) at 1 and 2, respectively. If CV*([1,2,2,2]) > 
C r,([l,3,3,2]) for all i = 2,3 then evaluate C r;([l,4,4,2]). Now suppose 
C r2([l, 3, 3, 2]) > C r2([l, 4,4, 2]) and Cr3([l, 3,3,2]) < CV3([1,4,4,2]). Then we fix 
h3 = 3 and compare C r2([l, 4, 3, 2]) with C r2([l, 5, 3, 2]). Continue in this way until 
u2 is fixed.
It is important to note, however, that for each Kronecker index only the first 
local minimum of the corresponding criterion is searched for. For moderate or large 
systems the present procedure has the advantage of involving only very reasonable 
amount of computations and more importantly, the Kronecker indices are consis­
tently estimated. The conditions under which the consistency of the Kronecker 
indices is achieved are provided in Poskitt (op. cit).
From the discussion of this section, it is apparent that consistent and feasible 
strategies for estimating the Kronecker indices exist in practice. Unfortunately, the 
relative performance of Procedures A and B in small finite samples is unknown. 
Given this state of affairs it is difficult to give well-founded recommendations as to 
which strategy to adopt in any particular situation. However, it may be advisable to
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try these alternative strategies in conjunction with different model selection criteria, 
and compare the resulting models and the implications for the subsequent analysis.
C h a p te r  2
M ax im u m  L ikelihood E stim a tio n
for A R M A  M odels
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2.1 In trod u ction
This chapter is concerned with the maximum likelihood estimation procedures 
for analysing data, y (£), t = 1 ,. . . ,  T, assumed to be generated by a member of 
the class of ARM A processes (1.1.1). The specific situation considered is one in 
which the structural (Kronecker) indices, v = (n i,. . . ,  rcv), generating the system 
are known a priori or have been consistently estimated as indicated in Section (1.3) 
of the previous chapter and that the system parameters are estimated by maximizing 
a particular likelihood function.
The class of ARM A models generated by (1.1.1) was introduced in Chapter 1 
as
E A(i)y (* - i )  = (2.1.1)
j=o j=o
where again the process y(£) is stationary, and the unobservable input {£(£)} is a 
strict stationary martingale difference sequence satisfying Condition A. In (2.1.1), 
p = m ax(ni,. . . ,  nv) is an observability index, and that A(j) and M (j) are v x v 
matrices while y(£) and e(t) are v-dimensional vectors. To avoid redundancy and 
non-uniqueness in (2.1.1) we require the matrix pair [A(z) : M(z)] to be left coprime 
and in (reversed) echelon form where [A(z) : M(z)] are as defined in (1.1.3). We shall 
assume that all calculations are made with mean corrected quantities so that y(t) 
is the residual from such adjustment. The asymptotic properties of the parameter 
estimates so obtained (as T  —» oo) will not be affected by this adjustment.
The problem of parameter estimation for models such as (1.1.1) has a long 
history in the time series literature, having been considered by Hannan (1970), 
Wilson (1973), Nicholls (1976), Kohn (1978), Jenkins and Alavi (1981), and in 
a more general context, Hannan and Kavalieris (1984), and Hannan and Deistler 
(1988), amongst others. The estimation procedures proposed are generally based 
on optimization of a likelihood function, constructed as if the data were from a 
Gaussian process. With the model structure (Kronecker indices) assumed known
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our interest is in describing a procedure for evaluating the efficient estimates of 
A ( l) , . . . ,  A (p) : M (l) ,. . . ,  M (p) and E in relation to (2.1.1).
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. The next section sets out nota­
tion and provides discussion on various simplifying approximations to the likelihood 
function. Section (2.3) outlines the efficient parameter estimation via a modified 
Newton-Raphson procedure and discusses some practical aspects of the employed 
technique. This is followed in Section (2.4) by the presentation of the asymptotic 
properties of the estimators.
2.2 The Likelihood function
For maximum likelihood (ML) estimation the likelihood function is needed. We 
will now give some simplifying approximations to the likelihood function and for ease 
of exposition it will be necessary to first introduce notation. Employing the conven­
tion adopted in Poskitt (1992), we set (p(z)' = (2 , . . . ,  zp), a  = vec{ A ( l) ,. . . ,  A(p)}, 
ß — uec{A(0) — Iv} and A = uec{M (l),. . . ,  M(p)}. Thus, the elements of ä , for ex­
ample, are obtained by stacking the columns of A(l) followed by those of A(2), and 
so on. The vectors ß and A are constructed in a similar way. The vector ß occurs as 
a result of the matrix pair [A(z) : M(^)] being in (reversed) echelon form in which 
case A(0) — Iv = M(0) — Iv could have non-zero elements below the main diagonal. 
Let Sa(„) be a da x pv2 selection matrix where da denotes the number of freely vary­
ing parameters in ä. Typically, each row of S0[(J/j has a single element equal to unity 
to indicate the element of the vector ä that is being selected and the remaining 
elements are null. Denoting a  as a vector of parameters that are not restricted to 
be zero in a, it follows that a = Sa(„)ä. Similarly, ß = S ß ^ ß  where Sp(„) selects 
the non-zero elements of A(0) below the leading diagonal in ß and A = SA(l/)Ä, Swj,) 
being defined in a manner analogous to Sa(l/) and S^^). A straightforward matrix 
manipulation shows that Sct(l/) = Ida and that, Sa(v) and S'a^  are reflexive
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generalized inverses and hence ä = S'a^ a .  Also, S ^ )  and Sa(„) in joint operation 
with their respective transpositions carry similar interpretations. To fix ideas, the 
elements of the parameter matrices in (2.1.1) are organized in one vector of length 
d(v) = da -f dp T d\ given by 9 = (a' : ß' : A')' where, by construction, <a, ß and 
A contain the elements of [A(z) : M(z)] that are not restricted to be either zero or 
one with dp and d\ denoting the length of vectors ß and A, respectively. Appendix 
(A.l, p.41) provides an illustration of the basic concepts and ideas presented in this 
paragraph.
Our main objective in this section, however, is to consider efficient methods 
of estimating the unknown parameter values 0 and X. The estimation methods 
considered are based on the Gaussian likelihood though Gaussianity assumption is 
not necessary for the validity of the methods or for the asymptotic theory as long 
as all second moments are assumed to exist. Let y j  = (y ( l) ',...,y (T ) ') ' be a 
realization of T  observations from a system generating (2.1.1) and define 0  = (0 : 
vechYi) as the parameter space associated with the class of models (2.1.1) under 
(1.1.4), (1.1.5) and over all positive-definite matrices X. The estimation method 
is based on maximizing the likelihood of y j ,  which under Gaussian assumptions 
omitting constant terms and for 9 € 0 ,  is given by
Ct {9) = — 2T_1(log Gaussian likelihood)
= T~l log det G t (6) + T~ly'TG T(9)~ly T (2.2.1)
where the covariance matrix G t {9) = ^(yTy^) has as ifs (m ,n) th block of v x v 
elements the matrix
r ra(m -  n) = r ei|m- n)fy(u
J  — 7T
with the spectral density matrix, fy(c<;), given by (1.1.9). Thus the maximum likeli­
hood estimate (MLE) of 0 is obtained by minimizing (2.2.1). If y(£) is not Gaussian, 
as in the present case, it makes sense to regard (2.2.1) or some approximation to it as 
a measure of the goodness of fit of the model to the data. Under this circumstance
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(2.2.1), as in econometric literature, is often referred to as quasi-maximum likelihood 
function see, for example, Phillips (1976, p. 450).
The main difficulty in using (2.2.1) to obtain MLE of 0 arises, of course, from 
the need to compute det Gj(0)  and G t (^)- 1 directly. To obviate this problem a 
simpler form of the likelihood function can be obtained by expressing Gj(0)  in terms 
of one-step predictors yo{t\t — 1), which are easily calculated recursively. A natural 
estimation procedure for (2.1.1) therefore is to maximize the objective function
£ r (0 ,£) = 1 log det £  + l t r £ -1Sr(0) (2.2.2)
which, as indicated, leads to a simpler optimization problem where
s  t (0) = T "1 I > ( i ) e 9(<)'
t=  1
and
ee(t) = ^ A ( ; ) y ( < - j ) - ^ ( M ( i ) - Ä o j I v ) e « ( < - i )  
j=o j=0
-  M W -1A (z)y (i) ,t = l , . . . , r ,
represents an estimable function of the unobserved inputs, {e(£)}. The appendage 
0 is used to denote the dependence of the residuals egft), t = 1 ,. . . ,T , on the 
value of the parameter vector 0. To avoid technical difficulties we shall, henceforth, 
strengthen the miniphase assumption (1.1.5) to
detM (z) /  0, |*| < 1. (2.2.3)
In practice, only y j  is available to estimate 0 so that the pre-period values, 
{y(t),eo(t)}, t  < 0, are not available and thus represent unknown quantities. Some 
suggestions have been made for specifying these initial values. One possibility is 
to use some y (t) values at the beginning of the sample as the initial observations 
(y (—p + 1 ) ,. . . ,  y(0)) while (e(—p + 1 ) ,.. . ,  e(0)) are set to their unconditional ex­
pectation which is zero as in Wilson (1973) or Reinsel (1976). The method of back
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forecasting (Hillmer and Tiao (1979)) could also be used to estimate these pre-period 
values. However, a much simpler approach is to modify the likelihood function 
(2.2.2) by treating presample values as zero, that is, {y(t),eo(t)} = 0, t < 0. For 
efficiency the use of back-forecasting for parameter estimation is important for mod­
els that are close to being non-stationary and especially for series that are relatively 
short. The assumption of zero inputs for observation before t = 1 is referred to as 
prewindowing in the engineering literature see, for example, Ljung and Söderström
(1983) . Asymptotically this approximation makes no difference since its effect is 
usually negligible in most samples when T is sufficiently large. However, this ap­
proximate maximum likelihood method has been shown (at least in the scalar case) 
to be less adequate for small sample sizes, particularly when the moving average op­
erator of the model is close to being non-miniphase. See Pagan and Nicholls (1976), 
and Box and Jenkins (1976, p. 219) for some discussion. In such situations it is pre- 
ferrable to consider the maximization of the exact likelihood function. Procedures 
for deriving the exact likelihood for vector ARMA models have been studied by 
Osborn (1977) for the pure moving average case, and by Phadke and Kedem (1978), 
Nicholls and Hall (1979), Hillmer and Tiao (1979), and in a more general case, Han­
nan, Dunsmuir and Deistler (1980). More recently, interest has centered on the use 
of the Kalman filter as a computationally efficient means of deriving the likelihood 
function for this and other time series models. See, for example, Solo (1984), Shea
(1984) , Gardner, Harvey and Phillips (1980), and Ansley and Kohn (1983), who 
show how to incorporate the possibility of missing and aggregated data. However, 
the exact closed form of the likelihood function is complicated and in general very 
slow to compute see, Tiao and Box (1981) for some discussion.
In many practical situations, the choice £x(# ,£ ) is only one choice of an ob­
jective function to be maximised and in this view, the exact maximum likelihood 
procedure may not always be required. Thus, since the minimizing value of S  for 
given 0 is Xt ($) = T~l Yj=i then following Kohn (1978) the optimization
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of (2.2.2) can be effected by minimizing the concentrated likelihood function
CT(0) = i l o g d e t£ r (0) (2.2.4)
where, as noted earlier, ee(t), t = 1 ,. . . ,  T are the observed residuals associated with 
the model and is recursively generated via the relation
M t )  =  Y  $ (i)y(< -  i )  (2-2.5)
1= 0
where Y/fLo ^ ( j ) ^  = $(<z) = M(z)-1 A(z) and that (y(t),eo(t)) = 0, t < 0. 
The effect of starting up the process with y(t) = eo{t) = 0 for t < 0 is quite 
easily seen in (2.2.5), namely, the infinite order pure autoregressive representation 
is truncated at lag t — 1 for y (t). Such a truncation has little effect if the sample 
size is large and the zeros of det M(z) are not close to the unit circle. This suggests 
that the likelihood approximation in (2.2.4) will improve as the sample size gets 
large and will become exact as T —► oo. If 9q minimizes Ct (9) then S t(^g) is 
taken as the estimate of S. Thus, 9q and S t (^g) are referred to as the approximate 
Gaussian maximum likelihood estimators of 90 and D0, respectively, where the zero 
subscript is used here, as it will be below, to indicate the true parameter values. 
These estimators differ from those that would be obtained from the exact Gaussian 
(maximum) likelihood function in their treatment of initial conditions. Since we will 
be concerned predominantly with large sample properties in the following we will 
indulge in the luxury of working with the criterion function (2.2.4).
It is perhaps worth noting that if the model is uniquely parameterized, the 
likelihood function has a locally unique maximum. This property is of obvious 
importance to guarantee the existence and uniqueness of the Gaussian estimators. 
In the scalar case (u = 1), for example, Astrom and Söderström (1974) show that 
liniT^oo £ t (9) has a unique local minimum at 0o. In general, however, the likelihood 
function may have more than one local minimum or may not even have a minimum 
in the region of minimization. A more detailed discussion of the properties of the
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likelihood function can be found in Deistler and Potscher (1984). However, Ct (0g) 
always has a well defined meaning as inf Ct {9), 9 £ 0  where inf denotes the infimum 
of the indicated argument. For the minimization of (2.2.4), it can be seen from 
(2.2.5) that S t ($) will in general be non-linear in 9 so that 9q needs to be solved by 
iterative techniques. In the next section we discuss the evaluation of 6q via (2.2.4).
2.3 M axim ization of the likelihood function
In this section we describe the explicit calculation of asymptotically efficient 
estimates, Oq-, of the system parameters 0, given that the true model structure (Kro- 
necker indices) are known. There are a number of different approaches to numerical 
optimization but the main method we consider is one based on the modified Newton- 
Raphson (Gauss-Newton) procedure. Our emphasis on this optimization scheme is 
due to the fact that it gives some theoretical insight into estimation in a non-linear 
framework and moreover, is the heart of many general purpose computer packages 
for fitting ARMA processes.
2 .3 .1  T h e  G a u ss-N ew to n  S ch em e
Here we show how to obtain efficient estimates of the parameter 0 via Gauss- 
Newton procedure. In so doing, we give an explicit evaluation of the gradient vector 
and (approximate) Hessian matrix (i.e. matrix of second derivatives) of the log like­
lihood in relatively simple terms. To introduce the procedure consider the criterion 
function (2.2.4),
£ t {0) = ~ log det S t(0)
over some permissible parameter space 0 ,  to obtain 9g, an estimate of an unknown 
parameter value 0, and consequently, E(0g)«
To obtain the Gaussian estimator, 9g, the standard technique is to solve the
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first-order conditions
but in general these equations are highly non-linear in 9 and are extremely difficult, if 
not impossible, to evaluate analytically so recourse must be made to either numerical 
optimization methods or iterative techniques. A common iterative algorithm to 
determine 9q is the Newton-Raphson procedure (e.g. Kowalik and Osborne (1968, 
p. 65), Judge et al (1985, Section B), Kashyap and Rao (1976)) which is defined by
^ '+1) = - d2CT[ß) ^d C r iß )
dOdO' de e=e^
, j  > 0
with 9q being some consistent estimator given prior to the commencement of the 
iterations and O^q denotes the j th step estimate of 0. Since d might  be too 
complicated to be computed, a modified version of the Newton’s procedure consists 
of replacing this quantity by the matrix
Ar(0a) = T - l j : ^ A : T(0)- 'dee(t)de1
where the expected value of A t (9q) is the Fisher’s information matrix, which can 
be obtained as the limit in probability as T —► oo of — t he limit being 
computed under the assumption that the observations yr  obey the model with 
parameters 9. This modification gives rise to the Gauss-Newton iterative scheme
4 J+l) =  0 «  -  A H 0)-1 £ de${ty
t = l de
s t (9) 1Ge{t) \q_qU) , j  > 0. (2.3.1)
This has the advantage that it only contains first derivatives of e#(£), and which 
can be readily evaluated. If T i (0q  ^ — 90) = Op( 1) then 9 ^  for all j  > 1 and 
in particular Oq will be consistent and asymptotically equivalent, at least in the 
scalar case, to the maximum likelihood estimator. (See Fuller (1976, Chapter 5) for 
detailed exposition and proof). Thus, it follows that the iterates 9 ^  will converge 
to 9q with increasing j  as T —► oo. To simplify the computation, we may therefore
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prefer to choose as the estimate of @g\  for some small positive j, rather than 
iterating (2.3.1) to convergence. Whether this is done or not will depend on the 
sample size and the class of models that is being considered. This appears to have an
intuitively appealing interpretation when we observe that the parameter adjustment 
0q+1^ — O^q from (2.3.1) can be interpreted as the coefficients in a regression of 
eo{t) on —8ede^ -  = — ( )  with weighting matrix £ t (0). This last 
observation suggests that we only need to have an explicit expression for evaluating 
the regressor variables dede$P in order to complete calculations yielding the fully 
efficient estimates. Now proceeding in a manner analogous to Poskitt and Tremayne 
(1982, p. 116), but noting that A(0) = M(0) does not necessarily equal an identity
matrix, we find, using (2.2.5), that




{M(z) 1 A(z)y(i)} 
{t>ec(M(z)_1 A(z)y(())} (2.3.2)
since ee(t) = uec{e<?(£)}. Now employing the rule vec(ABC) = (C' 0  A)uecB, we 
observe that (2.3.2) can be rewritten as
=  A v e c ( M( z ) -> A (z)y
= (y0'® M (z)-1)— uecA(z)
= (yW '® M (z)-1)(CP(z)'® It,2)S'ctM 




(vecA(z)) d p—  (2^ vecA(j)zJ + vec A(0)}
A
—  [{(z,. . .  , 2 P) 0  Iv2 }{vec(A(l) : . . .  : A (p))} + uecA(O)]
A
g ^ [{ (z> • • •, 2”)® Iv*}Sa(>>)a  + uecA(O)]
(CP(z ) '® C 2)S'aM.
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Completely analogous manipulations applied to lead to the expression
de9(t)
d\ ' = {—Cp(^ y ® ee(ty (8> M (*)}s;x(„}.
(2.3.4)
It now remains to obtain a similar expression for , By applying the result
aa aa (2.3.5)
for some non-singular matrix D and a column vector a in conjunction with the chain 
rule for matrix differentiation (see, for example, Lutkephol (1991, p. 469)) we get
de ^ l l  =  [ v e c { M - \ z ) ^ ^ - M - 1( z ) A { z ) y ( t ) ) T v e c { M - l ( z ) ^ ^ y ( t ) } \
dß' dß'
r\ r\
= -{*o(ty  <8> M~l (z)} — vecM(z)  +  {y(*)' 0  M _1(2:)}—  vec M(z)
=  {{y(t)-ee{t)y ®M \ z ) }{— vecM(z))
= {(y(i) -  eo(t))' ® M - \ z ) } { ( l v <g> I ^ S ^ }  
= {(yW -  efl(*))' (8) M_1(2 )}S'w . (2.3.6)
Thus, putting
v(t) = (y(t)' 0  M(Z)-1), ((t) = (*(*)' ® M(Z)-1), (2.3.7)
we may rewrite using (2.3.4) — (2.3.6) via (2.3.7) as
= {&(*)' ® r,(t): v(t) - m  ■ -Cp(z)' ® «*)}S'„ (2.3.8)
where : S'A^ )  and the v x v2 matrix (derivative) sequences
rj(t) and £(t) can be recursively generated via (2.3.7) as
M U)(v(t -  J) : Z(t -  j)) = (y(ty  : e0(0') ® (2.3.9)
3=0
with 7j(t) = £(t) = 0, t < 0. Some other approaches for computing the derivatives 
have been considered in the literature see, for example, Kashyap (1970), Astrom
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(1980), Wilson and Kumar (1982) and the references therein. Now let us rewrite 
(2.3.1) as
seen to be the vector of regression coefficients obtained from the multivariate regres­
residual e$(£) may not be exactly linear in the parameter 9 and a single adjustment 
will not immediately produce the least squares values. Instead the adjusted values 
are substituted as new iterates and the process repeated until the specified con­
vergence criterion occurs. Although there can be no improvement asymptotically, 
it may be useful to iterate (2.3.1) or equivalently (2.3.10) for finite T and usually 
one or two iterations may be worthwhile. Typically, convergence is usually faster if 
consistent estimators, such as may be obtained at the identification stage, are used 
at the commencement of iterations.
To complete the calculations it is therefore necessary to specify how such an 
initial value 0G is to be obtained. Following the technique suggested in Hannan 
and Kavalieris (1984) we find that 0G is achieved in two stages. The precise details 
of this procedure, together with the asymptotic properties of the estimator 9q  ^ so 
obtained, are provided in Chapter 3. For ease of reference in the subsequent chapters,
(2.3.10)
where we have employed the relatively easily verified fact that — >ede^P 0 = {rj(t) veclv-  
£(£) uec Iv}. (See Appendix (A.2, p. 43) for a complete derivation). Thus, Öq 1'* is
sion of (r)(t) — £(t)) veclv + ee(t) on — de^ P  where these quantities are evaluated at 
the point 0 $  given by the previous iterate. There is an argument for iterating (2.3.1) 
or, its equivalent, (2.3.10) to obtain the fully efficient estimates, 9q. For finite T, the
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stage will be referred to as the Gaussian estimation scheme. A detailed discussion of 
the Gauss-Newton procedure for estimating model (2.1.1) and its natural extension 
can be found in Hannan and Kavalieris (1984). See also Hannan and Deistler (1988, 
p. 294)).
The Gaussian estimator also has a natural generalized least squares representa­
tion as shown in Reinsel, Basu and Yap (1992). First, let the symbol denotes a 
matrix (or vector) formed by T consecutive observations of the indicated argument 
from t = 1 to T. Employing this nomenclature leads to an expression for (2.3.9) in 
matrix form as
Cg[?/(0  : {(*)]Li = [y Wr ® l v : ee(t)' G l v]J=1 (2.3.11)
where Cg is a Tv x Tv lower triangular block Toeplitz matrix given by
C G
M(0) 0 . . .  0 .............. 0
M (l) M(0) . . .  0 .............. 0
M(p) M ( p - l )  . . .  M(0) 0
0 M(p)  . . .  M(l) M(0) . . .  0
: 0 • •  ■• .  :
0 . . .  0 M (p)   M(0)
(2.3.12)
Setting ZG = [^ | ^ ]t=n and using (2.3.11) it follows that — can be written in 
matrix form as CgZg = X g where
X G = [{—Cp(2)' G y(t)' G l v : ~ (y(t)f -  ee(t)') ® l v : (p(z)' <g) ee(t)' (g) Iv}S'jf=1.
Similarly, put W g = [e^(i) + (i7(<) — £{t))veclv]j=1 and define YG via the relationship 
CgW g = Y 0 . Hence Y G = CG[ee(t)]J=1 + [y(t) -  ee(t)}J=l and
^ +1) = {Z^(Ir ® S r (fl)-1)ZG}-1{Z^(IT ® S r (Ö)-1)W G}|te^ ), j > 0
G
= { X 'o C ^ I r  0  S t (Ö)-1)Cg1X g }-1{X^Cg- 1(It 0  E r(* )-1)C5lYG}|te4o, 
=  { X ^ ^ X o J - q x ^ n ^ 'Y o }  (2.3.13)
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where TIq — Cg(It G> S t (^g))C^, an estimate of do-
2 .3 .2  M o d ifica tio n s
In practice, it is often necessary to modify some aspects of the iterative scheme 
(2.3.1) in order for it to operate successfully. This becomes necessary because in 
finite sample, random fluctuations may cause the estimates of the parameters to 
occur outside the stability region and slow convergence of the iterates may also 
occur when the zero of the moving average operator is close to the boundary of the 
unit circle. In this section we now wish to discuss a number of modifications to the 
Gauss-Newton algorithm which are designed to handle these problems.
To implement the scheme (2.3.1) a check has to be made in (2.3.9) that the esti­
mate of M(z) satisfies detM(,z) /  0, \z\ < 1 so that the estimates of eg(£), rj(t) and 
£(£) can be formed. If this is not the case, these quantities will grow exponentially 
with t and consequently the calculations will break down due to numerical overflow. 
Procedures for checking the presence of zeros of an operator inside the unit circle 
and for reflecting those zeros that lead to instability on the unit circle are clearly 
required. Chapter 6 provides detailed discussion on this issue.
As we indicated in the last subsection, because the likelihood surface over which 
the search procedure is conducted may not be truly quadratic the scheme (2.3.1) 
has to be iterated. The iterations continue until some specified convergence criteria 
are reached. Some convergence criteria that are commonly used are the relative 
reduction in the objective function, the maximum change in the parameter values 
less than a specified level, or the number of iterations greater than a certain number. 
Slow convergence could occur if the zeros of detM (z) are close to \z\ = 1 and 
consequently the effects due to starting the recursion (2.2.5) with y (t) = e$(t) = 
0, t < 0 in computing e#(£) and initiating t/ ( £ ) ,  £(t) to zero for t < 0 in (2.3.9) will die 
out very slowly. This effect can lead to poor estimates of e$(t), rj(t) and £(t) which in 
turn, can lead to a poor Gauss-Newton estimate, particularly in small samples. To
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achieve faster convergence, many modifications of the Gauss-Newton scheme have 
been suggested. One of these modifications, which is designed to avoid the problem 
of overshooting and to help ensure that the objective function, det S t(#g), actually 
decreases at each iteration, is defined by
^ +1) = E  ^ i s T(0)-'e»(OU0>. i  > 0
where is the scale factor (or step-length) at the j th iterative step. It should 
be noted that the direction along which the the objective function decreases for a 
unit scale factor is only optimal if Cj(0) is truly quadratic. Since this condition 
cannot always be guaranteed, we stand to minimize the total computation time and 
ensure convergence of the Gauss-Newton procedure by selecting the scale factor in 
the given direction so that the objective function is decreased as much as possible. 
The success of this modification is mainly due to the fact that the Gauss-Newton 
direction is downhill so that each step of the modified iteration decreases Cj{0). 
For the reasons given earlier it may be worthwhile selecting s so that the zeros 
of de tM s(z) are bounded some small distance away from the unit circle where 
M s(z) = M(0) + s{M (2:) — M(0)}. One possible way of determining s is to evaluate 
Ct {0,s ) for 0 < s <  1 and choose the value of s for which Ct (0,s ) is minimized. 
For a detailed discussion of the various possible ways of choosing the scale factor s 
see, for example, Kowalik and Osborne (1968, p. 71), Bard (1974, p. 110 - 116), 
Kavalieris (1984), and Judge et al (1985, Section B2).
A different modification of the Gauss-Newton algorithm which is also designed 
to increase computational efficiency and enhance convergence, is due to Marquardt, 
Levenberg and Morrison (see Bard (1974, p. 94)) and is given by
^ +1) = ^  -  {A rW  + 'V i r M E  ^ L s T(Ö)-1e9(<)}l«0), 3 > 0
where r3 > 0 and I being an identity matrix of dimension d(y). As some experi­
ence have shown, these modifications can result in improved convergence properties.
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However, slow convergence or no convergence at all may be the consequence of using 
too high Kronecker indices.
2.4 A sy m p to tic  P rop erties  o f E stim ators
In this section the asymptotic properties of the estimators obtained from the 
minimization of (2.2.1), or equivalently (2.2.2), (2.2.4) are given. In using (2.2.4) all 
presample values are set equal to zero, but the error thereby introduced is transient 
and Dunsmuir and Hannan (1976) and Kohn (1978, 1979) have shown that the 
resulting estimators are asymptotically equivalent to the exact maximum likelihood 
ones. See also Nicholls (1976, 1977) and Anderson (1980). Hence, the asymptotic 
properties of the estimators obtained are the same.
We state the consistency results without proof but refer the reader, for exam­
ple, to Dunsmuir and Hannan (1976), Kohn (1978), Hannan (1979), Rissanen and 
Caines (1979), and Hannan and Deistler (1988). Now let (for fixed T) denote 
an argument minimizing Cj{6) and define Ex as the corresponding estimate of the 
prediction error variance, S.
Theorem (2.4.1): Consistency and Asymptotic Normality of the MLE
Assume y (t) is generated by an ARM A process satisfying (1.2.8) and that Oj and 
Yij are the Gaussian (maximum likelihood) estimates of 0o and So, respectively. If 
e(t) is egordic then
lim (9j • E j) —* ($o : So) a.s.
T  —*oo
In addition, if e(t) satisfy Condition A then \/T{6t — df) converges in distribution 
to a zero mean Gaussian variate with variance-covariance matrix A q = (S^flS'^)-1 
where the explicit form of ft is given by (2.f.2) below.
In deriving the asymptotic normality result we need to evaluate Ac. However, 
the exhibition of the elements of Aq is made difficult for two reasons. The first arises 
from the fact that the maximum lag depends on the row number and the second
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from the fact that A(0) = M(0) but is not necessarily equal to an identity. These 
difficulties are at least made conceptually simple by the introduction of the selection 
matrix, S„, into the estimation process. Thus, the variance-covariance matrix, AG, 
is obtained in the following way. Following Kohn (1978) it is readily shown that
r
A G limT—oo T 1 E L i 9ee(t)'de Sr(ö)
-1 dee{t) 
de1 (2.4.1)
and the derivatives along with Ht($) are evaluated at the true parameter vector 60. 
The derivation of the variance-covariance matrix, Ac, only involves the construction 
of the score vector de^  evaluated at 0 = 0o. Now employing expressions (2.3.4) - 
(2.3.6) evaluated at the true parameter values, #0, in (2.4.1) and observing that y (t) 
is expressible in terms of e(t) via Wold’s decomposition as y (t) = Ylj>o K (j)e(t — j), 
K(z) = A(z)~1 IVI(z) = K (j)zJ, we find that
a g = (s„ns'y)-\
n = (2tt)—1 [*
J  —  7T
= (2x)-' f ’{PP*® (MoSoM^)-1} ^  (2.4.2)
J  —  7T
where
~(p{z) (g) K0(2r)D^
- ( k 0 ( ^ ) - M v ) 4  •
(p(z) (8) S 0J
Herein, the argument of the integrand, 2  = elu;, has been omitted for convenience. 
The symbols bar and asterisk have been used to denote the complex conjugate 
and complex conjugate transpose, respectively. See Dunsmuir and Hannan (1976, 
Section 4), and Hannan and Deistler (1988, p. 132) for a comparison.
Some remarks concerning Theorem (2.4.1) may be worthwhile. In the derivation 
of Ag no formal justification has been given for the assertion that the variance- 
covariance matrix in the limiting distribution is equal to the inverse of the Fisher’s
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information matrix. For a precise justification, reference should be made to Hannan 
(1970), Fuller (1976) or Crowther (1976).
It is perhaps worth emphasizing that in small samples the estimator obtained 
by minimizing (2.2.4) is not identical to the exact maximum likelihood estimator 
and this difference has been theoretically established see, for example, Dahlhaus 
(1988). There is also some Monte-Carlo evidence in the scalar case (v — 1) where 
the exact maximum likelihood estimators are preferrable in small sample situations 
see, for example, Ansley and Newbold (1980).
A ppendix A
A .l An Illustration
We now illustrate how the selection matrix, = diag(Sa(„) : : S,\(^)),
and the parameter vector 9 introduced in Section (2.2) might be constructed from a 
given ARMA structure. To demonstrate this let us consider for expository purposes 






a 2 l ( 0 )  1
\  /
‘ +





V 0 0 /
\  / 
+
m u (l) m12( 1)
m 22 ( l )
\
2 +
 ^ m n (2) m12(2) ^
22.
Thus, since p = m ax(ni,n 2 ) = 2 it follows that
a  =  vec(A(l) : A(2))
— (Gn( l) i  a2i(l )? o, 0 2 2 (f), an(2),  0, öi2(2), 0)'
ß  = vec(A(0) —I„)




Ä =  uec(M(l) : M(2))
=  (m n ( l ) ,  m 2i(l ) ,  m i2(l), m 22(l), mn(2), 0, m 12(2), 0)'.
Then the corresponding selection matrices constructed in a manner described in
Section (2.2) are
SßH
1 \ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ^
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ,
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
v 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 y
(0, 1, 0, 0)
and
s aW
f 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 N
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
v 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 j
respectively. By direct matrix multiplication it is readily verified that
a = S a{l/)a  = (an(l), a2i(l), «22(1), an(2), 012(2))'
ß = Sß(u)ß = a21(0)
A =  S A(„)Ä =  (mn ( 1), m 21(l) ,  m 12(l), m 22(l) , m u (2), m 12(2))'
where, as easily checked, da = 5, dß = 1 d\ = 6 and hence, the number of freely 
varying parameters, dv, is 12. The construction of the parameter vector 6 as 9 = 
(a1 : ß' : A')' is now straightforward.
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A .2 Form ula D erivation
We now wish to verify the validity of the substitution made for — dede6\t‘& in 
(2.3.10). First recall that
d ee(t) _  dee{t) dee(t) _ dee(t) 
dB' ~  [ da'  1 dß'  : d \ '  ]
and





d ed(t) d ee(t) d e9(t)
da' dß' d \ ' ) • ( « ' :  P  : A')'
ö e ö(i) d e ö(* )0 0 e * ( f )x,
~ ( Q_, Q +  Q/3/ P +  Qw A).<9a' dß' d \ '
Substituting for rj(t) and £(t) in - and using (2.3.7) gives an alter­
native expression for — 9 as
d e 9(t)
dB'
e -({Cp(*y ® *?w)s«(y)a + {»/to -
+ {Cp(^ )'<s)<e(o}s,A(i.)A)
uec(A(l))
-  ({1 ®riW}{{(p{zy ■ : }
\  ucc(A(p)) y
+ M O  - £ ( 0 M c(A (°) - i v )
-  {i ® {(*)}{& (*)'
uec(M (l)) \
})
\  nec(M (p)) y
-(7/(^){necA(2r) -  necA(O)} +  {rj(t) -  {(O)uec(A(O) -  I v)
— ^(i){uecM (2:) — vec A(0)})
— M O  vec A (z) — r](t) v ec Iv +  £(0  v e c l v — £(t) vec M (z)).
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Now using (2.3.7) we can rewrite the last expression by substituting for rj(t) in 
the first term and £(t) in the last term to obtain
- d dß7" A = ~({y( t ) '®M(z)~l }vecA(z) -  r]{t) veclv
+ £(t)vec Iv — ® M (z)_1 }vec M(^)).
Employing the rule (C' <g> A )vec B = vec(ABC) this expression can be further 
simplified as
- =  ~(vec{M~[(z)A(z)y(t)} -  r](t)veclv + £(t)veclv
— uec{M-1(2)M(z)e0(i)})
= -(ee(t )  -  rj(t)veclv + £(t)vecly -  ee(t))
= rj(t)vecly — ^(t)vec Iv
where the penultimate line follows from the basic definitions eg(t) =  M -1(2:)A(2:)y(£) 
and M -1(2:)M(2:) = I v . Thus, we conclude that the substitution made for — dede^P 0 
in (2.3.10) is quite legitimate.
C h a p te r  3
A s y m p to tic  P ro p e r t ie s  O f L east 
S q u a re s  E s t im a to r s
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3.1 In trod u ction
The problem addressed in this chapter is motivated by a consideration of the 
maximum likelihood estimation for vector ARMA models. As was stressed in the 
previous chapter, it is important to commence the iterative non-linear optimiza­
tion of the likelihood function with good initial (consistent) estimates of the system 
parameters. In theory, these preliminary estimates can be determined using the 
maximum likelihood procedure but the integer parameters (the Kronecker indices) 
that govern the structure of the underlying process are rarely, if ever, known, and 
will have to be determined from the data. Such a determination, as was demon­
strated in Chapter 1 (Section (1.3)), involves estimating the parameters of a range 
of different models and because of the non-linear nature of the likelihood equa­
tions this requirement could impose a large computational burden. It is for this 
reason that practitioners usually apply maximum (Gaussian) likelihood technique 
only when they know which model specifications are worth estimating efficiently. It 
is therefore desirable to have good and simple preliminary methods of estimation 
which could be used to experiment with different model specifications and to produce 
accurate initial values for the iterative maximum likelihood procedure. This con­
sideration is inspired by Hannan and Rissanen (1982) in the context of scalar time 
series models, although it has its origin in the earlier contribution by Durbin (1960) 
who introduced a three stage procedure to estimate the parameters of the ARMA 
model when the model specification is assumed known. This procedure has been 
extended to vector ARMA(X) case by Hannan and Kavalieris (1984). In the sequel, 
we will be concerned with the first two stages of this estimation scheme and in par­
ticular, restrict attention to the most straightforward part of modelling procedure, 
namely, the estimation for fixed values of the Kronecker indices, v = {nx,. . . ,  nv)}, 
of the structural parameters using ordinary least squares method.
The rest of this chapter is organized into three sections. Section (3.2) describes
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the main ideas of the estimation procedure. Some technical results associated with 
the first stage of the procedure are stated. Consistency and the asymptotic normal­
ity results for the least squares estimator are derived in Sections (3.3) and (3.4), 
respectively. The discussion of the algorithms that can be employed in the imple­
mentation of the first stage of the estimation scheme is contained in the appendix 
to this chapter (see p. 78).
3 .2  T h e  L ea st S q u a res E s t im a to r
In this section we give a brief exposition of the stages involved in the deter­
mination of the least squares estimator of the parameter vector 9. The form of the 
model we shall be concerned with was given in Chapter 1 as
E A ( i ) y ( < - j )  =  E M O > ( * - j )  (3.2.1)
j=0 j=0
where the standard assumptions (1.1.4), (1.1.5), (1.2.8) and Condition A are as­
sumed to hold. When (1.1.5) holds, y(t) has an infinite autoregressive representa­
tion
oo
( t - j )  = s(t),*(0) = I„ (3.2.2)
J= 0
where the generating function $(z)  =  J2j>o $ ( j ) zJ is as m (2.2.5). For notational 
simplicity, we have neglected the mean corrections on the process y(t) but these 
would be needed in practice and, as earlier indicated, the results presented below 
will not be affected by that adjustment.
Now given that y(t) is sampled at T  consecutive time points the following two 
stage estimation scheme may be used to obtain the least squares estimates of 9. 
Such an estimation scheme can be found in Poskitt (1992) and is a variant of the 
method proposed in Hannan and Kavalieris (1984). The first step of this procedure 
commences with an autoregression.
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3.2 .1  S ta g e  1: A u to reg ressiv e  ap p rox im ation
Consider an autoregressive approximation to the representation (3.2.2) of the
form
E * k ( j ) y  = <M0) = I„ (3.2.3) 
j=o
where S{£h(t)eh(t)'} = E,h. Let y h(t) = ®h{j)y{t ~ j)  denote the best linear 
predictor of y ( t ) based on y(t — j), j  = 1, . . . ,  h and best being defined in terms of 
the minimizing mean square error (see Theorem (1.1.1)). The precise nature of the 
procedures that are usually employed to solve (3.2.3) is provided in Appendix (B, 
p.77). Thus, the model fitted will be of the form
X  *h(j)y(t  -  j) = £h(t), &h(0) = lv (3.2.4)
j= o
where h is chosen to minimize the criterion function
„ JiiA
log{det S /J  + —  C(T), h < Ht (3.2.5)
where 51 ^  is an estimate of Hj  and C(T) are prescribed sequences, the forms of 
which are provided later. As part of the statistical procedure, the order h will have 
to be determined from the available data. One possibility for determining h, the or­
der of the approximating autoregression (3.2.4), is to use a criterion such as Akaike 
Information Criterion (AIC). This requires that we select that value of h for which 
(3.2.5) is minimum with C(T) = 2. Another possibility is via Bayesian Informa­
tion Criterion (BIC) where h is chosen with reference to (3.2.5) and C(T)  = logT. 
The second term in (3.2.5) can be thought of as a penalty for heavily parameter­
ized models. As was shown in Hannan and Kavalieris (1986, Table 1), if T is not 
very large then the values of h obtained in practice, using BIC, tend to be a great 
deal smaller. This result tends to suggest that it is likely that AIC will often be 
preferred but has the tendency to overestimate h (Jones (1975), Shibata (1976)). 
The reliability of AIC in a modelling situation has been justified on the Gaussian 
assumption by Shibata (1980) nevertheless Steinberg, Gasser and Franke (1985) in
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an empirical study conducted on EEG data provided an example where BIC seems 
to perform better. However, at this point our objective is not to estimate the order 
h of a true model (if that ever exists) but rather to approximate a mixed model 
by an autoregression of sufficiently high order. Therefore, a rather liberal criterion 
might be appropriate for choosing this order. For a detailed discussion on the ap­
propriateness of order selection, see Hannan and Deistler (1988, Chapters 5 and 6) 
and Lutkepohl (1985) with the latter author providing some simulation studies in 
connection with the vector autoregressive processes.
The 4>h(j), £h{t) in (3.2.4) are estimates of the corresponding quantities $h{j) ,  
£h(t) which are defined via a consideration of the best linear predictor, y h(t). The 
statistical properties of the estimates associated with (3.2.4) have been treated else­
where in the literature see, for example, Hannan and Kavalieris (1986). For ease of 
reference, it will suffice to merely collate those that are of direct relevance to our 
subsequent discussions.
We first consider the rate of convergence of the coefficients, 4»^  =  ( ^ ( l ) ' ,  • • •, 
&h(h)'y.  In particular, we look at the differences where j|B|| is defined for
m  x n m atrix B to be the Euclidean length of the mn  dimensional vector consisting 
of all the components of the indicated m atrix and 3»^  is as with estimated 
quantities being replaced by their theoretical counterparts.
L em m a (3 .2 .1 ) [Hannan and K avalieris (1986)]
Assume y ( t )  is generated by an ARM A process (3.2.1) and eft) satisfying Condition 
A. Then for h <  (logT )T, r  < oo,
sup ||&h(j) ~  $ * (j) || =  0 ( Q t ) cl.s 
1 < j < h
where Qt  =  (log log T / T ) * .
(Here and in the remainder of the thesis, the quantity Q t  will be assumed to be as 
defined in Lemma (3.2.1)).
The result of Lemma (3.2.1) leads us to examine the differences [ ^ ^ ( j)  — 3>0(j) ||,
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j  < h where 3>0(j) , j  =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  oo are defined by the relation (3.2.2). The subscript 
zero is used here again to denote an evaluation at the true parameter values and 
the same nomenclature will be maintained in the remaining sections of this chapter. 
Since the process generating the data may not be truly an autoregression it may 
be useful to assume that 3>o(z) =  'H<jL o$o( j ) zJ has an equivalent representation 
M o(2)_1 A o(^) =  {det M 0(.2:)}-1N o(2) where No(z) is a matrix of polynomials.
To motivate further discussion, suppose there exists an absolutely summable 
sequence c(k) such tha t fh (e lLJ) = E j= i <f>h{j)C3(JJ satisfy
f  elkujcf)h(elu) f y(uj)duo =  c(k), k =  1 , . . . ,  h (3.2.6)
where / y(u>), a spectral density matrix, is as defined in (1.1.9) with <^(elu;), f y(w) 
and c denoting the appropriate equivalent scalar quantities corresponding to 3>/l(elu'), 
fy(u;) and C, respectively. Under some mild conditions on / y(u>), Baxter (1963) shows 
tha t
< * Y l c(k ) (3.2.7)
J = 1 k = l
and k is independent of the sequence c(k) or h. When the multivariate generalization 
of (3.2.7), (Findley(1992), Hannan and Deistler (1988)), is applied to the transfer 
function 3>0(e*w) — one gets the following im portant result relating the dif­
ferences <&h{j) — $ o (j) , j  = 1 , . . . ,  h, to the tail of the series E J o  $ o{ j )y ( t  — j )  
where 3>0(elu;) =  Y?jLi &o(j)C3UJ and « ^ (e 1^ ) is analogously defined.
T h eorem  (3 .2 .1 ) [B axter’s Inequality]
Let fy(co) = ^ K o (e lu') S 0Ko(elu')* as in (1.1.9), K 0(z) =  Ao(z)-1M 0(2) under 
(1.1.4) and (1.1.5) with K 0(z)-1yW  =  M 0(z)_1 A 0(z)y(t) =  Ej>o &o{j)y{t ~  j)-  
Let be as defined above. Then there exist an integer Af and a constant k, depend­
ing on fy(üj) such that for h > A f ,
E  11**0)- * o O ) l l < *  E  ll*oO)ll- (3-2-8)
i=i j>fi+i
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We may now proceed to obtain a bound for the term on the right hand side of (3.2.8). 
Let po be the modulus of the zero of de tM o^-1) nearest \z\ = 1, then under the 
assumption (2.2.3), po satisfies the inequality 0 < po < 1. By taking partial fraction 
expansion of {det M0(z)}_1 it can be readily verified that the ||3>o(j)|| decreases 
geometrically at a rate determined by p0. Indeed, ||3>0(j)|| < KpJ0. Thus, if we let 
£(T) < h < Ht where £(T) = log T /( —2 log po) and in particular, set h = £{T) we 
have
OO OO OO
« J 2  ll$ o(i)|| <  « J 2  Po  =  k P o Y j P o
J=h +l  j = h + 1 J=1
= constant • exp{h log p0}
, log T
= constant • exp{----:   log p0 \
—2 log po
= constant • T~?. (3.2.9)
So far we have stated some results concerning the accuracy of the predictor 
coefficients, 3? ,^ in relation to an autoregressive approximation (3.2.3). It may 
also be of interest to know at what rate the convergence of quantities such as 
T~l ~ j)'i ~ s)',etc, takes place. Thus the following re­
sults are of importance.
Theorem (3.2.2) [An, Chen and Hannan(1982)]
Let e(t) satisfy condition A and
OO OO
y(i) =  £ K0 > ( < - j ) ,  E l l K0)ll2 < K(0) = I„. (3.2.10)
j =o j= 0
Then for H j  < (log T ) T, r  <  cxd,
sup ||T_1 e ( t ) y ( t - sy - 6 0s2 \ \= O (Q t ).
0< s < H t  t=s+l
It follows that the autocovariances may also be bounded. Now define f yy(r) = 
T~l TlTir y{t)y{i  + r)' =  fyy(-r) ' ,  r = 0 ,1 ,. . . ,  T - 1 and Tyy(r) = £{y(t)y(t+r)'} .
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Similarly, we shall let IT denote a square matrix of h x h blocks whose (j, k)th v x v 
subblock of elements is given by Tyy(j — k), j, k = 1 , . . . ,  h for integer h > 0 and 
that is its estimate.
Theorem (3.2.3) [An, Chen and Hannan (1982)]
Assume conditions of Theorem (3.2.2) hold and that K (z) = YfjLo K(j ) z J is rational. 
Then for H j  < (logT')r , t < oo
sup \ \ t y y ( k ) - Tyy(k)\\ = O(Qt ) a.s
OKkKHj'
Results of this kind first appeared in An, Chen and Hannan (1982) for the scalar 
ARMA case although results based on independence assumptions about e{t) were 
given in Hannan (1980, 1981). These results were further improved and extended to 
vector ARMA (ARMAX) case by Hannan and Kavalieris (1983, 1984) under some 
weaker conditions. However, Condition A will suffice for our purpose.
From Theorem (3.2.3) it follows that, uniformly in h, h < Hj,
| |G * - r fc|| = o (l)  (3.2.11)
since the typical element of (3.2.11) is of the form Tyy(j, k) — Tyy(j — k).
Lemma (3.2.2) [Hannan and Deistler (1988)]
Assume condition A holds. If h < Ht then
0 ^  /“Cj T {Clfi) T ^niax{Cr/i) C: ^ 2  ^  a.s as 3  ^ oo
where Amin{G/l}, Amax{G ,^} denote the smallest and largest eigen values o/G^. 
Consequently, it can be shown (Hannan and Kavalieris (1984)) that G ^1, are 
bounded a.s and uniformly in h.
Lemma (3.2.3) [Hannan and Kavalieris (1984)]
Under condition A and uniformly in h < Hj = (logT)T, r  < oo,
I I G f c ' I U  < Kl < oo, lira'll«, < K2 < oo. (3.2.12)
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where and are some constants.
The last result of this section relates to the rate of convergence or more precisely 
the accuracy of prediction errors, ih{t). If h is sufficiently large, the residual {e/l(t)} 
will approximate the innovation sequence, (e(£)}, in a manner made explicit in 
Kavalieris (1984, Lemma (5.1.3)). See also Hannan and Deistler (1988, Theorem 
(6.6.5)). Thus, the convergence of quantities of the form T~l Y)t(£h{t) — e(£)) (ih(t ~ 
j )  — e(t — j))' can therefore be analyzed.
L em m a (3 .2 .4 ) [Kavalieris (1984)]
Let y (t) be generated by an ARMA process (3.2.1) satisfying (1.1.4), (1.1.5) and 
(1.2.8). Assume e(t) satisfy condition A. If £(T) < h < Hj  = (log T)T, r  < oo, 
then uniformly in h < Hj, for j  > 0
T~l -£(<)} { 4 (< -  » - £ ( < - ; ) } '  = + op(^r)
t = 1 1 1
T - " t e m » ( t - i ) - e ( t - j ) Y  = -8 0jhf ^  + op( ~ ) .
t=  1 1 1
The essence of this stage, however, is to provide estimates of the unobserved 
innovation sequence {e(t)}. In what follows, we shall be presenting a procedure that 
leads to the determination of the least squares estimators and which constitutes the 
second stage of the estimation scheme being employed in this chapter.
3 .2 .2  S ta g e  2: L east squares m eth o d
Suppose that observations y(t), t = 1 , . . . ,T ,  are available on the output 
process of the system (3.2.1) and that the estimates of the unobserved innovation 
sequence {e(£)} have been estimated via the regression equations (3.2.4) using cri­
terion function (3.2.5) possibly with C(T)  set equal to 2. As earlier indicated, the
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Kronecker indices, v =  {ni, . . . , 7 2 ^ } ,  are fixed a priori. Now consider the multivari­
ate least squares estimation of the true system parameters in the representation
E  -  i)  = £  m o )4(< -  j ) (3.2.13)
j = 0 j = 0
where, as before, p = m ar(n i,...,n „ ) . The least squares estimates of the freely 
varying parameters in (3.2.13) are obtained by regressing each component of y (t) 
on certain components of y(t  — j), y(t) — ih(t), ih(t — j), j  = 1 ,... ,p. One obvious 
way of carrying out this task is by adding and deleting variables from a regression as 
in Seber (1977, p. 338 - 342). Since the selection of the regressor variables for the I th 
regression equation is governed by the maximum Kronecker index associated with 
the corresponding ith row in (3.2.13) it may then be convenient to systematize these 
choices. Lutkepohl (1991, p. 265-270) and Poskitt (1992) provide some thinking in 
this direction. We will make use of such a device in our exposition which in turn 
provides an appropriate starting point for our present discussion. The attraction 
of such an approach is that the freely varying parameters in (3.2.13) can now be 
relatively and cheaply estimated by ordinary least squares method.
Before proceeding, it may be helpful to introduce some notation and results in 
a matrix algbera. Let a, /?, A, 9, Sa(„), and S\(v) be as defined in Section
(2.2) of Chapter 2. We now collate some additional notation and results that will be 
called upon in the subsequent developments. Employing the algebraic conventions 
for vec operators and tensor (or Kronecker) matrix product presented in Magnus
and Neudecker (1988), and Henderson and Searle (1979), we have
v
vec{A(z)} — vec A( j ) zJ} + uec{A(0)}
3= 1
= {(p^)' (8) I u2 }uec{A(l) : . . .  : A(p)} + uec{A(0)}
= (Cp(z)' <8> + %(v)ß + vecly (3.2.14)
and similarly,
p
vec{IM(z)} =  uecjy^ M (j) 2d} + uec{A(0)}
j = i
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— (Cp{z ) ® -^v2 T (i,)ß E vecly (3.2.15)
since A(0) = M(0). To complete the preliminaries, let (3.2.13) be rewritten in 
the form el/(i) = A(z)y(t) — (M (z) — Iv)ih(t). Now applying the rule vecABC = 
(C' (g) A)uecB in conjuction with (3.2.14) and (3.2.15), and noting that a column 
vector is its own vectorization, we have
vec{A(z)y(t)}  = (y(t)' <g> l v)vecA(z)
= <8> IV){(CP(^)' ® Iv2 )S'a(i/)a  + %{y)ß + vecly}
= (1 ® Yt)((P(z)' <g> Iv2)S'a(l/)Q + (y(t)' ® lv)S'ß(„)ß + y (t)
= y (t) + (Cp(*)# ® Yt)S ^ j a  + (y(t)' ®
= y (0  + Y„(*)a + (y(t)' (g) Iv)S'm ß (3.2.16)
where Y u(t) = ((p(z)' ®y(t)'  and Yt = (y(t)'C)Iv). A completely analogous
manipulation applied to vec{Al(z)ih(t)} yields
vec{M(z)ih(t)} = ih{t) + Eu(t)X + ( i h W  <g> l v)S'p(u)ß (3.2.17)
where E„(J) =  Thus, ev(t) = y (i)+ Y J/(i)o:+F1/( i ) ^ -E l/(^ )A
where F v(t) = {(y(t) — ih(t))f <8> Iv}S/j(l/). The above constructions serve to provide 
tools for presenting the estimation of the least squares estimator in a straightforward 
fashion.
Now let R„(£)' = (—Yu(t) : —F v(t) : E„(t)), t = 1 ,... ,T  denote the regressor 
variables. The regressor variables y(t) — ih(t) have been included because it is 
assumed that the matrix pair [A(z) : M(z)] is in (reversed) echelon form, A(0) 
— M(0) and that A(0) needs not be an identity matrix. Thus, the least squares 
estimator is obtained by regressing y(t) on the regressor variables R ^ ) '  to obtain 
Ols , the estimate of 9 = (a' : ß' : A')', which minimizes the criterion function 
zf= i IIM*)!!2 = E L i ||y(0 -  ^ ( O ^ l l2 wittl respect to the d(v) = da + dß + d\ 
freely varying coefficients in [A(z): M(z)]. dß and d\ , as previously defined, are 
used to denote the dimension of vectors ß and A, respectively.
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Following standard procedures, the least squares estim ator, 9ls, is obtained by 
solving the normal equations
T~l Y .  R„(t)R„(t)'8Ls = T~l Y  R,(<)y(<) (3.2.18)
t t
and therefore Ois is given by
Ols = K j K t (3.2.19)
where X yj  — T~l Ya=i 'Rn/(t)1R.v(ty and Uyj  — T~l YlJ=i R-„(£)y(0- Since by con­
struction, X yj  is a square m atrix of order d(v) with elements that are sums of 
squares and cross-products involving y(t) and ih(t) with finite expectation then 
X ~j  can be guaranteed to exist. Implicitly, the existence of m atrix X~j  follows 
from the identifiability conditions (see Chapter 1 (Section (1.2))) imposed on model 
(3.2.1). Thus (3.2.19) provides unique solution for §ls .
One final remark is necessary in connection with the above construction. The 
procedure seems to provide a convenient method for adding and deleting regression 
components, a common feature of the identification stage of the analysis of mul­
tivariate time series where it is often the case to estim ate a number of alternative 
models before arriving at the one that best describes the data at hand. This is made 
possible by observing tha t the non-zero elements in the ith row of R I/(^)/ constitute 
the regressor variables for the ith equation. The simplicity of this method stems from 
the fact tha t the integer-valued parameters (Kronecker indices) are determined in 
terms of the individual equations as demonstrated in Procedure B of Chapter 1 
and this in turn  allows the param eter estimates corresponding to each equation to 
be evaluated independently of the other. Approximate standard errors can also be 
obtained from these separate estimations.
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3 .3  S tr o n g  C o n s is te n c y
In this section the strong consistency property of the least squares estimator,
Ol s , is investigated. Before considering this however some preliminary notation and 
often used results will be introduced. For model (3.2.1), y(t), e(t), t = 0 ,± 1 ,... 
are v-dimensional, regular, stationary sequence having zero means and finite second 
moments. Since, under assumption (1.1.4), y(t) is expressible in terms of the inno­
vation seqence, {e(£)}, as in (1.1.6) with the spectral density matrix, fy(o;), given 
by (1.1.9). We now recall that the cross-covariances can be recovered from the cor­
responding spectral densities through the inverse Fourier transform. In particular, 
for any integer j,
£{y(t )y(t  + j)'}  =  Tyy(j) =  T  e ^ i y(u) du,
J — IT
£{y(t)e{t + j)'} = r ,,(j)  =  T  e«"K(e“ )E du
J — 7T
and similarly,
£{e(t )e(t+j) '}  = r«(j) = f  e-'^S (3.3.1)
J — 7T
For later convenience, it may be helpful to introduce the following cross-covariances:
GV!,(r,s) = T - 1J 2 y ( t - r ) y ( t - s ) ’ = Gyv(s,r)',
t'
T
Gys(r,s) = T~l ^2y ( t  -  r) ih(t -  s ) ' = Gye(s,r)\  and
t1
T
G££(r,5) = T~1J2£h( t - r ) i h( t - s ) , = Ge€(s,r)', (3.3.2)
t>
where t' =  max(r,s)  + 1. One point to note, of course, is that the sample cross- 
covariances (3.3.2) are not based on Toeplitz assumptions and hence depend on 
(r, s) but not on the difference (r — s). The difference between the estimates based 
on Toeplitz calculations and those of (3.3.2) differ in the treatment of certain end 
effects which, as shown below, becomes asymptotically negligible. Thus, we state
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the following lemma.
Lemma (3.3.1):
Lety(t) and e(t) be related by model (3.2.1) under assumptions (1.1.4), (1.1.5) and 
£(T) < h < (log T)T, r  < oo. Then as T —► oo,
(i) Cjryy(r, 5 ) — r^y(r 5 ) “I- 0(Q t ) a.s
(ii) G££(r, 5 ) = T££(r -  s) + 0(<2t) a.s
(in) G y£(r, 5 ) = Ty£(r -  s) + 0(QT) a.s.
Proof: Now consider
Gj/y(r, s) = T  1^ y ( t - r ) y ( ^ - s ) '  (3.3.3)
t =  1
and recall that
T - ( r - s )
Tyy(r -  s) = T ~ l y ( 0 y {t + r - s ) '
1
where from (3.3.2), (3.3.3) is to be interpreted as containing only positively indexed 
terms of y (t). However, the difference between (3.3.3) and r yy(r —s) contains a finite 
number of terms. By the finiteness of the fourth moment of y(t) each of these terms 
is o(T~%) a.s using arguments similar to those employed in Hannan and Deistler 
(1988, pp. 336-337), and therefore negligible for large T.  Thus, it follows that
G yy(r, 3 ) = f yy(r — s) + o(T 2 ) a.s. (3.3.4)
But from Theorem (3.2.3), r yy(r — s) = Tyy(r — 5 ) -fi O(Qt ) and therefore (3.3.4) 
can be rewritten as Gyy(r ,s) = Tyy(r — s) + 0(Qt ) + o(T~?) a.s. The result in (i) 
follows straightforwardly by noting that the max(0(Qr) + °(T~?)) = O(Qt )-
To establish the second part of the lemma, first observe that G££(r, 5) = r££(r— 
s) + o(T~^) in much the same way as in (i). Now consider
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T  1 ~ r )4(* “  SY = T  1 ~ r ) + (£&(* -  r ) ~ e(* -  r ))}
i=l t=l
x {(e(* -  s)' + {ih{t ~ s) -  e(t -  s))'}
=  T ~ l ^2 £ ( t - r ) £ ( t ~ s yt — 1
+  T~l J 2 £( t - r ) ( i h( t - s ) - £ ( t - s ) y
t — 1
+ r_1 -  r ) -  e(* -  r))e(t -  5)'
£=1
+  T ~ l Y ( ^
t—\
x (£*(£ — s) — e(t — 5))'. (3.3.5)
Employing a result in Hannan and Kavalieris (1984, p.550) we find that the remain­
ing terms on the right-hand side of (3.3.5) after the first can be shown to give a con­
tribution that is O(hQj). We can therefore conclude that T~l Ylt ^h{t — r)ih(t — s)' = 
<5r)SS  -j- O(hQj) a.s since the first term in (3.3.5) for fixed r, s converges to <$rtSX a.s. 
To conclude the proof of the lemma, it remains to show that
G y£(s, r) = r y£(r -  s) A 0(QT) a.s.
To see that this is true let us rewrite G y£(s,r) as T~x Ya=i y(^ ~ r)£h{t — 5)' and 
observe that this quantity differs from r y£(r — 3) by a number of terms that are, 
uniformly in r, s, o{T~s) a.s. Now consider
T ~l J 2 y  { t - r ) i h( t - s y  = T~l Y , y ( t - r){£h(t - s ) - £(t ~ 5)}'
t=i <=1
T
+ T ~ l H  y(* ~ r )£(* ~  s )' - (3.3.6)
t=l
For the first term in the right-hand side of (3.3.6) we obtain, using (3.2.1) and 
(3.2.4),
h T oo T
E  T ~l E  y ( t - r)y(t - s - j ) ' A h ( j ) - $ o U ) ) ' -  Y  T ~l Ey(f-»-)y(<-s-i)'$oO')'
j =0 t = 1 j= h + l  t= 1
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so that for i(T) < h < Hj,  the first term in the above expression is 0{Qt ) a.s by 
Lemma (3.2.1) and egordicity. The other term is o(l) a.s since £\\y(t — r)y(t — s — 
k)'\\ < c < oo for some constant c and by virtue of (3.2.9). Hence,
Gy£(r, s) = Tyei'f' — s) A 0 (Qt ) a.s
as required since £{T~l Ylt=i y(^ — r)eif ~  s)'} — r yff(r — s). □
In preparation for what is to follow, consider X uj  — T~l Yj=i R u(t)'R.u(ty and 
Uyj — T~l Yht R i/(0y(0 and no e^ that, by construction, X„j  contains six unique 
matrix blocks induced by the mean squares and cross-products of the variables con­
tained in R „(t), that is, (Yu(t)' : F J/(t)/ : Ey(t)')'. Thus, X vj  contains components 
of the form
T  ( * - fc)', T 1^ 2 y { t ~ j ) £h(t ~ k ) \
t * t
T~l Y1 i h(t -  -  k)\  T~l X ](y(0 -  £h(t))y{t -  j ) \  etc.
t t
for j , k  = l , . . . ,p .  (3.3.7)
By direct application of Lemma (3.3.1) the first term in (3.3.8) is Tyy(k — j)  + 
O(Qt )- Analogous results can be obtained for the remaining quantities in (3.3.8). 
Now let R y(t) be defined as is R u(t) except that ih(t) is replaced by e(t) so that
~(p{z ) ®y ( t )® lv
R V(t) = - ( y (0 -  e(t)) 0 l„
( p ( z ) ®  e ( t )  0 l v
S„[x(*) 0 l v]
where = diag(Sa{l/) : Sß{l/) : SA(t/)) and x(*) = (~(p(z)' 0  y(*)' : - ( y (t) -  £{t))' • 
Cp(z)' 0 £(£)')'. As a consequence of Lemma (3.3.1), the replacement of ih{t) by e(t) 
in R„(£) is asymptotically negligible. Thus, we have
lim T "1 V  R y(t)Ry{t)' = lim T~l T  Sv(x(i) 0  Iv)(x(*)' 0
T —*-oo T —► 00
= lim T~l Y] Sy(x(t)x(t)'  0  I^SJ, 
t-°° t
= £{Su(x(t)x(t)'  0 l 1,)S/l/}
= Sy(Xy®Iy)S'u (3.3.8)
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where = £{x(t)x(t)'} and is partitioned conformally with the partition in­
duced by X vj .  A completely analogous result can be obtained for the vector 
T -1 E t R„(*)yM as
lim T~l T  S„{x(f)y(f) <g> Iv} = S„(U„ <g> I„) (3.3.9)T-°° t
where U„ = £{x(£)y(£)}. The results in (3.3.9) and (3.3.10) are summarized in the 
following lemma. See Poskitt (1992, Lemma (3.3)) for related results.
Lemma (3.3.2):
Assume the conditions of Lemma (3.3.1) hold. Then
r ' y i w i w '  = s„(x„ ® i„)s;, + o( qt )
t
T"1 R„(<)y(<) = S„(U„®I„) + 0 (Qt).
t
□
Some aspects of the behaviour of the least squares estimator are described in 
the following lemma.
Lemma (3.3.3):
Assume the conditions of Lemma (3.3.1) hold and let [A0(^) : Mo(.z)] denote the true 
(reversed) echelon form for model (3.2.1) with Kronecker indices n;, i = l , . . . , v .  
Then Ols = [A0(z) : M 0(z)] + 0(Q t ),(i s , provides a strongly consistent estimator 
of 0o ([A0(z) : Mo(z)]).
Proof: Under the assumption that X uj  is positive definite, the unique solution of 
the normal equations (3.2.18) is given by
Öls = [T- 1 £  R„(<)JM()r ‘[T“1 £  R„(t)y(t)].
t t
By egordicity and Lemma (3.3.2),
l i m i t s  = \ im{T-1Y ; R M R ^ t ) r 1}{T-1j:RAt)y ( t )}T  —t-oo T  —t-oo
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= T ~ '  E  « 4 0 »  A t ) ’ } - 1 {Hm T - 1 E  R,(i)y(<)}
= £ {R„(<)y(<)} + O(Qt )
= {s„(x„ ® i^sq-qs^u,, ® I„)} + 0(Qt )
= $o + O(Qt) ö.s.
Hence, ^L5 is a strongly consistent estimator of 90. □
Finally, we may remark that it is necessary to impose conditions (1.1.4), (1.1.5) 
and (1.2.8) on model (3.2.1) in order to prevent the variance-covariance matrix X„ 
from being singular. With these conditions we note that except on very pathological 
situations, a unique solution, 9l s , is likely to exist since X„ is positive definite for 
9ls € Ns(Oo) where Ns(90) = {9 : ||9 — 0O|| < <5} is some neighbourhood of #o for 
8 > 0. This conjecture is supported by the results in Kohn (1978) and can be inferred 
from the work of Dunsmuir and Hannan (1976). In the light of Lemma (3.3.3), an 
obvious choice for 9q \  the starting value for the Gauss-Newton iteration scheme 
presented in Section (2.3) of Chapter 2, is the least squares estimator, 9is.
3.4 T h e C entral L im it T heorem
As stated in Lemma (3.3.3), the least squares estimator, provides a 
strongly consistent estimate of 9q. Thus, 9ls —* #o cl.s and by implication, 9ls 
enters some neighbourhood of #o- Our primary concern in this section is to derive 
an asymptotic normality result for 9is• Although the asymptotic properties of the 
least squares estimator have been investigated in various contexts see, for example, 
Saikonnen (1986), Hannan and McDougall (1988), and Brockwell and Davis (1991) 
in the scalar time series models, we have not been able to find such analysis when 
consideration is given to vector ARMA models in their appropriate echelon canoni­
cal forms. It must, however, be mentioned that Spliid (1983) presented a heuristic 
proof for the case when A(0) = M(0) = but no consideration is given to the
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identifiability conditions (Chapter 1 (Section (1.2))) that must be imposed. We now 
state the main result of this section.
T heorem  (3.4.1):
Under the same conditions as Lemmas (3.2.4) and (3.3.3), the vector VT(9ls ~ 
Qq) has an asymptotic normal distribution with zero mean vector and variance- 
covariance matrix A ls where
A ls =  {S„(X„ ® O S ' J - ' ^ D o t X .  ® So)D[,S,1,}{S1/(X„ ® I t,)S'J,} -1
and X„ =  S (x (t)x (t) ') with D 0 being explicitly defined below.
Proof: By definition, the least squares estim ator is obtained as Ols = X^j U^j . 
Then consider
Ols — =  X uT[U^t — X uj Qq\.
Premultiplying both sides of (3.4.1) by X uj ,  we obtain
T
K t (Ol s - O o) =  T - " £ R „ ( t ) [ y ( t ) - R „ ( t y 0 o \
(3.4.1)
£ =  1
=  T - 1 Y  R„(i)[(y(<) -  R,(<)'0o) -  (R  „ ( t ) -  R„M)'0o]
t=  1 
T
=  T - ' Y  R ,(<)[e(t) +  (R ,(*) -  R ,(< ))X ]
t=l
=  T - 1 Y  R ,(t){e(t)  +  (M o(z) - 1v)(e(t) -  eh(t))}
t=l
where, by definition,
(R„(<) -  R„(t))'90 [ - Y „(i) : -F„(<) : E„(t) -  ( - Y  : - F  „(<): E„(<))]0O
[(0 ® I„)S'„M : {(£(<) -  eh(i))' ® : {C,(*)'
® ( e ( t ) -  ek(t))'® Iv} S'Hl/)](a0 : ß '0 : \'0)'
{(£(<) -  i h(t)Y® MSJsmA) + {Cr(z)' ® -  4M )'
uec{(Mo(0) -  I„)(£(t) -  ih(t))}
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+  vec{ (M0( z ) - M o(0))(e(t) -  eh(t))}
= ( M 0( z ) - I v) ( e ( t ) - i h(t)),
the symbol 0 is used in the above expression to denote a (1 x pv) null vector. Thus, 
K t {'/T(Ol $ -  0o)} = £R„(<)[e(*) + (M„(z) -  I„)(£(<) -  i h(t))] (3.4.2)
t
and the right-hand side of (3.4.2) can be decomposed into three constituent parts, 
namely:
—T -*  £  Y„(/)'{<r(t) +  (Mo(z) - 1„)(£(<) -  4(<))}> (3.4.3)
t
- T ~ i  Y.  F,(<)'{eM + (M0(z) -  I„)(e(i) -  !*(«))} (3-4.4)
t
and
T ~ i  Y  E ,( ‘)'{£(<) +  (M 0(z) -  Iv)(e(«) -  £/,(*))}• (3-4.5)
t
Consider (3.4.3) and observe tha t it can be rewritten as 
Sa(v)[—T~i  ]£(Cp(z) ® y ( 0  ® It»){eM +  (M 0(z) -  Iv)(e{t) -  ih(t))}].  (3.4.6)
t
Note tha t the innovation sequence is expressible in terms of the process y(t)  as 
e(t) = J2j>o &o(j )y( t  — j )  where $ 0 (2 ) =  K q1^ ) .  Hence, ignoring the selection 
m atrix for the moment and setting Ö*h{j) = 0, j > h 4-1, the second term  in (3.4.6) 
can be reexpressed as
- T - i  £ { ( y ( * - i ) ' , • • • U * o U ) - * h(j))y(t-j)} (3.4.7)
t j> o
since (Cp(*) ® y (t)) = (y(t -  -  p ) J  and (M 0(z) -  Iv)(e(*) -  i h(t)) =
1 (g> (M 0(z) — It,) E ;> o (* o (j) — & h(j))y (t — j)- Clearly (3.4.7) has p blocks, each of 
v 2 elements and its typical k th block can be written as
- r - *  H{(yi(i  yv(t -  k)Y® (M0(z) -  I„) £ ( » 0(j) -  *fcü))x (< -  J » ,
t j >  0
(3.4.8)
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where the ith component of this block, which consists of v elements, is of the form
- r - i  -  W .)  £ (* o (j)  -  *h(j))y(t -  r -  -  *)}
t r = 0 j > 0
= - T *  E ( M „ ( r )  -  « 0 , I . ) { E ( # 0 Ü )  -  +  j ,  *)},
r = 0 j > 0
i = 1 , . . . ,  u (3.4.9)
where
# ( r + j , f c )  =  T _1^ y ( * - r -
t
= (gu(r 4- j ,  A:), — , ^ ( r  +  j, A))'
Hence, for all i = 1 , . . . ,  n, (3.4.9) gives a (v2 x 1) matrix
-T 2
Ej=o(Mo(r) -  ÄorI»)Ej>o(*o(i) -  '
E?=o(M0(r) -  50rI„) Ei>o(»o(j) -  ^ h O lM r  + j, k)
ElU (M o(r) -  Sor) I, Zj>o(*o(.?) -  */,(j))s„(r + j, fc) j
which, as readily verified, can be written more compactly as
I - T H i ,® E ( M 0(r) -  io ,I .)  E ( * o  ( j ) -  G (r  +  J, *)],
r = 0  j > 0
k = 1,2 , . . . , p  (3.4.10)
where
G (r +  j,fc) =  (tfi(r +  +  j ,  A)).
Hence, on application of the rule vec A B C  =  (C 7 ® A )t;ecB , expression (3.4.10) 
can be rew ritten as
—T%vec{E ( M o ( r )  -  «„rI v) [E (* o O )  -  * * ( j) )G (r  +  j ,  k)
r = 0 j = 0
oo
+ $ o(j)G(r + j,fc)]},/;= l , . . . , p .
j=a+i
(3.4.11)
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Putting $ 0(j) -  &h(j) = &h(j) ~ $h{j) + $o(j)  ~ $h(j),  the first term of (3.4.11) 
may be written as
vec{ -T i  £  (Mo(r) -  <5„rI„) £ [ (* * ( ;)  -  4*(j))G (r + j, k)
r = 0 j = 0
+ ( * o ( j ) - * / , ( j ) ) G ( r + j , i O ] }  (3.4.12)
where the quantities &h(j) are the coefficients of the best linear predictor of y (t) 
from y (t — j), j  = 1 Since by stationarity, ||r i/y(r — k + j)\\ < ||r2/y(0)||,
then it follows that ||ryy(r — k + j)|| is uniformly bounded and employing Theorem 
(3.2.3) it can be shown that ||G(r + j, k)\\ is similarly bounded. Combining the 
second term of (3.4.11) with (3.4.12) and employing the multivariate generalization 
of Baxter’s inequality (Theorem (3.2.1)) expression (3.4.10) is thereby reduced to
vec{ -T i  £ ( M 0(r) -  60rI„ )[£ (* /.( j;) -  **0 '))G (r + j, k)]} (3.4.13)
r = 0 j = 0
plus a term that is bounded by
OO
T^ - const - ^2  ll^o(j)||. (3.4.14)
j>h+l
A partial fraction expansion of (detM (z)}-1 shows, however, that ||3>o(j)|| < c0po 
for some constant c0 and it follows that (3.4.14) is dominated by const- p1^. For large 
T we require h > 6 log T  for b > _2 * p and indeed, we may set h equal to the integer 
part of 61ogT, 6 sufficiently large, such that pQ = exp(h log p0) = exp{— d\og T}.  
We therefore conclude that (3.4.14) is o(l) a.s as long as d > Now setting = 
(&h( 1), • • •, &h(h)) and replacing G (r + j, k) by T~l E t y(* -  r - j ) y ( t  -  k)', we may 
rewrite (3.4.13) as
vec{— £ ( M 0(r) -  « „ r W *  £ ( # *  -  * fc)(3^(* -  r)y(< -  *)')]} (3.4.15)
r = 0  t
where =  ((^(z) ® y(£)) an<^  using an obvious notation, (h{z) = (2 , . . . ,  2/l)/.
Define = £ { ^ ( 0 ^ ( 0 '} ,  2 ,  -  € { y h(t)y(t)'}, A h(r,k) = S[yh( t - r ) y ( t - k ) ]  = 
{Tyy(u + l)7, . . .  , r yy(u + h)')'-, u = r — k and note that satisfies the equation
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= a ; .
In order to proceed, we will require the following lemma.
L em m a (3 .4 .1):
Assume 4»^  satisfies an equation of the form — — 3^. Then
+ <*(1)
t
where, by construction, I \  = T -1 3^ /i(^ )3/7/i(^)/ is not a Toeplitz matrix.
Proof: Consider —($h ~ &h)Th = 3^ + $hTh • Then
-(**-«*) = h'A 1 + = S 'A 1 + « A f ; 1
= (S', + * htofT1
= r > E { y ( 0 Ä ( < ) ' + #* E  Ä (0 3 ^ (0 '} ]f  r 1
t t
= {T-'EMO + soWHWtnf»1
t
= {T-1 E (e (0  + e*(0 -  e(t))Ä (0'}f I 1
t
=  { T - 1 EeWÄ(<)'}f*1 + {7” 1 E M O  - «(OWOlf1?1
t t
(3.4.16)
The second term on the right of (3.4.16) can be shown to be op(l) using Lemma 
(3.2.4) and the fact that ||T^1 |j is bounded by virtue of Lemma (3.2.3). Thus,
**-«* = {-r-> E ^m to ifr1 + °p(i)-
t
□
Substituting the last expression into (3.4.15) and expanding we find that (3.4.10) 
can now be written as
vec {T~$  E ( M 0(r) -  V C ) ( T - 1 ^ e ( t ) y h(t)')r ^  E  W  -  r)y(t -  +  op(l)
r = 0  t t
=  vec{T~?E( M o(r) -  «o4»)[E e M W O W M » " , + o„(l) (3-4.17)
r = 0 t
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where A h(r,k) = T 1 Yh(t -  r)y(t -  k)' = (G(r + 1, A;)',. . . ,  G(r + h, k)')'. 
We now replace k) in (3.4.17) by T f l Ah(r — k ) and show that such a
replacement makes no difference asymptotically. Such a replacement also allows 
further simplifications to be made. Hence, we state the following lemmas, the second 
parts of which are required for subsequent derivations.
L em m a (3.4.2):
Assume condition A holds. Then for h < (logT)T, r  < oo, uniformly in h,
(i) HIV A fc(r, k) -  r ,-1 A h(r -  k)\\ = 0 (h2QT) and 
(n) l | f k) -  Thllh(r -  fc)|| = 0(h2QT)
where 7h(r -  k) = S(yh(t -  r)e(t -  k)') and %(r, k) = T _1 JM* ~ r)e{t -  k)', 
r = 0,1, — ,p; k = l , . . . ,p .
Proof: Consider
+ (t-h1A h( r - k ) - T - hlA h( r - k ) )
= t k\A
+
= t - ^ i A ^ ^ - A ^ r - k ) }
+ { t k\ T„  -  t h)Tk' } A k(r -  k). (3.4.18)
As already indicated ||f 1^ 11| is bounded and, uniformly in r and k, ||G(r, k) — T(r — 
k) II = 0(Q t ) (Lemma (3.3.1 (i))) where G(r, k) and Tyy(r — k) respectively denote 
(v xv)  subblocks of and I \ .  It follows from this result that ||Afc(r, k) — Ah(r — k)\\ 
and III\ — II are respectively of 0(h2Qj) since each of the normed quantities is 
composed of elements of the form G(r, k) — Tyy(r — k). It is immediate that (3.4.18) 
is 0(K2Qt ) and hence the conclusion in (i). Replacing A^(r — k) by 7^(r — k) in 
(3.4.18) and using arguments similar to those just employed we are also led to the
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statem ent given in (ii). □
L em m a (3.4.3):
Assume Condition A holds. Then if h —> oo with T such that h/T  —> 0 then
(i) T ~ ' i E ,  e(t)yh(t)'(T-hlA k(r-  k)) =  e(t)y(t r  -  k\t -  1)' +  o„(l)
(ii) T-hEte(t)yh(t)'T-hllh(r - k )  = T~i  r  -  1)' +  o„(l)
where y  (t + r — k \ t  — l) = £{y (t + r — k | and e(t +  r — k | t — 1) =
£{e(t  + r - k  \ Pt - i } ,  r =  0, l , . . . , p ;  fc =  l , . . . , p .
P ro o f: Set I — r — k and consider (i). Let y h(t +  £ | t — 1) =  — J2j= 1  +
I — j)  denote the best linear predictor of y (t +  I) based on yh(t) and similarly,
let y (t +  £ I t — 1) =  — YlJLi ^ o A i ) y i t T I — j)  denote the projection of y(t  -f I) 
onto the space spanned by y(t — j ) , j  = l , . . . , o o .  First suppose I < 0 and note 
tha t \£\ < h. Since y(t  -f I) belongs to the space spanned by then it is
clear tha t y h(t +  £ | t -  1) =  y (t +  £) because y h(t + £ \ t — 1) = y h( t )T k lA h 
denotes the projection of y{t +  i) onto this space. Similarly, it is also clear that 
y(t  +  £ I t — 1) =  y (t +  £). It then follows that y h(t +  £ \ t — 1) — y(t  +  £ | t — 1)
is zero. Hence, (i) holds for £ < 0. We now consider the case i  > 0. Let the
prediction errors associated with y h{t +  i  \ t — 1) and y(t  +  £ | t — 1) be defined as 
eh{t + £) = y(t  +  £) ~ yh(t + £ \ t -  1) and e(t +  £) = y(t  +  £) -  y(t  +  £ \ t -  1) 
respectively. We will show that \\T~% e(t)(eh(t-\-£) — e(t-}-£))'|| —► 0 in probability.
Set U t =  ^2t£{tWt,i where r]tyi = (eh(t -f £) — e(t +  £)). The error process e(t) is, 
however, uncorrelated with the lagged values of y (t) and hence e(t) and rjt,i are 
uncorrelated. Then
f[iiu«n] =  £[\\T-tj:em,e\]
f = i
< T H £ [ M t ) \ \ r - £ [ H A \ ] T
oo
= rl{ < r(s )} i • { f II -  *<wü))y(* + t - j ) II2} '
j =1
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< T*{tr(E)}* . {(£  £  ||(# ti*(i) -  * w (i)|| • ||#*.*(/) -  *<w(j)||
1= 1 j = 1
•l|rra( i - i ) | | ) 2}"
OO
< ri{tr(E)}i • l|rw(o)||{(£ll*«(i) -  •o.MID’fi
j  =  1
OO
<  T* - const - Y  | | $ 0, * ( j ) l l
j = M - i
noting that the penultimate line follows from its predecessor via the fact that 
the \\Tyy{i — j)|| are uniformly bounded and the last line follows from Baxter’s 
inequality (Theorem 3.2.1). Again, from Findley (1992), it can be shown that 
YlJLh+i ||$<v(i)ll — O(po)i 0 < po < 1, which is o(l) a.s by the same argument 
that provides a bound for (3.4.14). Hence, (z) also holds for £ > 0.
In order to establish the second part of the lemma, first observe that T ^ l~fh{£) 
determines the regression parameters of the projection of e(t-\-i) onto 34(0> £h(t + £ | 
t — 1). For all h > 1 these coefficients provide the solution of the Wiener-Hopf 
equations
eikw[eihu -  'J,fl(e'“ )Ko(e'“)]SoKo(e‘u')* dw =  0, k =  1 , . . . ,  h,
J  —  TV
where
¥*(*) = E  **0‘) = c ,
3=  0
denotes the operator composed from the regression coefficients of the projection. The 
application of Baxter’s inequality to these equations yields a proof of (zz) that runs 
parallel to that of (z). In particular; when £ < 0 we find that \\T~i Ylt£W { £h(t + 
£ I t — 1) — e(t + £ I t — 1)}/|| converges in probability to zero, as above; when 
£ > 0, £h(t + £ I t — 1) = e(t + £ I t — 1) = 0 because e(t + £) is orthogonal to 34(0 
for all h > 1 and (zz) holds trivially. □
Placing Lemmas 3.4.2(i) and 3.4.3(i) together we finally arrive at the following 
expression for (3.4.10),
vec{T ~ 2 Y  H ( M o(r) -  £0rIt,) e(t) y (t + r -  k\t -  1)'},
t r=0
+ Op(l), k = (3.4.19)
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Thus, the combination of (3.4.19) with the first term of (3.4.6) gives an equivalent 
expression for (3.4.3) as
vec{T~^ M 0(r)e(*)y(* + r -  k\t -  1)')} + op(l) fc = l , . . . , p
t r = 0
= T~? Y i J l  y(t  + r -  k \ t - l ) ®  Mo(r)}nec{£(i)} + op(l), fc = l , . . . , p
t r = 0
= T~^ { ^ ( y ( t  + r -  k \ t -  l) ® M 0(r)} s(t) + op(l), (3.4.20)
t T — 0
k = l , . - . , p
and the last line follows from the fact that a column vector is its own vectorization. 
We now examine expression (3.4.5),
T~i  E  EAt)'{e(t) + (M0(z) -  l„)(e(0 -  4 (0 )}  =
t
T~i  EE„(<)'{e(t) + (M0(z) -  I„)(£(<) -  4 (0 )}
t
-  T~i  E(E„(<) -  E „(t)) 'M 0  + (M0(z) -  I„)(00  -  4 (0 )} - (3.4.21)
t
Neglect the selection matrix Sa(j,) for the moment and consider the kth block of the 
second term on the right of (3.4.21),
-T~5  ]T{(e(* -  k) -  £h(t -  k)) (g) e(t)
t
- T ~* -  k ) -  ^h{t -  k)) <g> (M0(z) -  Iv){e(t) -  ih{t))},
t
k = l , . . . , p .  (3.4.22)
By direct application of Lemma (3.2.4), it is clear that the ith component of (3.4.22) 
is either 0 ( h / T 2) or op(h /T 2). In either case setting h = 0((logT)T), r  < 00 
gives op(l). Hence, (3.4.21) now becomes
T - j  E  E„(O'M O + (M0(z) -  l„)(e(0 -  4 (0 )}  + M l)
t
= T~i  Y  s A(j/)(e(^  -  1)' 0  I„, . . . ,  e(t -  p)' <g) I vy{e(t)
t
+ (M 0(z) -  l„)(e(0 -  4 (0 )}  + M O (3.4.23)
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As before, omit the selection matrix Sa^ ) and examine the kth block of the second 
term on the right-hand side,
T ~ 2 {£(* ~ k) ® (M0(z) -  I„)(e(i) -  4 (0 )}  = T~* ~ k)i- ■ ~  &))'
t t
® [ ( Mo ( z ) - l v) ' Z ( * o ( j ) - * k ( j ) ) y ( t - - j ) } } , k  = l , . . . , p ,  (3.4.24)
J > 0
and consider its ith component,
T~i  E ( E ( M oW  -  < W E ( * « ( j )  -  **0'))y(‘ - »■ - -  *)}, < =  i ....... w
t r = 0 j > l
= - T - i  E  (E (M o(r)  -  60rIv) E ( ^ ( i )  -  *fc(i))y(< -  r -  i)e<(* -  *)}
t r = 0 j = l
+ r - i  E ( E ( M o ( r )  -  5o4„) E (* o 0 ' )  -  *h(j))y(t  -  r -  -  *)
t T— 1 j  =  l
P  OO
+  r - ^ E { E ( M o(r ) - ' 5o4 ,)  E  * o ( j)y (< - » • - » £ ; ( < - * : ) } .  (3.4.25)
< r = l  j = / i + l
By employing arguments similar to those that lead to (3.4.14), noting that T _1 y(£—
r — j)ei(t — A:) are uniformly bounded, we find once again that the last two terms 
are op( 1). Thus (3.4.25) reduces to
- r - *  E ( E ( M o ( r )  -  6oriv) E ( # * ü )  -  **0'))y(< -  r - J M t  -  *)} + 0p(i)
1 r = 0  j = l
= T~i E { E ( m oW  -  «orIv)(*)i -  4 / 0 3 -  r)ef(< -  *)}
t r = 0
+ op(l). (3.4.26)
where the right-hand side expression follows from Lemma (3.4.1). Considering 
(3.4.26) for all i leads to an expression of the form
vec{-T*  ^Z(M 0(r) -  80rIv) ($ h ~ &h)%{r, k)} -f op(l), k = 1 ,... ,p (3.4.27)
r = 0
which by employing arguments analogous to those used in moving from (3.4.15) to 
(3.4.17) can be rewritten as
vec{T-i E (M „(r)  -  M . H E *)}] + 0,(1),
r = 0  t
k = l , 2, . . . , p. (3.4.28)
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By Lemma (3.4.2Ü), f  — k) can be replaced by T^17 /l(r, k). Hence, (3.4.28)
becomes
vtc{T-'i  ]T(M o(r) -  «or I» ){ E £(03;/l(<)TÄ17*(r -  *)]},* = 1 ,... ,p. (3.4.29)
r = 0  t
By Lemma(3.4.3ii), it is clear that (3.4.29) reduces to
vec{T~2 ^ ( M 0(r) -  ^0rI„) Y  e(t)e(t + r -  k\t -  1)'} + op(l),
r=0  t
k -  1 ,... ,p. (3.4.30)
The combination of (3.4.30) with the first term of (3.4.23) gives an equivalent ex­
pression for (3.4.5) as
vec{T~2 M 0(r)e(t)e(t + r — k\t — 1)']} + op(l)
t r = 0
= T~ 2 Y  iY ^ 6^  + r -  k \  t - l ) < 8  M 0(r)} e(t)
t r=0
+ op(l), k = l , . . . , p .  (3.4.31)
It now remains for us to consider (3.4.4),
- T ~ i  E F^(t)'{e(*) + (M»(2) -  I„)(e(t) -
t
=  - T ~ ' *  E l s « ‘')i(y(<) -  «*(0) ® !»)}{«(*)
t
+ (M0(z) -  I„)(e(i) -  £*(<))}]. (3.4.32)
Neglecting the selection matrix S o n c e  again and proceeding as previously, we 
may replace ih{t) by e{t) in F„(£) to obtain an equivalent expression to (3.4.32) as
-  T~> E { (y (4) -  £W) ® «(<)} -  E{(y(*) -  £(0) ® (m 0(z) -  c )(e (0  -  hit))}
t t
(3.4.33)
plus a term equivalent to (3.4.22) for k = 0. The same line of argument leading 
from (3.4.21) to (3.4.23) can therefore be employed to show that this term is op(l). 
The second term in (3.4.33) can be expressed as
- H y y (f) 0  (M 0(z) -  C)(e(i) -  4 ( t) )
t
+ r ^ e ( i )  0  (M0(z) -  Iv)(e(t) -  i h(t)). (3.4.34)
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Repeating the steps employed in moving from (3.4.7) to (3.4.19) we find that the 
first term of (3.4.34) becomes
vec{-T~$ ^ E ( M o ( r )  -  I„)e(*)y(* + r\t -  1)']} + op(l). (3.4.35)
t r —0
Similarly, by adopting the method of proof that leads to (3.4.30), the second term 
in (3.4.34) gives
vec{T~2 E E ( M oM  ~ Iv)e(t)e(t + r\t ~ 1)1} + op(l) = op(l) (3.4.36)
t r = 0
since e(t + r | t — 1) = 0, r > 0. Combining the terms in (3.4.35) and (3.4.36) with 
the first term of (3.4.33) we obtain
_ T " I  J2 {]C(y(* + r \ t - i y ®  Mo {r))}{e{t)} + op(l). (3.4.37)
t r = 0
Collecting the alternative expressions for (3.4.3) - (3.4.5) together and reinstat­
ing the selection matrix Sj, we have
X»,t {VT(6ls - 0o)} = S ,{T -5^Z (<)£(<)} + op(1) (3.4.38)
t
where
Z(t) -  E M *  + r I * ~ 1) ® M 0(r)}
r = 0
and
x(t + r \ t - l ) '  = {-y(* + r -  l\t -  1 ) ', . . . ,  -y(*  + r -  p\t -  1)' : - y ( t  + r\t -  1)'
e(t + r — 1|t — 1 ) ',... ,e(t + r -  p\t -  1)'}.
Furthermore, the vector of predictors, x(t -f r\t — 1), can be recursively up-dated 
and we may rewrite Z(t) as
ZW = E V rx(i)O M o(r)
r = 0
where V denotes the matrix of coefficients associated with the first non-trivial linear 
predictor x(£-f 1|£ —1) = \ x ( t ) .  The explicit form of the (2p-f l)v x (2p+l)t? matrix
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V is given at the end of this section. It is now a relatively straightforward matter 
to verify that the sufficient conditions for asymptotic normality given in Kohn (1978, 
Theorem 5), for example, are satisfied by T ~ 2 Z(t)e(t). Since \\Xvj  ~ 0
IV)S'J| = 0(Qt ), via Lemma (3.3.1), it follows from (3.4.38) that T?(0ls — Oo) is 
asymptotically normal with zero mean vector and variance-covariance matrix
{S„(X„ (8) Iu)S/l/}“1C0{SI/(XI/ 0  (3.4.39)
where C0 = SuS{[Z(t)£(t)][Z(t)e(t)],}S,l/. On application of the rule AB 0  CD = 
(A 0  C)(B 0  D), we found that Z(t) can be written in the form
Z(t) = f ( V r ® M 0(r))(x(i)® L )
r= 0
= D0(x(*) 0  Iv)
where
Hence,
D0 = X^(Vr ® M 0(r)).
r = 0
(3.4.40)
C0 = S„D0£[x($) 0  e(t))(x.(t) 0
= SvD0€[x(t)x(t)' 0  e{t)e(ty]D 'S', 
= S.DofX, 0  S 0)D'S',
and the proof of Theorem (3.4.1) is thereby completed. □
For technical reasons we have omitted the explicit construction of V in the 
proof presented above. This will now be given. Recall that y (t + r\t — 1) and 
e(t + r\t — 1) are the best linear predictors, respectively, of y (t + r) and e(t + r) 
from y(s) ( 5  < £), r = 0 ,1 , . . . ,  p. Using the basic model (3.2.1) the linear predictor 
of y (t + i) can be defined recursively via
y(t  + £ \ t - l )  = — T  A0(j)y(^ + I — j\t  — 1) + Mp(j)e(t + i  — j\t  — 1),
3=1 3=1
I > 0 (3.4.41)
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where Ä0(j) = Aö1(0)Ao(j) and M0(j) = Mö1(0)Mo(j), Mo(0) = Ao(0). As noted 
earlier, e(t + r\t — 1) = 0 for r > 0. When r < 0, e(t + r | t — 1) = e(t + r). First 
observe that V° = I(2Ph-i)v and x (^  | t — 1) = x(f). Now consider r = 1. We have 
x(/ + 1|t -  1) = (y(t\t -  1 ) ',... ,y (t - p  + l)' : y (t + l\t -  1)' : e(t\t -  1)', 
e(t — 1) ', . . .  F 1),)/. Making use of (3.4.41) leads to an expression of the form








-Ao(l)  . . .  - A o ( p - l )  -Ao(p)
tp_ i)v ^
Mo(l) M0(2) . . .  M o (p - l )  Mo(p)
0
Äq(1) — Ä0(2) Äo(l)Äo(2) -  Äo(3) . . .  Äo(l)Äo(p) ] ,
- Ä 0(l)Mo(l) +  Mo(2) - Ä 0(l)Mo(2) + M0(3) . . .  - Ä 0(l)M0(p) ] -
0 . . .  0 
I ( p —l ) u  • • • 0
and the remaining components of matrix V are null matrices of appropriate di­
mension. Extending this consideration to other values of r (2 < r < p) we find, 
after direct manipulations similar to those leading from (3.4.41) to (3.4.42), that 
x(t  + r\t — 1) = V x(t + r — l\t — 1), which ultimately results in the formula 
x(t -f r\t — 1) = V rx(£), V r = V V r_1,r  = 1 , . . . ,  p.
Finally, the asymptotic normality result for Ols established in this section is 
obtained assuming that noi, i = l , . . . , c  are known a priori. As pointed out in
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Section (3.1), however, in practice the Kronecker indices usually have to be estimated 
from the observed realization of the generating process. Nevertheless, the theory 
attains some theoretical completeness since the central limit theorem will apply to 
the system parameter estimates corresponding to the Kronecker indices identified 
by a consistent procedure as is discussed in Chapter 1 (Section (1.3)). However, 
it should be borne in mind that the Kronecker indices could be mis-specified and 
in such situations some modifications of the arguments employed in the theoretical 
developments will have to be clearly made. For some discussion of this and other 
related issues see, for example, Poskitt (1990).
A p p en d ix  B
B .l  A lgorithm s
This section provides some discussion of the algorithms that are commonly 
used to estimate regression equations (3.2.3).
Given that the autocovariances of the process y(t), Tyy(r) = Tyy(—r)', r = 
0, ± 1 , . . . ,  are as defined in Section (3.2), one obvious method by which to obtain 
the estimates of the predictor coefficients, «^(j), j  =  l , . . . , / t  in (3.2.4) is via 
multivariate Yule-Walker equations 
h
^ 2 & h( j ) Tyy(j -  k) =  80k?Jh, k =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  h (B. 1.1)
j=o
where <$ofc denotes Kronecker’s delta. If we replace the autocovariances Tyy(r), r = 
0,1 appearing in (B.1.1) by the corresponding sample covariances r yy(r), we
obtain a set of equations for the so-called Yule-Walker estimators of <£/*,
* h = G ^ r h (B. 1.2)
where G h = [ t yy(j -  fc)], j , k  =  l , . . . , / i  and = ( f  yy( l ) ', . . . ,  t yy(hyy.  The 
procedure just described is Toeplitz, that is, Th and Gh have the same block down 
any diagonal of blocks. Implicit in the direct calculation of Yule-Walker estimates 
via (B.l .2) is the inversion of a hv x hv matrix and this, of course, can be avoided 
by the use of a recursion. Suppose when y(t) is a scalar =  1) we let <f>h(j),
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p(j), j  = 0 ,1 ,. . . ,  h and cr\ denote the scalar equivalents of «^(j), f \ y(j) and 
S/,,, respectively. The Yule-Walker estimates, (j)h and b\ can be obtained using the 
following algorithm which we refer to as Levinson-Durbin recursion. This algorithm 
was originally due to Levinson (1947) and rediscovered in the statistical context by 
Durbin (1960).
B 3.2 .1  [L evinson-D urbin A lgorithm ]
Suppose p(r),r = 0 ,1 ,..., are available. Initialize the recursion with <^(0) = 
1 V /i, dg = /5(0). Then the parameters, — 1 can be recursively
calculated as:
h ( h )  = -^2^>h-i(j)p(h - j ) / c r 2h-nh = 1 ,2 , . . . ,T -  1 
j=o
4>h(j) = <j>h-i(j) + h ( h ) h - i ( h  -  j) , j  = 1,. • •, h -  1,
= d^_i{l -  4>h{h)2}.
Note that the <f>h(h) are estimates of the partial autocorrelations (also called re­
flection coefficient in engineering terminology). If the underlying stochastic process 
generating the data is a purely autoregressive process, </>h(h) in the convention of 
Box and Jenkins (1976), are extremely valuable first for deciding on the appropri­
ateness of an autoregressive model and then for choosing an appropriate estimate 
of order, h , for the model to be fitted.
In the vector case (v > 1), ^ ( j ) ,  j  = 1, . . . ,  h, can also be recursively generated 
using the Levinson-Whittle algorithm. This algorithm is a multivariate generaliza­
tion of Levinson-Durbin recursion and is due to Whittle (1963). Unlike the univari­
ate algorithm (B3.2.1), the multivariate version requires the simultaneous solution of 
two sets of equations, one arising from the calculation of the forward predictor and 
the other in the calculation of the backward predictor. Thus, in the algorithm that 
follows, we let denote the coefficients associated with the backward regression of
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y(t-h-l) on y (t — j ) , j  = 1 , . . . ,  h in the model
h
Y  $h{j)y(t  - h - l + j )  = eh{t), $ 4 0 )  = Iv (B.1.3)
j=0
and Xih is the corresponding residual mean square. Similarly, 3?^  in (3.2.4) shall be 
referred to as the coefficient in the forward regression of y(t) on y ( t —j ) , j  = 1 ,. . . ,  h.
B 3.2 .2  [L evinson-W hittle  Algorithm ]
We have Tyy(j), j  = 0 ,1 ,... as input. Initialize the recursion with «^(O) = 3>/j,(0) =
Iv} So — So = r*yy(0).
At the hth recursion compute
= E * * ü ) r wü - A - i )  = E * i k( j ) rw(A + i - i ) ,
j=0 j=0
*»(*) = *k(h) =
$h(j)  =  + &k(h) ih-i(h
$h(j)  =  &h-i(j) + -j), j = l , . . . , h - l
± h =  {Iv -  * h(h)*h(h)} ± u- u
= {I„ -  $)l(A )ift(A)}S/,_1.
The Toeplitz symmetry inherent in these calculations means that the estimates 
$h(z) =  Ej=o ®h(j)zJ, i / i(0) = l v and $ h{z) = Ej=o $ h ( j ) z \  ®h{0) = Iv will
be stable in the sense that the detj^ /^z) : «^(z)} are guaranteed to have their 
zeros outside the unit circle (Hannan, 1970, p.332). The numerical stability of the 
algorithm (B3.2.1), for example, has been shown to be comparable to the stability 
of the Cholesky or Q-R algorithm both in terms of fixed or floating-point arithmetic 
(Cybenko (1980)). It is often the case that when the true model is a finite order 
autoregression, the estimates of &h{j),j = 1 , . . . , /* in (3.2.3) give rise to asymp­
totically efficient parameter estimates. Though 4>h(z) is stable and the associated
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estimates are asymptotically efficient, it is now relatively known that Toeplitz pro­
cedures have serious disadvantages (Makhoul, (1981)). For moderate sample size, 
&h{z ) can be severely biased particularly when the data generating mechanism ad­
mits an autoregressive representation with zeros close to the unit circle (Tjostheim 
and Paulsen, 1983; Pukkila, 1988). The bias is, of course, due to a fiction inherent 
in the Toeplitz procedure (B.1.2), namely that y(t) = 0,t < 0 or t > T. Therefore, 
some modifications of the Toeplitz procedure have been suggested (see Makhoul 
(1981), Dahlhaus (1983) and Paulsen and Tjostheim (1985) for some discussions). 
Such bias is not present in the least squares estimator, which we shall denote by 
use of a tilde but ^ ( z )  = £2j=o <&h{j)zJ cannot be guaranteed to be stable. The 
instability, of course, can be easily checked and rectified, if needs be, via either 
an iterative or closed-form procedure. We leave the details of these procedures till 
Chapter 6.
To obtain least squares estimators we regard (3.2.3) as a straightforward re­
gression where the regressor variables are given by 34(£) = (Oi^) (8> y(£)). Thus, for 
(3.2.3) the Least Squares Estimate for 0 is obtained as in the algorithm that follow.
B3.2.3 [Least Squares Estimate - AR Model]
Input observed realization y(£), t = 1 , . . . ,  T  as data. 
Compute where
th T-1 f ;  yh(t)yh(t)\
£=/i+l
( * * ( i />)')'•
s * = T - '  £
t= h + l
(B.1.4)
For technical reasons, only positively indexed terms of y(t-j) are included in the 
sums of squares and cross-products in (B.1.4) and consequently, does not possess 
a Toeplitz structure. Efficient numerical methods for the solution of least squares 
problems of this type are, of course, readily available see, for example, Miller (1991)
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and the references therein.
If it is considered that a stable generating function, 3>(z), is desirable, an esti­
mator that shares the advantages of both the Levinson-Whittle and Least Squares 
procedures may be obtained using a procedure due to Morf, Veira and Kailath 
(1978). This procedure is based on the characterization of the autocovariance func­
tion of a process by means of a sequence of matrix partial multivariate generalization 
of the maximum entropy method due to Burg (1975). For v = 1, fh can be obtained 
using the following algorithm, which is referred to as the Burg’s algorithm.
B 3.2 .4  [Burg Algorithm ]
Input a finite data record generated by a zero mean stationary process y(t). 
Initialize the recursion with
M O )  =  o,  ( ä > o)
<2o (t) = b0(t) = y(t)i t = l , . . . ,T ;
MO) =  1; y(t) =  0, (t < 0, t > T).
At the (h + l ) th stage compute
4>h+i(h +  1) = {~2 *h(t)h(t -  l ) } / { ^  eh(t)2 + ^2 bh(t -  l)2}, h > 0,
h~\-\ /i-f-1 h~\~\
Ch(t) = eh-i(t) + 4>h(h)bh- i ( t - l ) ,  
bh(t) = bh_i(t -  1) + j>h(h)eh-i(t),
<f>h+i(i) = M )  + 4>h+i{h + l)(f>h(h + 1 — j ), j  =  1 , . . . ,  h\ h > 0.
Essentially, Burg’s algorithm is based on least squares approach but instead of mini­
mizing the forward prediction error variance, as was done in the case of least squares, 
Algorithm B3.2.4 seeks to select the partial correlations (or reflection coefficients) 
in such a way that the average variance obtained by running the prediction error 
filter both forward and backward over the data span (1 < t < T) is minimized. It is
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evident that working entirely within the data span the source of bias associated with 
the Toeplitz calculation is eliminated. Of course, an estimated covariance function 
can be produced as a byproduct of the algorithm. It should be mentioned, however, 
that the algorithm B3.2.4 does not generalize directly to vector case since the for­
ward and backward autoregression matrices are not the same as in the univariate 
situation. Also, the forward and backward one-step prediction error covariance ma­
trices are different, although they have the same determinant (Akaike, 1973). These 
and other related issues concerning the implementation of the algorithm B3.2.4 in 
the multivariate case are well known (See e.g. Jones (1978)).
It is perhaps worth pointing out that the observed differences in the estimates 
obtained from the Algorithms B3.2.2 to B3.2.4 are only of a finite sample phe­
nomenon. Asymptotically, these differences become negligible and these estimators 
can be shown to have the same limiting distribution (Hannan, 1970; Hannan and 
Deistler, 1988). It follows thus that the choice made by the applied worker in mod­
erate to large sample may be governed by questions of availability and convenience.
C h a p te r  4
A s y m p to tic  R e la tiv e  E fficiency  O f 
L e a s t S q u a re s  E s tim a to rs
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4 .1  M o tiv a t io n
When dealing with time series data it is often the practice to estimate the 
parameters associated with the underlying process via the Maximum (Gaussian) 
likelihood method. Since the Maximum likelihood procedures are iterative and com­
putationally rather expensive, it seems prudent to commence the estimation scheme 
with a strongly consistent estimator as was mentioned in Chapter 2. This will not 
only decrease the possibility of non-convergence, but also reduces the number of it­
erations that are needed to achieve the selected convergence criterion. In the light of 
Lemma (3.3.3), the least squares estimator could provide appropriate initial values 
for the computation of the Gaussian estimates once an appropriate model, or collec­
tion of specifications deemed worthy of further investigation, has been delineated. 
This estimator may even have strong appeal where the Maximum (Gaussian) likeli­
hood procedure seems too costly or computationally prohibitive (Saikonnen (1986)). 
However, there is a trade-off between the relative simplicity and ease of implemen­
tation of ordinary least squares regression and the increased variability of the least 
squares estimator over the Gaussian estimator.
The inefficiency of least squares estimators relative to the Maximum (Gaus­
sian) likelihood estimator in various context is, of course, well known (Bloomfield 
and Watson (1975)) in the ordinary regression models. In the scalar time series mod­
els, McDougall (1988) provides some discussion of the comparative performance of 
various regression procedures, (Spliid (1983)); lagged regression procedures (Stoica 
et al (1985)); Pseudo linear regression (Solo (1978)), in relation to a fully efficient 
procedure (e.g. Hannan-Rissanen (1982)). We have been unable, however, to find 
a detailed analysis in the literature of the case of vector time series using ARMA 
echelon canonical forms. Following Poskitt and Salau (1993b) we can now make a 
very precise statement about the relative magnitude of the cost and benefits of using 
these alternative estimators, which is described in part in the following sections.
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4 .2  A s y m p to t ic  C o m p a r iso n  O f E s tim a to r s
Our purpose in the present section is to investigate the asymptotic efficiency of 
least squares estimator, 9is-, in relation to the Gaussian estimator, Oq. The asymp­
totic properties of the Gaussian (Maximum likelihood) estimator provides a lower 
bound to which the properties of alternative estimators can be compared. Thus we 
have the following definition.
Definition: An estimator is said to be efficient if it has the same limiting distribu­
tion as that of an equivalent Gaussian estimator constructed on Gaussian assump­
tions. As noted earlier, the Gaussian assumptions will not be maintained and for 
our purpose Condition A will suffice. Similarly, all the standard assumptions of 
Chapter 1 are preserved throughout our discussions in this chapter.
The performance of the least squares estimators may therefore be judged, in 
part, by their efficiency. This aspect of the procedure will now be discussed. For ease 
of reference and discussion, we begin by recapitulating some notation and definitions 
from Chapters 2 and 3. In Chapter 2, Ag, the variance-covariance matrix of 6q, 
was presented in the frequency domain as
a g = (S „ n s 'j - ' (4.2.1)
where
n  =  (2ir)_1 L  (P(e‘“ ) P (e’“ )* ® {M0(e*“')S 0Mo(e“ )*} ''1) dw
J — IT
and
Cp( -^) &  K 0 ( z ) S q
(K0(z) -
CP(z ) ® S q
Here again, an asterisk has been used to denote a complex conjugate transpose 
of the indicated argument. Also, the subscript zero is used here to emphasize an 
evaluation at the true parameter values, the notational convention we shall persist 
with in the remaining sections of this chapter.
p(*) =
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Similarly, the variance-covariance matrix of the least squares estimator, A l s , 
was obtained in Chapter 3 as a matrix quadratic form involving the expectation of 
the outer product of x(t) or Gramians as
A ls = {S„£(x(()x(t)'® I„)S'„}-1{S„Do(£(x(t)x(t)') ® S oJDqS',,} 
x {S„£(x(()x(i)' ® It>)S'„}-1 
= {S„(X„ ® O S 'J - 'fS .D o fX , ® S 0)D 'S:}
x { S ^ X ^ y s q - 1 (4.2.2)
where
XM = (-Cp(*)' ® y(*)' : - ( y (t) -  e(t)Y : (p(z)' ® £(t)')'.
The matrices and D0 are as defined in (3.3.9) and (3.4.40), respectively.
We now wish to compare the asymptotic performance of #ls to that of 6q via 
a comparison of the corresponding variance-covariance matrices (4.2.1) and (4.2.2), 
respectively. To facilitate this comparison we will first reconcile the two modes 
of representation using the standard isometric-isomorphism between the time and 
frequency domains. Define
w0(t) = x(t) ® M q1(z)I^0 2 (4.2.3)
and
n0(t) = x(t) <g> (4.2.4)
i
where S q is the unique Cholesky lower triangular factor of S 0. Then using (4.2.3) 
it is clear that A q can be rewritten as
A3 1 = S„£ {w0(t)w0(()'}S'„
= S„£{(x(t) ® M ö1(^)Söl )(x(«) ® M öl (2)S “h'}S'„.
Observe that when (1.1.4) holds y(t) can be written via Wold’s decomposition 
as y(t) = A~1(z)M(z)e(t) = K(z)e(t) where the generating polynomial K(z) is
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defined by (1.1.7) with K(0) = Iv. Then it follows that x(t) has the form
x(<) = {-(p(z)' ® (K(*)e(/))' : - ( K (z) -  Iv)e(t))': (p(z)' ® e(t)'}'-
Thus, given that X„ = £(x(t)x(£)') it can be readily checked that the matrix X„ 
can be written in the frequency domain as (27t)_1 ff_n P(elu)P{elu)*d u. Also, we 
have the relationship
(X, 0  So) = E(n0{t)n0{ty) = (2;r)"1 f  (P(ciw)P(ciw)* 0  S 0) du.
J  — 7T
In what follows, we will require an explicit expression for E(D0n0(t)'w0(ty). 
Thus, we have
S(D0n0(t)w0{ty) = ^ ( V r 0  M 0(r))^(n0(^)w0(t)/)
r = 0
= E ( V  ® M0(r))f{(x(t) ® S |)(x(()' ®
r = 0
= A  f  E W r ® M 0(r)){P(e*qP(eiT  
Z7r r =  0
0  M ö V ^ y jd u ; (4.2.5)
since X„ = £{x(£)x(f)'} = (27t) —1 f f n P(etu;)P(ela')* du.
We now establish the following result.
T heorem  (4.2.1):
The variance-covariance matrices of Ols and 9q satisfy the inequality A ls > Aq 
where the inequality relation has the interpretation that A ls — A q is positive semi- 
definite.
Proof: The inequality stated in the theorem, using (4.2.1) and (4.2.2), is equiv­
alent to
s . n s :  > { s1, ( x 1/ ®i„)s'1,}{s1,Do(x1,® S o ) D ; s q - 1{s„(x1/ ® i„ )s q .  (4.2.6)
To establish the inequality relation in (4.2.6) set No = and consider





S ^ D o t x f ^ s l X x W ^ S ö ' M o W - ^ S :  =  S t,D o^(no(t)w o(0/)S;
=  S.D oN oS;
it is clear tha t the variance-covariance matrix (or Gramian) of the process (4.2.7) is
S .D o tX , (8) X0)D qS' S ,D 0N 0S:
(4.2.8)
(S .D qN oS'J'
The m atrix in (4.2.8) is, of course, positive semi-definite. Now consider the difference 
(Xj, <S> I v) — DoNo and substituting for D 0N 0 using (4.2.5) we have
(X „® I„-D oN o)  = r ( P ( e i“')P(eiT ® I v ) d w - 4 -  r  E ( V r ® Mo(r))
Z7T J  —  TV Z 7 r  J  -  7T r _Q
x { P l e '^ P f e ^ r g M o l e " ) '- 1) ^
=  T  f  « I  ® M o(e‘“ )') -  E ( V r ® M o(r))}
r = 0
x {P(ei“')P (e‘" ) ' ® M 0(e‘"),_1}da;
=  E ^ f { ( I e “ r -  V )  ® I„} x {P(e*“ )P (e '“ )*
r = 0  J - 1r
® M otrlM ole '“ ) '- 1} ^  (4.2.9)
= E ^ K W 4 + r) -  x (4 + r \ t  -  1) ® Mo(r)}(x(i)) ® Mq(z) ' 1)']
r = 0
= + r ) ® M 0(r)}{(x(t) (8) M '^ ) -1)'}
r = 0
where e(t +  r) =  x(£ + r) — x(£ +  r |t  — 1) and we have employed the rule a A <8) B =  
A(8)aB in (4.2.9) with a being a scalar quantity, and A and B are matrices. Since 
by construction e(t + r) is orthogonal to the space spanned by x(t) and, indeed, x(t) 
is a Markov process, it follows tha t £[{x(£ +  r) — x(t  +  r | t — l)}x(£ — j)'} — 0,
S^Do(x(t) (8 So )
_ L (4.2.7)
Sl/( x ( O 0 M i( z ) - 1S o 2)
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j  > 0, r = 0 , p. We are therefore led to the conclusion that (X„ ® I„) = D0N0. 
Then, it follows that the equality
S„D0 (X„ ® S 0 )DJ,S[, S„D0 N 0S'„ 
(S.DoNoS'j' s „ n s ;
S„D0(X„ ® S 0 )DqS[, S„(X„ ® I„)S'„
(s„(x„ ® I„)S'J' s„ns;,
holds and hence,
det
S„D0 (X„ ® S 0 )DiS'„ S„D0N 0S'„ 
(S .D qN oS'J' SM Sl
detjS^ DofX^  0 So)D[)S/J/}
x det{(Svn S #J  -  (S ,(X , 0  I,)S,J (S ,D 0 (X, 0  S 0 )D'S'J" 1
( S ^ X ^ I ^ S 'J }  > 0 . (4.2.10)
An application of basic algebra to (4.2.10) confirms that the inequality relation in 
(4.2.6) obtains, as required. □
Theorem (4.2.1) tells us that use of the least squares estimator could result in 
a loss of efficiency but it does not, as it stands, provide a simple summary measure 
of the relative performance of the estimators 9is and 9q. Following what may be 
regarded as standard practice we will henceforth judge the relative efficiency of 
the two estimators by reference to the ratio of the determinants of their variance- 
covariance matrices. Thus, the asymptotic relative efficiency of 9ls with respect to 
9q is given by the measure
eo(9l s ,&g ) =  {det Ag / det
= {det(S„(X„ ® I„)S'J}2{det(S,nS;) x det(S„(X„ ® XoJS'JK1.
From Theorem (4.2.1) it is obvious that 0 < e0(9l s ,&g ) < 1. The choice itself is mo­
tivated by the notion that the volume of the concentration ellipsoids obtained from 
the asymptotic Gaussian distribution are proportional to the value of the determi­
nant of the variance-covariance matrix so Co(^ls,^g) provides a natural measure of 
the relative precision of the two estimators, see Cramer(1977, Section 22.7). The
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values of det Al s  and det Aq  are referred to as generalised variances. Of course, 
generalised variances have been employed in the context of seemingly unrelated re­
gression equations, (see, Zellner (1962), Chun-tu (1991)), to examine the relative 
merits of ordinary and Aitken generalised least squares, to which the following re­
sult is intimately related.
Proposition (4.2.1):
If M0(z) = Iy then ^(OlSi Qg) = 1 when either
(i) the Kronecker indices are all equal, i.e. ri\ = ri2 = . . .  = nv, or
(ii) the Kronecker indices, nt, i = 1,. . . ,  v are not equal but So = diaglau , . . . ,  crvv).
Proof: If m = n2 = . . .  = nv then Ao(0) =  Mo(0) = Iv and the corresponding 
selection matrix, Sj,, is of form
1 V  0 0 X
s„ = 0 0 0 
0 0 1pv2 J
(4.2.11)
Using an obvious notation, let Xj, be partitioned into submatrices as
X„ =
-Y-aa X a ß  X a \  
Xßa Xßß X ß \
 ^ X \ a X \ß  X \X  j
(4.2.12)
From (4.2.1), (4.2.11), (4.2.12) and the assumption that M 0(2:) = Iv we find that
s ^ x ^ s - ^ s ;Ag1
/
-  s„
X aa (£) S q X a ß 0 S q X a \  ®  s
-Xßa <S> S q X ß ß  ® S q 1 X ß \  ® S
■X\a ®  5^0 X\ß ®  S q 1 Xxx ®  S
X aa <S> S0 X a X  ®  S q 1 \
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Hence, noting that det(A ® B ) = (det A)m • (detB)n for any n x n and m x m 
matrices A and B, respectively, we have
detAG = d e t(x ® £ ö ')_1
= det{(x®I„)(IdM ®So_1)}_1 
= det{(X®I„)}-'{det(IJMr  • {det(Söl )}-JM
= det(x ® I, ) “1 x (det So)'11''1
where
X =
\X a0l X c
, X \ a X \ \  !
and d(v) is used, as in the previous chapters, to denote the total number of freely 
varying parameters in the matrix pair [A(z): M(z)] or in the vector 0. Similarly,
A ls = {S „(X „® I„)S 'J-1{S„Do(X1,® E o)D ;s :}{S1,(X1,®I„)S'1,} -1
= { x ® C } “‘(x® S 0) { x ® C } -1,
which follows by direct application of (4.2.11) and (4.2.12). It should be noted that 
the assumption M 0(.z) = Iv implies that D0 = I(2P+i)v2 in the above expression. 
Thus,
det Acs  = {det(x® Iv)}_2det(x®Iv)(detE0)‘i<‘')
= det(x®Iv)“1(detS0)‘i(‘')
since x ® S 0 =  (x ® Iw) (I</(„) ® So). Hence, the relative efficiency measure now 
becomes
e o (Öl s , Qg)
det A g 
det A ls
(det S 0)d^  det(x ® Iv)
det(x <8) Iv) (det S q) ^
1 .
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To establish the second part of the proposition we proceed as follows. Let X.u 
be partitioned as in (4.2.12). Then
A51 = S „(X „® E ö l )S'„
Sa(i/)(X"ac* 0  S 0 S a(i/)(-Xa/3 0  Xq Sa(^)(XaA 0  5jq )S'A(t/)
S/3(v){Xß\ 0 E o ^ S ^ j  Sß(v)(Xßß 0 S q^ S ^  Sß(v)(Xß\ 0 E q^ S ^ j
y SA(i/)(^ Aa 0 Sq 1 )S^(t/) Sa(i/)(^ "a/3 <8> SQ )SJg(l/) S x ^ ) ( X \ \  0 Sq )Sa^  J
since =  diag(Sa^  : S ^ )  : Some straightforward but somewhat extensive
m atrix manipulations tha t exploit the fact that S 0 is presumed to be diagonal 
suggests tha t the determ inant of Aq  can be written as
detjSj/CX^ 0  S q1)S,1/} -1 -  { ( d e t X ^ J - ^ n ^ K r } - 1
where X„ =  S1/(X t/ 0  Iu)SJ, and a i — d(u). Consequently,
det A q  =  det{S„(X„ 0  E q^S ^}-1 
= {(detx^-M n^K n
where cru =  (cr,;)-1 for i =  1 , . . . ,  v. Hence, the relative efficiency is
e ( ß § ) =  detA ^ = { { d e t X M - ' W ^ e « ) « }
e°i L5, g ) detÄL5 detjS^ fXj/ 0 IuJS'j,}-2 detfS^ Xj, 0 SoJS^ }
{(det X.1/)} -1nv_1(<Jt,)Qf»
{ d e t x ^ - M e t i x . H n ^ K M
To conclude this section, we make some few remarks. Though Proposition 
(4.2.1) dwelt on some specific cases when the relative efficiency is 1, it is interesting 
to note that the results do not hold in a situation where the Kronecker indices are 
as in (u) but S 0 is not a diagonal matrix. Once again the proof is straightforward
and can be shown in an analogous manner to the proof of Proposition (4.2.1 ii).
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To gain further understanding of the relative performance of the least squares 
estimator to the Gaussian one, it will be of interest to investigate the extent to which 
the above results carry-over to cases where the moving average operator, M 0(z), is 
chosen differently from an identity matrix. This issue will be addressed in the sub­
sequent sections. An important part of this investigation, of course, will be through 
illustration via some numerical examples. Such an analysis should provide suffi­
cient insight for understanding the asymptotic efficiency of least squares estimators. 
Before proceeding with the numerical considerations, it behoves on us to specify 
how the variance-covariance matrices Ag and Agls are to be evaluated and this is 
considered next.
4.3 Som e C om p u tation a l A sp ects
fn order to use e0(#L5,#G) to obtain relevant information about the relative 
efficiency of least squares estimators consideration has to be given first to the nu­
merical evaluation of Als and Ag- Although the frequency domain representation 
is useful as a tool to facilitate theoretical derivations and simplify interpretation, 
from the point of view of numerical evaluation it is more convenient to express the 
elements of matrices A ls and Ag in terms of their time domain equivalents. For 
example, the elements of X„ are obtained from the coefficients of powers of z in the 
generating functions r yy(z), r y£(2:) and r ££(z) where, for any two jointly stationary 




r =  — oo
for the covariance generating function. We will also recall that the cross-covariances 
can be recovered from the corresponding spectral densities through the inverse 
Fourier transforms. In particular,
r o,!,v(r ) = ^ (y (0 y (< + r )')
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=  T  f  e*’'u'(K 0(e*“ )S 0Ko(e“ )*)rfa>.
Z t t  j  — it
since y (t) = ^ J>0 K (j)e (t — j) .  The last expression can be equivalently written as
OO
r o,yy(r) =  X ] K o(j)£oKoO' +  r) ', r 0iW(-r)' =  r 0tW(r), r > 0. (4.3.1)
3 =  0
It follows from (4.3.1) that ro ,y?/(r) corresponds to the coefficient of zr in the power 
series expansion P i ( 2:)P i(z -1 )' where P i(z )  =  K 0(z)£o and K 0(z) =  Ylj>o KoOJz-7.
i
Let P 2 =  S q . Similar relationships involving P i (z) and P 2 can be established for 
F y£r(z) and r ££(z), i.e. T ye(z) =  P i ( z ) P 2 and r ££(2:) — P 2P 2. Hence, we can obtain 
the (2p +  l)u  x (2p +  l)v  m atrix X„ as follows. As in (4.2.12), we define
Y N  r,ß x aX
Kf X ß ß Xp x
Kx K x X \ \
where X aa is pv x pv, X ap is pv x v, X a\  is pv x pv, Xpp is v x v, Xp\  is v x pv, 
and X \ \  is pv x pv and the remaining subblocks are obtained by transposition as 
indicated. Then the submatrices of the above partition are determined as follows:
(X aa)jk is the coefficient of z k~i in the expansion P i ( 2:)P i(z -1)',
( X a\)jk is the coefficient of z k~J in the expansion P i (2:)P'2 and
(.X\ \ ) j k  is the coefficient of z k~J in the expansion P 2P'2.
The subscript j k  denotes the elements in the (j, k)th, j ,  k =  1, . . .  ,p, v x v subblock 
of the indicated matrix;
( X ap)ji is the coefficient of in the expansion P i( z ){ P i( 2:_1) — P 2}', j  =  1 , . . . ,p, 
and
(Xp\ ) \ j  is the coefficient of zJ in the expansion P i ( 2 )P 2, j  = 1 , . . .  ,p.
The v x v m atrix Xpp is given by the coefficient of z° in the expansion (P i(z ) —
P 2)(PX(*) -  P 2)'.
In order to determ ine Pi(-z) it is necessary to evaluate the impulse response 
coefficients K 0(j) , j  = 1, 2, . . .  of the transfer function K 0(z) =  A 0(^)_1M o(2:).
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Recall that AqX(z) = Adj A0(z)/(det A0(z)), so we may write K 0(^) as 
{Adj Aq(z)M 0(z)} /det Ao(^). The matrix in the curly bracket is a polynomial and 
hence is easily evaluated and the convolution of each entry with 1/ det Ao(z) can be 
carried out in a straightforward fashion using the Euclidean division algorithm. It is 
the division by det Ao(z), of course, that generates a power series for K0( )^. In order 
to accommodate this computationally we have chosen to truncate the expansion 
after 612 terms. For the cases we have considered this coincides with a point in 
the expansion where the elements of the impulse response coefficient are less than 
10~32. Thus infinite expansions of the type presented in (4.3.1) are replaced by 
corresponding finite summations and the effect of the truncation will be of the 
same order of magnitude. Given Xt,, constructed in the manner just described, the 
computation of (X ^I* ,) and (X„(g)£o) is straightforward and A^s can be evaluated 
as a product of matrices as given in (4.2.2) once the appropriate rows and columns 
have been selected.
The construction of Ag can be carried out in a manner similar to X^. By a
1
slight abuse of notation, let us redefine Pi(z) = 0  M q(z)- 1E 0 2 and set
1 _ L
P 2(2r) = £ q {g)Mo(z)_1XI0 2. We obtain the matrix Ag by using the partitioned form
/  „  „  «  \





where the submatrices are obtained from appropriate combinations of the coefficients 
of powers of z in the expansions P i(z )P i(z -1)', P i(z )P 2(z-1)' and V 2(z)V .
It should be mentioned, however, that some algorithms are readily available for 
generating the theoretical auto-covariances of an ARMA process see, for example, 
Ansley (1980), Shea (1987), Pate and Davies (1988) and Mittnik (1990). Though 
these algorithms would provide exact solution, they involve solving a large system 
of linear equations which make their practical applications somewhat cumbersome 
than the approach we have adopted here. In fact our method will yield comparable
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results in terms of numerical accuracy if the truncation of the infinite sum in (4.3.1) 
is appropriately carried out.
We next consider the construction of the matrix D0 which is associated with 
the evaluation of A l s • In particular, the focus of interest will be on the evaluation 
of the m atrix V r , r — 1 , . . .  , p. We may recall that the matrix V r can be recursively 
generated using V r =  V r_1V ,r  =  1 , . . .  ,p where, of course, V° =  I ( 2 p + i ) v  Exam­
ination of the structure of V r reveals that its computations can be carried out in 
a fairly efficient manner without the need to use the above recursive formula. To 
show this let V r , r =  1 , . . .  ,p, be partitioned as
y r
'  v „ ,  V12,r V 13>r N
V 21 ,r V 22 ,r V 23,r
 ^ V 31,r V 32ir V 33jr j
(4.3.2)
where V 11)7. is pv x pv, V i2 ,r is pv x u, V i3,r is pv x pv, V 2i tr is v x pu, V 22,r is 
v x t>, V 2 3 ,r is v x pv , V 31jr is pv x pu, V 32,r is pv x v, and V 33>r is pv x pv. For 
ease of exposition, it may be helpful to denote the ( i , j ) th v x v subblock of V 11)T. 
by V 11)7.(z, j )  and the remaining submatrices in (4.3.2) are assumed to be defined 
in an analogous manner. We now turn to the explicit construction of submatrices 
in (4.3.2). It is particularly revealing that these submatrices lend themselves to a 
set of recursions. To motivate discussion in this direction consider the generating 
functions
t




% ) ( z ) =  - Z T o ( j ( z )  -  a (<)(z), 1 , . . .  , r (4.3.4)
3 =  1
for r = 1 , . . . ,  p where
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m (,)(z)
P
z~e Z  MoOV,
j = H l
m (£){z) =  0 for  i  +  1 > p,
®(0)(*) = E*<o)OV = EMo(jV. *(0)0') = M„(i) j ,
j=o j=o
a (^)(^) =  ^  E  A 0( ; > J, a (*)(z) =  0, t  + l > p ,  
j=i+i
and
*(o)(*) =  Y ,  ^(o){j)zJ = ~  H  A 0( j > J, i(o )Ü ) =  - Ä o (j) for  all j.
J=0 j—0
wherein, the subscript (0) is used to denote the values at which the above recursions 
are initiated. The elements of submatrices contained in V r can now be formed via 
(4.3.3) and (4.3.4) in the following way:
v n A h j )  =  $(r-i ){j ) ,  j  =  ! , • • • , P\ * =  1, — , r
V 2i,r ( l , j )  =  $(£)(j), j  =  l , . . . , p ;  £ =  l , . . . , r
and for i =  r  +  1 , . . .  ,p; j  =  1 , . . .  ,p,
V n  ,r(i,j)
Iy if i — j  = 1 
0 otherwise.
In the same fashion,
Vl3.r(i, j)
^ ( r - o ü ) ,  j  = i
0 j  = 1, —  ,p; i=  r+1, . . . ,  p
V23,r(l,i) = ^(/)(i), i  =  l , . . . , p ;  ^ =  1 , . . .  ,r ,
and
V33,r —
 ^ 0 0 ^
\  ^ v ( p - r )  0
The remaining submatrices in (4.3.2) are null.
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For r = 2, . . . , p  and p > 1, somewhat straightforward manipulations reveal 
that further computational savings can be made in the construction of V r. To be 
specific, we found that it may not be necessary to construct the submatrices V n )r, 
V 13>r and V33ir via the generating functions (4.3.3) and (4.3.4). The submatrix V33)r 
along with V 12,r, V 22, r  and V 13)7. are found to be null. The construction of V 11)7. 
and V i 3)7. is now accomplished via the following steps. Set r =  2.
Step 1 : Copy the first (p — l)v rows of V llir_! and V i3ir_i into the last (p — l)u 
rows of V n i7. and V i3j7., respectively.
Step 2: Replace the first v x pv rows of V llj7. and Vi3,r with V21r_1 and V23)7._i , 
respectively.
Step 3: Construct V 21jr and V 23j7. via the generating functions (4.3.3) and (4.3.4), 
respectively.
Step 4: Repeat the steps 1 - 3 for r =3, . . . ,  p.
The evaluation of matrix D0 is thus achieved by conducting the matrix manip­
ulations Ylr=o Mo(r) V r. In the computation of matrix D0, however, considerable 
savings in storage space can be achieved by performing the calculations in (4.3.3) 
and (4.3.4) in conjunction with those in steps (1-4) in a loop on r and accumulating 
results for D0 as one goes along. With this device only one storage location will be 
required for matrix V r as opposed to p + 1 storage locations that would have been 
used.
4.4 N u m erica l I llu stra tion s
The theoretical discussion of the previous sections does not provide a guide as 
to the relative magnitude of the loss that may be incurred from using Ols rather 
than Oq. The purpose of the present section is to provide further insight into this
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issue via the use of some numerical examples. We wish, therefore, to calculate the 
value of e0( ß i s ,  &g ) in a number of different circumstances.
A suite of programs for conducting the calculations of A ls and Ag have been 
written in FORTRAN 77 and implemented on a SUN SPARC Station 1. The accu­
racy of the programs was checked in various special cases. As an example, consider 
a bivariate ARM A process with Kronecker indices, n\ = 1, n2 = 2,
/ \ / \ / \
1 0 1.336 -1.776 0 0
A0(z) = + z +








o ' n v  12
\
and innovation variance-covariance matrix £ 0 = given by an = ^22 =
y  021  <722 J
1.0 and <j  12 = 0.0. A value of 80169.96, correct to two decimal places, was obtained 
for both det A ls and det Ag- Clearly the relative efficiency measure, eo{Ol s ,@g ), 
is one and is in accord with the theoretical results obtained in Section (4.2). We 
now turn to demonstrate by means of an example the case where the efficiency is 
less than unity. As an illustration let A0(^) and M 0(^) be as defined in the last 
example and consider £ 0 for crn  = cr22 = 1 and <7i2 = 0.2,0.4, 0.6,0.8. We obtained 
results which are summarized in the following table where we have taken p = cr12. 
It is clear from Table (4.1) that substantial loss in efficiency could occur under the
Table 4.1: Results for e0(#LS,$G) when So is not necessarily diagonal.
P 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
eo(^L5,0G) 1.0 0.89 0.60 0.26 0.06
hypothesis of Proposition (4.2.1 (ii)) if the variance-covariance matrix S 0 is not a
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diagonal matrix.
We will now generalize to the situation where Mo(z) is different from an identity 
matrix, Iv. As a motivation, consider the scalar ARMA process,
y(t) -<f>y(t -  1) = e(t) -  ipe(t -  1), <j> ^  \(j)\ < 1, \ip\ < 1,
where e(t) is an innovation sequence with mean zero and variance a2. For simplicity 
we write the generating polynomials as <f>(z) = l — (f> z and ip(z) =  1 — z where, by 
definition, the zeros of <f>(z) and (fi(z) are assumed to be outside the unit circle. In 
this special case, after some straightforward algbera, we find that
\
A ls  =
(1 -  < ^ )2 (1 -  (f)Lp){ 1 -  4>2)
 ^ (1 -  4 > y ) ( l  -  4>2 ) (1 -  02)(1 + V 2 ~  2 <M j
. (4.4.1)
A g = (<t> -  <p Y {4.4.2)
( <t>~ V3)2
According to Walker (1964), and Box and Jenkins (1976, p. 246), the corre­
sponding asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of the Gaussian (Maximum likeli­
hood) estimator is given by
(1 -  4>2) ( l  -  4 > y ) 2 (1 -  </>2)(l -  <^ 2)(l -  <t>y)
K ( i  -  4>2 ) ( i  -  v?2 ) ( i  -  < M  ( i  -  < M 2 U  -  v?2 ) j
Note that we have neglected the scaling factor T in (4.4.1) and (4.4.2), and such an 
exlusion, as easily checked, is inconsequential to the accuracy of eo(^LS^G)- Thus, 
the relative efficiency measure is obtained as eo($LS5 Qg) = I — This result tells 
us that the relative efficiency decreases towards the invertibility boundary. This 
pattern of behaviour seems to be typical of the scalar ARMA models and has been 
alluded to elsewhere in the literature see, for example, Brockwell and Davis (1991, 
p. 253).
In the vector case, however, our results show that this condition is necessary 
but not sufficient for high efficiency. As an illustration, consider a bivariate ARMA
process with Kronecker indices n\ =  1 — 2,
Ao(^) = +
0 1
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M 0(z)
\ /  \ /  \1 0 0.001 0.003 0 0
+ z +
0 v 0.008 0.005 } v 0.004 0.002 ,
and the innovation variance-covariance matrix given by <Jn = cr22 = 1.0 and cr12 = 
0.2. A figure of just over 0.85 was obtained for the efficiency measure of the least 
squares estimator relative to the Gaussian estimator for this process. In view of the 
size of the coefficients in Mo(^) such an outcome might have been anticipated. Let 
us, therefore, change the magnitude of coefficients in the moving average operator
to
Mo(*)
\ /  \ /  \1 0 0.316 -0.055 0 0
+  ^ +
0 1 , v 0.1807 -0.31 v -0.5173 0.09 y
whilst holding all other values of the parameters of the process fixed. We now record 
an efficiency value eo{6ls ,@g) of a little under 0.26. What is, perhaps, surprising 
is that for both processes, the roots of the moving average operator, taken to two 
decimal places, are 200.00 and — 166.67±22.22i. This is in contrast to what occurs in 
the univariate time series case where the relative efficiency has a direct relationship 
with the distance of the roots of M 0(.z) from the unit circle. It is possible to construct 
moving average operators with roots farther away from the unit circle where the 
relative efficiency can be less than, say, 20% of its maximum. However, it is still 
evidently true that when the coefficients on the moving average operator are very 
small, as in the case above, the roots of the operator will also be well outside the 
unit circle and eo(0L5,0) close to unity.
Another feature which is, perhaps, worth mentioning concerns the invariance 
of the efficiency measure, eo(0LS,0G)> to a2 in the univariate case. This issue was 
investigated in the vector case and it was shown in Salau (1992) that it is usually 
the case for the bivariate processes we considered that the structure of the variance- 
covariance matrix So does indeed influence the efficiency measure. As an illustration
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consider a bivariate ARM A process with Kronecker indices ri\ — 1, n2 = 2,




1 0 1.336 -0.371
+
v °  b v 2.065 -0.673
f l # ' 1 0.001 0.003 '
+









with (Tn = <j 2 2 = 1.0, <ri2 = 0.0 and e(9Ls,9a) = 1.0. Set au = <r22 = 1.0 and 
p = ai2 • Keeping the magnitude of the coefficients in [A0(z) : M0(z)] unchanged, 
we will now assess the response of eo(0LS,#G) to different choice of p (0 < p < 1). 
We now summarize our findings for this particular example in the following table.
Table 4.2: Results for eo(0Ls, @g ) for different choice of S 0*
P 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
eo(9ls , 9q) 0.99 0.97 0.88 0.75 0.59 0.42 0.26 0.13 0.05 0.01
It is seen from Table (4.2) that the efficiency measure e o ( 0 L S ,  0g ) is n°t invariant 
to the structure of S 0 and in fact, the value of eo(0ls ,0g) decreases rapidly to zero 
as So approaches singularity. Our view is not that one should use the structure of 
So in isolation to judge the efficiency of least squares estimator, but rather that 
it should be used in conjunction with an examination of e(9is^G)- However, the 
result is only suggestive since there is no true ARMA process and moreover, in 
practice, So will have to be estimated using the estimates of 9q.
The above results imply that the pattern of behaviour of eo(#ls, $g) as a func­
tion of #o in the vector case is not easily discernible. They do, however, convey a 
definite message for the practitioner. Although there are situations where the least 
squares estimator will perform well there are also subsets of the parameter space 
where the loss of efficiency can be considerable. Since in practice we will rarely, if
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ever, know which situation we are dealing with it would seem advisable to evaluate 
9q. This will involve implementing Gauss-Newton type iterative calculations that 
can be initiated at Ols as is discussed in Chapter 2 (Section (2.3)). Finally, we 
stress that all results in this Chapter have been asymptotic. This means that they 
will only apply when the sample size has become large. We do not, however, know 
how large it has to be. This caution must be kept in mind when the results of this 
Chapter are applied to practical cases.
C h a p te r  5
G enera lized  L east Squares 
P ro c e d u re  for A R M A  E stim a tio n
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5.1  B a c k g r o u n d  an d  C h a p te r  s tr u c tu r e
Since the work of Box and Jenkins (1970) there has been a renewed and contin­
uing interest in improved methods for estimating the parameters of scalar linear time 
series models see Hannan and Rissanen (1982) for example. Parallel developments 
in the vector case, where there are many inputs and outputs at each time point, have 
been widely studied. The problem of parameter estimation of such models has been 
considered by a number of authors, for example, Hannan (1970), Wilson (1973), 
Nicholls (1976), Anderson (1980), Jenkins and Alavi (1981), Spliid (1983), Hannan 
and Kavalieris (1984) and Shea (1987), amongst others. The estimation procedures 
proposed are generally based on optimization of the likelihood function constructed 
as if the data were from a Gaussian process or some approximation to that. In 
particular, emphasis has been placed on the use of exact or approximate maximum 
likelihood method to obtain the fully efficient (maximum likelihood) estimate. As 
was shown in Chapter 2, the computation of the Maximum likelihood estim ator typ­
ically requires iterative procedures such as the Newton-Raphson or Gauss-Newton 
m ethod which are based on the calculation of the gradient vector and the Hessian 
m atrix of the log likelihood function, and specialized computations. Our interest in 
this problem arose, however, from the recent work of Koreisha and Pukkila (1990) 
who proposed a generalized least squares (GLS) procedure for estimating the pa­
rameters of ARMA models when the observable sequence is scalar. These authors 
have conducted simulation studies indicating the superiority of the GLS technique 
over other estim ation procedures for the cases they examined. This result therefore 
raises the practical question of how best to estim ate ARMA models in finite samples 
and the theoretical question of the nature of the differences between the alternative 
estim ation procedures.
One of the main thrusts of this chapter is to examine the relationship between 
the GLS and Gaussian estim ation schemes vis-a-vis the development of the theory for
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the GLS procedure in the vector case. The latter has not been so readily forthcoming 
which may not be surprising in view of the inherently greater complexity of these 
models. Computationally the problem is much greater and, as this account will 
show, the theory is much more difficult.
We are concerned with structures generating the vector y (t) of v components 
of the form
I ]  A(j)y(* - j )  = Y l  M ( i)X  ~ J) (5-L1)
J=0 j=0
where {e(£)} is the unobservable disturbance sequence satisfying (1.1.2) or, more 
generally, condition A and p = m ax(ni,. . . ,  nv). Here y (t) is observed and is assumed 
to be stationary. As part of the generality sought for model (5.1.1), the matrix 
pair [A(z) : M(.z)] will be assumed to be in (reversed) echelon canonical form 
thus possessing the unique properties (1.2.8). Also, the standard assumptions of 
Chapter 1 are assumed to hold throughout this chapter. We introduce 0 as a general 
coefficient parameter vector, so that, for example, 9 = (a1 : ß' : A')' where a, ß and 
A are as defined in Chapter 2 (Section (2.2)). For later convenience, da , dß and d\ 
will be used, as before, to specify the dimension of vectors a, ß and A, respectively. 
We will also write Ogls for the GLS estimator of 9q (true value). The symbols hat 
and S will be used to signify an estimate of the indicated quantity and expectation 
operator, respectively.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In the following section a de­
tailed description of the GLS scheme is presented. The discussion emphasizes certain 
details that are exploited in the subsequent sections. Some theoretical considerations 
concerning the relationship between the GLS and the Gaussian estimation schemes 
are provided and the asymptotic convergence of the GLS estimator to the Gaussian 
estimator is established. This is followed in Section (5.4) by a detailed description 
of the alternative numerical implementation for the GLS procedure. We conclude 
the chapter with some simulation results which illustrate the different aspects of the 
procedure.
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5.2 T h e G eneralized  Least Squares Schem e
Having observed y (t) = (yi( £) , . . . ,  yv{t))', t =  1,. . . ,  T  assumed to be gener­
ated by a member of the class of ARM A processes (5.1.1), the GLS procedure is 
implemented using the following three stage estimation scheme which is a multivari­
ate generalization of the method proposed by Koreisha and Pukkila (1990).
Stage 1: As an initiation of the procedure, an autoregression of order h is used to 
obtain ih(t) from
y(i) =  - E i ( j ) y ( < - i ) + 4 ( f ) ,  ^>i(o) = I», y(<) =  o (f < o) (5.2.1)
3 = 1
and, for later convenience, define 13^  = T~l £h{t)£h{t)r- In essence, the purpose 
of this stage is to provide estimates of the innovation sequence {e(£)}, t = 1 , . . . ,  T, 
using the observed values, y (£), t — 1,. . . ,  T. In the light of assertion made in Hannan 
et al (1989) that there is no theory that unequivocally states which criterion must 
always be used to determine the order of an autoregressive approximation the choice 
of h is problematic. Pukkila et al (1990) have provided some basis for fixing h at 
through extensive simulation studies in small sample situations. The solution of 
(5.2.1) can then be obtained via a multivariate generalization of the Burg’s algorithm 
(B3.2.4) and the virtues for using this algorithm have already been discussed in 
Appendix B. However, in order, asymptotically, to analyse this procedure we will 
suppose that h is chosen as a function of T such that h < (log T)T, 1 < r  < oo. This 
limitation in the growth of h allows us to appeal to results on convergence rates, 
which are uniform in /i, that are needed for the asymptotic results we obtain later. 
We will return to this issue in Section (5.5).
In order to simplify exposition in what that follows it will be assumed that the 
Kronecker indices, v = {ni , . . . ,  }, are known a priori or have been consistently
identified using one of the available procedures as is discussed in Chapter 1 (Section 
(1.3)). To facilitate the presentation of the second stage, let us substitute ih(t) for
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e(t) in (5.1.1) to obtain the regression model
y(t) -  iu(t) = —(A(z) -  I„)y(<) + (M(z) -  + e(t) (5.2.2)
where {e ( )^} is assumed to be a sequence of error terms, and A(z) = YlPj=o A (j)zJ 
and M(z) = 52j=0 as before, denote the generating functions. Now, ap­
plying the rule uecABC = (C' <g) A)uecB to both sides of equation (5.2.2), using 
arguments similar to those leading to (3.2.16), results in the following equation
y ( t ) - i k ( t )  = {-Cp(z)'®y(i)'®Iv}Sä(„)a - { ( y ( t ) - 4 M ) ' ® M S ß („)/J 
+ {Cp(z) '® 4( i ) '® M S'xMA + e(t)
which can be succintly written as
y(t) -  i h(t) = Y v(t)a + $ u{t)ß + Ev(t)X + e(t)
where Y„(£), F,,^) and E„(£) are as defined in Chapter 3 (Section (3.2.2)) and we 
will also let R^(i)' = (Y„(£) : F „(t) : Ej,(£)) defines the regressor variables. These 
constructions therefore lead to stage 2.
Stage 2: Regress y (t) — ih(t) on the regressor variables R„(£)' = (Yl/(t) : E„(t) : 
Ey(£)), t = 1 , . . . ,  T, to obtain 9ls (ALs{j) • M lsO))? the least squares estimate of 
6 = (a' : ß' : A')', which minimizes the criterion function Ylt ||y(t) — ih(t) ~  R ^ y ^ ll2 
with respect to the freely varying coefficients in [A(z) : M(z)].
In practice, however, ih(t) may exhibit a behaviour that is not intuitively com­
patible with either assumption (1.1.2) or condition A. This phenomenon may occur 
when T  is small or h is not sufficiently large to guarantee that ih{t) approximate 
the true innovation {e(i)} in a manner made explicit in Lemma (3.2.4). In such a 
situation, ih(t) will contain random variations due to estimation errors and conse­
quently, Ols — (ALs{j) ’ M.Ls{j)) may be biased and, of course, inefficient. In this 
view, and by way of motivation, the innovation sequence may be decomposed into 
two components as
e(t) = 4 ( f )  + e(t). (5.2.3)
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Hence, substituting the right-hand side of (5.2.3) for e(t) in (5.1.1) results in a 
regression equation
y ( t ) - i h(t) = R v(t)'0 + e(t) (5.2.4)
where e(t) = E PJ=o M(j)e(t  -  j), t = l , . . . , T .
If we let 7€e(k) be the v x v matrix autocovariance of e(t) at lag k then
7«(fc) = 7« (-* ) ' =  + fc)M(j)',
t = 0  j =  0
where Xe(i,j)  = limT—oo T~x Y,J=i e(i — *)e (^  ~ j)'  f°r ®\j > 0- From the results 
presented in Lemma (3.2.4), however, T _1 — i) — ih{t ~ *)}{e(t — j)  — £h(t —
j)} ', ignoring the terms involving op(l), can be approximated by to sufficient
accuracy for large T. Hence, e(£), as in econometrics literature, can be treated as 
moving average residuals since 7ct(k) is proportional to
( Z . U  M (j)S M (j + fc)' , (0 < k < p)
\ (5.2.5)
( 0 ,( k > p).
Thus, the efficient estimation of 9 in (5.2.4) involves the use of the generalized least 
squares technique. To motivate this and the subsequent step we let
e = [e(p +  1)', e(p -f 2 ) ', . . . ,  e(T)']
=  [e(*)]f=p+i
denote the vector formed by T  = T —p consecutive observations on e(t) from t = p+ 1 
to T. Then set £Igls — £(ee') where the script letter £, as earlier indicated, signifies 
the expectation operator and also note that TIgls is a Tv  x Tv  symmetric block- 
Toeplitz matrix whose first row of v x v blocks is 7CC(0),7CC(1) , . . .  ,7«(T  — 1). In 
practice, the elements of TIgls are rarely known and will have to be estimated from 
the observed quantities. This matrix can be consistently estimated by replacing 
M (j) by M Ls(j) and S  by in (5.2.5). Denote the estimate of TIgls by TLgls 
and since 7 (k) = 0 for k > p, then it is easily verified that EIgls has a block band
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structure. If we set
and
where
X gls =  [R ,(i) 'l  L +1 =  x s ;
y g ls  = [y(<) -  4(«)]f=p+i
X = [-Cp(z)' ® y(*)' <8> C : —(y(*) -  <M<)y ® I« : CP(z)' ® £*(<)' ® ip]f=P+i,
and
S' = diag(S'aM: SJ,M : S '(l/|),
then we have
Stage 3: Evaluate the GLS estimator as
&GLS = {X'gls&GLS^GLs ) 1 {^GLS^GLS^ GLs) • (5.2.6)
This completes the third stage of the scheme but one problem remains, however, in 
connection with (5.2.6) and that concerns the evaluation of the variance-covariance 
matrix, TIgls• The explicit construction of TIgls in a manner just described may 
not be convenient from the computational point of view and it therefore seems of 
practical interest to know whether the computation of TIgls can be accomplished 
in a fairly simple manner. Taking advantage of the problem structure, we find that 
Ogls can be re-expressed as
TIgls = Cgls(It ® S&)CqLS (5.2.7)
where It is a T x T identity matrix and Cgls is a Tv  x Tv full row rank matrix 
which has a block band structure. The first diagonal block of the band has a v x v 
matrix M (p) as its elements, M(p — j  + 1) (j = 2, . . .  ,p + 1) down the subsequent
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j th diagonal block and zeros elsewhere. Thus, the matrix C qls has an explicit form
C q l s  =
M(p) . . .  M(0) 0
0 M(p) . . .  M(0)
(5.2.8)
0 M {p) . . .  M(0)
In concluding this section, we need to emphasize that the exclusion of the 
constant factor y- from the formula defining 7££(&) in (5.2.5), as can be observed 
from (5.2.6), is of no consequence to the accuracy of Og l s • Also, it is worthwhile to 
note that when the observed sequence y(t) is scalar, al (a univariate analogue of 
does not contribute to the expression (5.2.6) but such does not seem to hold 
in the vector case. Finally, there are virtues and vices of the above procedure that 
might be pointed out. Using the GLS procedure at stage 3 it is only the covariance 
matrix, CIg l s , of the process e(t) that needs to be formed for M ( j) = M£,s(j), the 
moving average parameters from stage 2, and this matrix is subsequently updated 
using M ( j)  corresponding to 0qLS, i = 1 ,2 ,.. . ,  if (5.2.6) were to be iterated, as it 
should be in small sample situations. This matrix is not altered when the zeros of 
det M(z) are flipped, that is, a zero Zj say, is replaced by z~l if \zj\ < 1. This obviates 
the necessity of flipping zeros that are inside \z\ = 1 which cannot be avoided 
in a filtering procedure such as the Gaussian estimation scheme (see Chapter 2, 
Section (2.3)). On the other hand, the GLS procedure uses the estimated innovation 
sequence from stage 1 throughout and there will be little change from an iteration 
of this technique since to effect that change one would need improved estimates of 
the innovation sequence. However, as T —■> oo, the GLS technique will give efficient 
estimates but the computational effort required to obtain Ogls  will be very severe 
since the evaluation of 0 via (5.2.6) involves the inversion of a T v  x T v  matrix £Ig l s - 
A method which circumvents this huge matrix inversion is proposed in Section (5.4) 
but, before discussing this technique, we shall first dwell on some theoretical issues.
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5 .3  T h e o r e t ic a l  C o n s id e r a tio n s
In this section we investigate the interconnections between the GLS and Gaus­
sian estimation schemes. The logical question of how GLS procedure performs in 
relation to the Gaussian estimation scheme can be answered in several ways. One 
way is to examine the effects of different choices within the algorithm on the pa­
rameter estimates, asymptotically or in finite samples. From this, we shall be able 
to make a comparative assessment of the performance of the two procedures. A 
useful device for carrying out this evaluation is via simulation studies. With this, 
the effect of the initial conditions and the choice of preliminary estimates, which 
seem to differ for both the GLS and the Gaussian estimation schemes, can also be 
examined. However, a serious limitation of simulation is that it may be of limited 
value or inconclusive. In other words, it may be difficult to tell whether the conclu­
sion based on simulation results has universal implications or is simply a product 
of the particular set of data used. Thus, to obtain results of more general valid­
ity, it is necessary to analyze the asymptotic properties of the estimates obtained 
from the algorithms. The convergence properties of the estimates and their limiting 
distributions will give an indication of the performance of the algorithms.
To carry out a valid and useful assessment of the GLS algorithm, it must be 
emphasized that the third stage of the procedure works on the presumption that the 
error process, e(£), is uncorrelated with constant variance-covariance matrix. Hence, 
the covariance matrix of the errors in (5.2.4), as noted in the last section, is known 
up to a scalar factor, and hence the GLS procedure may be used to get more efficient 
estimates. It is to be observed, of course, that using y (t) — ih(t) as a regressand in 
place of y(t) employed in the Gaussian case, may improve the parameter estimates 
in finite samples and it is quite possible that it could also have some second order 
effects which may prove useful in small samples. It can be argued via Lemma 
(3.2.4) that ih(t) will provide a good approximation to e(t) for sufficiently large T
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and this, in turn, tends to suggest that the subtraction of ih{t) from y(t) to form 
the regressand may have no asymptotic effect and hence (5.2.4) can be rewritten as
y(t) = R „{tyo 4- e(t) + op{y ^ ) .  (5.3.1)
Thus, as T  —> oo (5.3.1) will reduce to the form
y(t) = TLl/(t),9 + e(t) (5.3.2)
where R„(£) is R„(J) with e(t) replacing ih(t). In this regard, we should attain 
asymptotic efficiency since working with (5.3.2) is equivalent to estimating (2.1.1). 
The arguments put forward here point to the fact that the GLS procedure is essen­
tially the same as the Gaussian estimation scheme, the difference being due to some 
effects resulting from different initiations, which based on previous discussions, will 
disappear asymptotically but may be important in practice. This shows the heuris­
tic nature of the arguments we have used which needs to be supported by further 
analysis.
From the foregoing discussion it is evident that there is an inherent close rela­
tionship between the GLS and Gaussian estimation schemes and this interconnection 
will now be formally established in the following subsections.
5.3.1 Equivalent interpretation
Gonsider (5.2.7) and observe that
&GLS — ® ^ h l )&GLS (5.3.3)
where CGLS = C'GLS(Cgl s&GLs )~1 is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of 
Cgls, a matrix of full row rank Tv.  For a detailed discussion of the property of 
generalized inverses see, for example, Fared (1985, p. 132). Now substituting (5.3.3) 
into (5.2.6) gives an expression of the form
0GLS =  { ^ G L s C l Ls ^ T ® t l ' ) C U s ^ G L s } - l {yJaLSC l LS(lT®±.-hl ) C iaLs^GLs}
= {Z'Gis(Ir ® S ^ )Z G is} -1{Z'Gts(IT ® S j 1)W 0£,s } (5.3.4)
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where Zgls  = C qLSX gls  and W gls  = Cgls^ gls- Note that the calculation of 
Tjgls and W gls  amounts to obtaining the solutions of C g l s ^ gls  —  X gls and 
C g l s W gls  — Y g l s ■> respectively. These equations tell us that the components 
of Zgls  and W gls  can be recursively generated as those of Zg and W g (defined 
in Chapter 2, Subsection (2.3.1)) from the elements of quasi-derivative processes 
d(*), t =  1 ,... ,T  given by
Y  M LS{j)d{t -  j )  = ( - ( P{z)' <g> y (t)1 <g> Iv : —(y(t) -  ih(t))' ® 
j=o
: CpM ' ® ® It,), t = p + 1, • • • ,T  (5.3.5)
where the implied initial values d ( l ) , . . . ,  d(p) are given by the first pv rows of 
C glsX- Consequently we see that (5.3.4) and (5.3.5) provide a representation of 
the GLS estimator that parallels the construction of the Gaussian estimator via a 
multivariate regression involving the derivative processes determined in (2.3.9).
From the results presented in this subsection we find that although the GLS and 
Gaussian estimation procedures are derived from different view points they admit 
common interpretation. Their apparent differences arise from the choice of initial 
estimates, treatment of implied or explicit initial conditions and use of effective 
sample size. That these apparent differences can be of significance in terms of 
small, finite sample performance has already been attested to in the literature see, 
Koreisha and Pukkila (1990). Given these differences, however, it is desirable to 
know if the two procedures will always produce different results as the sample size T 
tends to infinity. As we will establish in the next subsection, the two estimators are 
in fact asymptotically equivalent in the sense that they will yield the same estimates, 
almost surely, as sample size increases.
5 .3 .2  A sy m p to tic  C on vergen ce
In this section we wish to establish the asymptotic convergence of the GLS 
estimator to the Gaussian estimator. As part of the preliminary investigation we
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shall require the following lemmas which allow simplifications to be made in the 






 ^ X G£S
, Y GL5 =
 ^ Y gls j
(
I  pv 0
\
TIg l s  =
\  0 : TIg l s  y
so that (5.2.6) may be rewritten as
@GLS — {^ G L S ^ G L S ^ G L s ) * {^-GLS^GLS^GLs ) ( 5.3 .6 )
where X g l s , Y gl5 and Q gls are matrices of dimensions Tv x d(v), Tv x 1 and 
Tv x Tv, respectively. Put Y g  =  [ y (t) — e^(t)]J=1 and define
0G = (X/Gf251XG)-1(X/GS751Y G). (5.3.7)
Also, let || • || denote the Euclidean matrix norm. We can now state the required 
lemmas.
Lemma (5.3.1)
Under the current regularity conditions
lim T HX'gls^ gls^ gls • XGn GJXG} = (Qi : Q2 )
1 —►oo
exists where Qi and Q2 are non-singular matrices.
Proof: This result follows immediately from egordicity of (y(£)} and {e(t)} using 
a mode of argument employed in Fuller (1976, chapt. 9). □
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Lemma (5.3.2)
If Og and 6q are as defined in (5.3.7) and (2.3.13), respectively, then ||Qq — &g\\ = 
O(Qt ) a.s
Proof: First observe that
* - „ wx ' g , x ' $ V x Gn , X ' r n ^ Y G
l im \ \ 0 a  —  = l im ||( 0 °— — - )  -  ( 0 °— G
T  —t-oo T —►oo T T T T
= jim  ||(X q ? j - XG) - i { ^ ^ ( Y G - Y G)}l|
= lim ||(x b « ö 1X0 )- 1{X ^ l g  _  ^  +  c 0 [e ,( t)£
T —*oo 1 1
~  [y(*)-e«(<)]tei}ll
< Jim ||(X' ^ 1X° ) - 1 || . ||{^ g - (Co[e>(t)]f=1)}||X'Gn 5 '
T  —+oo T T
=  IIQrMl-Jim l l ^ a i ( i r ® r ‘) N ' ) ] LI  —►OO J
= IIQr‘11- lim | |^ ( I r ® S ) [ e , ( ( C
T  —*oo 1
= ||Qr‘ | | - Tlim ||T -1f ; ^ ^ S - 1e(,(<)||
80
where we have written X for E t (0g) for convenience, a shorthand that will be 
maintained in the sequel and ||Qj’1|| follows from Lemma (5.3.1).
Now consider the second term of the product in the last expression. This gives 
the limit of the norm of the Gaussian normal equations evaluated at 9q \  which 
will converge to zero via the consistency of the least squares estimates. Formally, 
substituting for using (2.3.8) we notice that its typical elements are of the
form
T -1 £  r)(t -  uyZ-'eeit), T "1 £ ($ (* ) -  f (f))'!:-1^ ) ,  and
t t
T - 1' £ i ( . t - u ) ' £ - 1ee(t), u = l , . . . , p .  (5.3.8)
where the range of summation is from t = 1 to T. The first term of (5.3.8) can be
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rewritten as
T -1^ - « ) '£ - * {e(i) + (e,(<) -£(<))} = r - 1^ ^ ( t - u ) 'S - 1£(«)
t t
+ T - l Y , n ( t - u ) ' t - \ e e( t ) - 4 t ) ) .  (5.3.9)
t
Since rj(t — it) is orthogonal to e(t) by construction then by the result in Hannan 
and Kavalieris (1984, p. 557) the first quantity in (5.3.9) is O(Qt )- Employing the 
rule vec(ABC) = (C' 0  A)vecB and noting that e(t) = vec{e(t)} the second term 
on the right handside of (5.3.9) can be rewritten using (2.3.7) as
T _1^ { y ( £ - u )  0  M (z)-1£ _1}i;ec{e0(£) -  e(*)}
t
= T ~l - n - j ) ®  L (j))}vec{ee{t) -  e(t)}
t j >  o
= r _1]> ]vec{^L (j)(e0( * ) - e (* ) )y (* -u - j ) '}  (5.3.10)
t J>0
where L (j) denotes the j th coefficient of M (z)_1S _1. Since e(t) is expressible in 
terms of the process y (t) as e(t) = Y^ j>o &o{j)y{t — j) then we have
T "1 vec{Y l  L (i)(e0(t) -  e{t))y(t - u - j ) ' }  = r e c { ^  L (j)(^ (4 (fc ) -  $ 0(k)))
t j >  0 j > 0  Jfc=0
X T~l J2 y{t  -  k)y(t - u -  j ) ’} (5.3.11)
t= 1
plus a term that is bounded by
const • | |$ 0(*)|| (5.3.12)
fc>6j,+ l
where 3>(fc) is presumed to be zero for k > bj and bj < (logT’)r , r  < oo. By 
miniphase assumption (2.2.3), 3>0(&) and L (j) converge to zero at a geometric rate, 
that is, ||L(j)|| and ||3>0(j)|| approach zero faster than KpJ0 as j  —> oo for some 
constant k and 0 < po < 1 and hence (5.3.12) can be shown to be o(T~s) for some 
s > 0. Hence (5.3.10) reduces to
oo b?
vec{J2Uj )  E W k) - M k ) ) ( £ { y ( t - k ) y ( t - u - j Y }  + 0(QT))} + o(T-‘) = 0(QT)
j =  0 k = 0
(5.3.13)
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where the right-hand side quantity follows from Theorem (3.2.3) combined with the 
fact tha t the Yj>o ||L (j)|| < oo, max* ||($(k) -  3>o(&))|| =  0(Q t ) a.s and that 
Yak'Ll ||£{y(£ — j)y{ t — fc)'}|| < c <  oo for some constant c. Similar arguments to 
those used above show that the other terms in (5.3.8) are O(Qt )- The result of the 
lemma follows by noting that ||Q -1 || =  0(1). □
L em m a (5 .3 .3 ):
Let X  =  ( x ( l ) ' , . . .  ,x (T y y  and Y  =  (y ( l) /, ■ • ., y (T )') ' be any two column vectors 
of observations on the stationary and egordic stochastic processes x(t) and y(t). If 
O g and EIgls are the variance-covariance matrices associated with the Gaussian 
and GLS procedures, respectively, and x(t) and y (t) have finite fourth moment then
|| — (fie  — ^ gls)Y || =  o(T~ 2 ).
Proof: First note, by construction,
g  -  i rv ; u ^
Etc — EIgls =
U ' : 0 /
where, employing (2.3.12) arid (5.2.8),
G  =
1 M (0) . . .  0 \
• (IP (8) S ) •
1 M (0)' . .. M (p -  1)' '
y, M  (p -  1) . . .  M (0) } 0 • .. M (0)' ,
f  9«(1,1) •
>
•• 9 e e { l , p )
v s « (p ,i ) ' • •• 9 e e { p , p )
5
m in ( i j ) —1
9et(iJ) = 9et{j,iy =  M (r)S M (j -  m in(i,j)  + r) ', i < j  = 1,. . . ,p ,
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and
7«(p) 0 ............................. 0 ^
7«(P“ 1) 7«(p) 0 ...................... 0
v 7«(1) ............... 7ee{p) 0 . . .  0 y
are pv x pv and pv x T v  , respectively. Now consider, noting that ||<jfec(-,-)|| < 
117.(0)11,
—  (UG -  0 Gl5)Y || =  ||—
/  G -  Ipv : U X
U'
< \ T  1Z lx(z),y(z)l + \ T  1S S x(z),5'«(^i)y(i)l
t = i  t = i  ji=i
+ lr ' ‘ E  E  x(*)'7«(p + *)y(i)l
i=l j=1
+ |r _1HX]x(0'7«(p + »-j)yO')l
j = l  i = i
< r'Vm ax |x(z)'y(0l
i < i<p
+ T_1 E E Il7«(0)|| • max |x(i)'y(j)|
. = i  j = i
+ r_ 1 E E l l7 « (0 ) | |-  max |x(i)'y(j)|
+ 7’" I E E ll7 « (0 ) l |-  max |x(i)'y(j)l
j = i  t1
= T ~l ■ const ■ p2o(T^)
=  o ( r -* )
where the penultim ate line follows from its predecessor using a result in Fuller (1976, 
p. 180), noting tha t m axi<t)j<p |x (z)'y (j)| =  0 ( ^ 2 ) by the fourth moment property. 
□
Thus we state the main theorem of this section.
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T h eo rem  (5.3.1)
Assume that the conditions of Lemmas (5.3.1), (5.3.2) and (5.3.3) hold. I f  6q 
and Ogls are the Gaussian and GLS estimators defined by (2.3.13) and (5.3.6), 
respectively, then ||(Ogls ~ #g)|| =  0(QT).
Proof: By Lemma (5.3.2) we may substitute 9g for 9g since \\9g l s ~ 9g \\ < ||Og l s — 
9g \\ +  ||9g — 9g \\. Also, as an immediate consequence of Theorem (2.4.1) and the 
strong consistency of EIg l s , we may also replace O g and O gls by O g and CIg l s , 
respectively, thereby introducing errors that are 0 (Q t )• Hence, from (5.2.6) and 
(5.3.7), and for notational simplicity in the derivations, writing X gls as X l5 EIgls 
as Eli and Y gls as Y i and substituting in a similar way the number 2 for the 
subscript G, neglecting the 0 ( Q t ) term , we have
||(0gls -  Mil = ||(x'1nr1x I)-1(Xin1-lY1) -  (x'n2-1x 2)-1(x'2n2-1Y2)||
= iKxinr^o-'fxinr'Y,) -  (x'1nr1Xi)-1(x2n;1Y2)
+ (Xin-'Xjj-vx'n.'Y,) - (x'n2-1x2)-1(x'n2-1Y2)||
< ||(x,1n r 1x 1)-l ||||(x ;orIY1) -  (x ^ ' y ^ i
+ iK xinr'x ,)-1 -  (x'2n 2- 1x 2)-l |H |x 'n 21Y2||
<  IK xinr'Xi,.!,. ...xinr'Y,, x:2n2“'Y:T T ) - ( : T
+  IK^ 1“^ 1) - 1 - ( - ^ A .q - 1| | . | | X ^ lY 2 ||, (5.3.14) 
Consider the first term  in the right-hand side of (5.3.14) and look at
x i i V Y i ,  / x ,2f i2- 1Y 2xil ^ x i n ^ Y ! .  / x /1o 1- 1y 2x ,X'in f 1Y 2
T )-( T Oil =  ll(: T T ) +  ( : T
-(
x;n2Y2 x'jfij'Yj x'jflj'Y
■) + ( T ) - ( ■ T
x , o ~ 1 Y '
- y - ( Y !  -  y 2)|| + n ^ n r 1 -  n 2l )Y2|
+ H(x'1- x ') 2 d f i | |
<
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= I K ^ W )  -  4 W 1 D II + -  n 2“I)Y2||
+ ||(X'1 - X ' ) ^ X i | | .  (5.3.15)
Notice that the first term on the right-hand side of (5.3.15) contains, excluding 
a scaling factor of 0(1), quantities of the form T~l J2t y(t ~ j)'{&o{t) ~ £h{t)} = 
T - ' E A Z U i ^ A t )  -  ekA t ) )y k{t-  j)}  and T ^ E ,«*(* -  i)'{e«(<) -  ek(t)} =
T _1 E ({ E L i -  ,^h(t- j))} whose typical elements are
T - 1 £ yk(t -  j ){ek,e(t) -  !*,*(*)} (5-3.16)
t
and
T - '  £  £*,*(< -  M h A t )  -  £*,*(<)}. (5-3.17)
t
respectively. Now it is clear that (5.3.16) can be rewritten as
T~X Y 2f*(* ~ j){tk,o(t) ~ £k,h{t)} = T~x Y Vk(t ~ i)efc,ö(0 -  T~l Y yk(t -  j)£k,h(t)
t t t
= T~l Y Vki1 - j)(Zk,o(t) - £k(t))
t
~ T~l Y y k ( t  -  j ) {£k,h{t) -  ek(t)}. (5.3.18)
t
Employing arguments that parallel those leading to the conclusion that follows 
(5.3.13), we observe that the first term in (5.3.18) is O(Qt )- Similar manipula­
tions via arguments involving Baxter’s inequality (Theorem (3.2.1)) and Lemma 
(3.2.1) show that the second term in (5.3.18) is 0(Q t )• To see this observe that 
£k(t) = £s=i (f>ks,o(z)ys{t) and that ik,h(t) ~ ek(t) = E ^ i t f e , ^ )  ~ 4>ks,o{z ))ys{t)- 
We can now rewrite T~l £ t yk(t — j){ik,h(t) ~  £jt(*)) as
YiT~1 Ym2(^ ks,h{u) -  <t>ks,o(u))ys(t ~ u)yk{t -  j)]} + o(l) (5.3.19)
S =  1 t U =  1
since S\(yk(t -  j)yk(t -  u)| = c < oo, ^>ks,h(u) = 0 for u > h and £ u>/l \</>ka,o(u)\ 
is dominated by const.ph. Given that the maxi<u< (^0fc5,/i(w) — 4>ks,o(w)) is 0(Q t ), 
u < h, h < (log T)T, r  < oo, it is apparent that (5.3.19) is itself O(Qr). By slight
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modification of the arguments just employed, the quantity (5.3.17) can also be shown 
to be O(Qt )-
Let us now turn to the second term in (5.3.15). We have 
X ' X 'O -1
IIY  (nr1 -  <V)y 2|| = H -y - fn , -  n1)nr1v 2||
which, by direct application of Lemma (5.3.3), is o(T~ 2 ) since, by construction, 
and El2 are invertible matrices.
Finally, a typical element of the last term in (5.3.15), excluding once again the 
scaling factor of 0(1), is of the form
T  ‘ E ( ^ M  { t - j )-  eM ( ( -  j) ) (y , - ( t) -e ,•,«(<))
t
=  T ~l ]C (£m (* -  j )  ~  ek,e(t -  j) )y i{ t )
t
-  T - '  E  eM (( -  ,*(<)• (5.3.20)
t
Both the first and second terms in (5.3.20) can be shown to be O(Qt ) employ­
ing arguments analogous to those used in providing such a bound for (5.3.16) and 
(5.3.17).
Since ( ^ ) is 0(1) and that each component of ( x i ^h ) . ( X2 ^ 2 Xz ^  
using arguments similar to those leading to the conclusion that follows (5.3.15), can 
be shown to be O(Qt ) it  follows that the second term in (5.3.14) is 0 (Q t ). Hence 
the theorem is proved. □
It is important to stress that Theorem (5.3.1) carries w ith it the implication 
that the GLS estimator, Ogls, yields the same value of the estimates as the Gaussian 
estimator, Oq , when the sample size is sufficiently large. W ith  regard to the lim iting  
distribution we find, after adopting derivations that parallel those employed to es­
tablish the result in Theorem (5.3.1), that VT\\0gls — 0g \\ =  op( l) .  This result tells 
us that Ogls is asymptotically efficient in the sense that the asymptotic covariance
m atrix in its lim iting  distribution is that given by the inverse of the information 
m atrix in the Gaussian case. The discussion of the last paragraph is summarized
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immediately below.
Corollary (5.3.1)
I f y( t )  is an ARMA process of the form (5.1.1) satisfying condition A, (1.1.5) and 
that the conditions of Theorem (5.3.1) hold then VT(0gls ~ #o) has an asymp­
totic normal distribution with zero mean vector and variance-covariance matrix, 
Ag = {Si/£,(wo(t)w0(t)/)S^}"'1 where w0(t) = x(t) <g> M 0(z)_1S 0 2 and x(t) =
i ~ ( p ( z )' ® y W : - ( y  W -  £(*))': (pi z )' ® z W Y -
Proof: See Chapter 2 (Section (2.4)) for an explicit derivation of Ag- □
Although the results of this section provide us with information about the 
asymptotic convergence of the GLS estimator to the Gaussian estimator, they do 
not provide any hints about how large T has to be for the results to be applica­
ble. Therefore, to get some insight into the practical convergence rate, transient 
behaviour, and finite-sample properties of the estimators (GLS and Gaussian), the 
analysis presented above has been complemented by some simulation studies. These 
are presented in Section (5.5) but before discussing these results it is necessary to 
consider the numerical implementation of the GLS scheme and this is discussed next.
5.4 N u m erica l Im p lem en ta tion
This section discusses the computational aspects of the GLS procedure in re­
lation to model (5.1.1). From our discussion in the previous sections the expression 
(5.2.6) seems to be the most useful formulation for evaluating Ogls but, as the 
sample size increases, this may not be attractive from the computational point of 
view. The difficulties with the direct use of (5.2.6) to evaluate Ogls arise from 
the construction and inversion of CIgls- Although some algorithms that employ the 
Cholesky decomposition are readily available for conducting the inversion of the
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general symmetric Toeplitz matrices see, for example, Ansley (1979), Golub and 
Van Loan (1983) and Kailath et al (1986), there are problems with their use. For 
some discussion of the numerical difficulties associated with such method see Golub 
and Van-Loan (1989, Chap. 4). These practical difficulties will obviously present 
themselves directly if any attempt is made to evaluate Ogls from the basic definition 
(5.2.6). Similar concern about inverting large Toeplitz (band) matrices in the case 
v — 1 has been expressed elsewhere in the literature see, for example, Zinde-Walsh 
(1988) but these problems seem somewhat understated by Koreisha and Pukkila 
(1990), who simply recommend the use of Cholesky factorization of TLgls• We now 
aim at removing these sources of difficulty by exploiting the theoretical develop­
ments of Subsection (5.3.1) to provide simple numerical procedures for evaluating 
Og l s - Though the expressions presented in that subsection are satisfactory in terms 
of abstract theoretical analysis, they do not lend themselves directly to numerical 
implementation since the determination of the initial values and the succeeding iter­
ates involves, once again, a similar matrix inversion and hence the basic problem is 
not yet removed. Nevertheless, by means of alternative algebraic manipulations it is 
possible to show that the evaluation of Ogls can be carried out using a combination 
of specialized calculations that avoid the construction and direct inversion of TIg l s - 
In order to facilitate discussion, consider a factorization of the form £Igls = 
AAL As a byproduct of the theoretical analysis of the previous section, an obvious 
choice for A using (5.2.7) is
A = Cgz,s (It ® £ / )  (5.4.1)
and £j[ is a unique Cholesky factor of £&. The advantage of (5.4.1) is that it 
provides an alternative factorization for TIgls which avoids the direct evaluation 
of Ogls ^nd/or its Cholesky factor as recommended by Koreisha and Pukkila (op. 
cit.). The construction of TIgls as an appropriate product of quantities of the form 
C gls(It ® S J) leads to the suggestion of several simplifications that can be made
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to obtain Oq l s • In particular, it allows the; evaluation of Ogls  to be carried out as a 
combination of specialized computations and a sequence of recursions. With such a 
device it is practical and feasible to implement the GLS algorithm for any desired 
length of data.
Let us now turn to the explicit construction of TIgls  via (5.4.1). Now partition 
A into two submatrices as A = (D : C) where D and C are Tv  x pv and Tv  x Tv  
matrices, respectively. In particular,
M (p) M ( p - l )  . . .  M (l)




0 0 0 0
1
and C = C( I j  0  ££) wherein the Tv  x Tv  matrix C is of the form
M(0) 0 . . .  0 .............. 0
M(l )  M(0) . . .  0 .............. 0
C=  M(p) M ( p - l )  . . .  M(0) .................  0
0 M(p) . . .  M(l )  M(0) . . .  0
: 0 '  • .  • .  * • .  '  • .  :.
0 . . .  0 M (p)   M(0)
Substituting for A in TIgls  if becomes a simple exercise to verify that
(5.4.2)
SIgls = DD' + CC'
= DD' + fi (5.4.3)
where £7 = CC'. Thus, substituting for TIgls  using (5.4.3) we notice that the basic 
formula (5.2.6) can be rewritten as
A A / A A /
Ogls = {X'Gts(n  + DD { X blsW  + DD ) - ’Yc ts}. (5.4.4)
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As has been noted earlier, expression (5.4.4) is not, however, well suited for compu­
tation as it stands since it involves an inversion of a Tv x Tv  matrix. The direct 
inversion of matrix (17 + DD ) can thus be avoided by employing a result in matrix 
algebra which is now stated in the following lemma.
L em m a (5.4.1) Let A, B and C be matrices of compatible dimensions, so that 
A -1, the product BC and the sum A + BC exist. Then
(A + B C )"1 -  A“1 -  A _1B(I + C A -1B )-1CA“1 (5.4.5)
where I is an identity matrix of an appropriate dimension.
Proof: For convenience, set Q = A -1 — A -1B(CA -1B + I)_1CA_1 and post 
multiply Q by A + BC to obtain
Q{A + BC} = 1 + A ^ B C -  A 1B ( C A 1C + I ) -1C -  A "1B ( C A 1B + I)"1
x CA _1BC
= I + A 1B ( C A 1B + I)-1{(CA-1B + I)C -  C -  C A ^ B C )
= I + A _1B(CA~1B + I)_1{CA_1BC + C -  C -  CA_1BC}
= I + A -1B(CA-1B 4- I)-1 {0} = I
which establishes (5.4.5). □
R em ark: Lemma (5.4.1) is but a special case of the matrix inversion lemma. The 
current proof, as it stands, uses arguments parallel to that of Henderson and Searle 
(1981) and is presented because it emphasizes the role played by the lemma in the 
subsequent derivations.
Now set A = El, B — D, C = D' and apply Lemma (5.4.1) we have
(n + ö d ')-1 = f r 1 -  fr'DQ^, + D 'fr 'D j^ D 'ir1. (5.4.6)
The condition of the lemma is thus satisfied since, by construction, 17 is positive 
definite, and therefore non-singular.
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It is sometimes convenient to find inverses of matrices in terms of submatrices 
and as such, the expression in the right-hand side of (5.4.6) can be further simplified 
somewhat by rewriting DO_1D in a partitioned form. Assume for the moment that 
12 has been constructed and partitioned into four submatrices as
O n  • O 1 2
12 = O 2 1  —  ( O 1 2 ) /
 ^ O 2 1  '. O 2 2  j
such that On is a pv x pv matrix and applying similar reasoning to matrix D gives 
D =  (D' : Oy where D is a (pv x pv) upper submatrix of D,





0 M(p) . . .  M(3) (Ip ® ),
\  0 0  . . .  0  m (p) y
and O denotes a (T — p)v x pv null matrix. Thus, following Graybill (1969, p.165), 
it can be readily shown that
( o 11 ; o12 ^
O "1 = o21 = (o12y
\ 1 2 21 : O22 /
(5.4.7)
where 1211 = (12n — 12i202210 2i) O22 = (1222 — 0 2i0 11112i2) 1 and
O12 = — 1271112i2(0 22 — 0 2i07 i10 i2)_1. Hence, employing (5.4.7) in (Ipu + D'12_1D)
gives
Ip, + (D' : O)
o 11 ; o 12
1 2 12 : 1 2 22
Ip, + D'12n D. (5.4.8)
We are therefore led to the conclusion that (Ip, + D'12 :D) 1 = (Ip, + D 'O n D) 1 
and so, (5.4.6) may be rewritten as
(O + D D ' ) 1 = O 1 -  12-1D H D '0 -1 (5.4.9)
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where H = (Ipt; + D'f2n D) 1.
Let us now return to (5.4.4) and first consider
A A / * A ±  f
X'GLS(n + DD ) - 'X GLS = - f i - 'D H D d - 'I X a s
= X'OLSQ - ' X aL Xj;lsn _1DHD fi-'Xots
(5.4.10)
A ±  ±  I
where (Q + DD ) has been replaced by the expression on the right-hand side of 
(5.4.9). Since L2-1 = C C then it follows that (5.4.10) has the form
X'GLS(n + ÖD )-1Xgls = x'Gts( d '1e f 1)xGts- x 'GLS( c -: c _1d h d
x 6 ^ 6
= ( t^XG LsYiC ^  (C~'Xgls)'
A _  I  A^ A A /  A  ^--- f  A —. 1
x (C D H D C  )(C
A __ I  A^ A A / A  ^__ I
= Z 'Z -Z 'C  (D H D )C  Z
= Z 'Z -  W '(£)H D )W  (5.4.11)
A — 1 A /
where Z = C X gls and W  = (C )-1Z. It has been found that the elements of ma-
-  *  - r
trix W  beyond the (pv)th row do not contribute to the matrix product W '(D H D  )W 
in (5.4.11). Suppose W  is partitioned after the (pv)th row so that W ' = (WJ : W j). 
Then W '(6 h D )W  can be further simplified as W JDHD'W ! since D = (£>' : O). 
Hence, (5.4.11) becomes
Z 'Z -W JD H D 'W l (5.4.12)
It thus remains to obtain an equivalent expression for (N-gl s^ gl s^ g l s ) • For 
by explicit calculation using Lemma (5.4.1),
(x GiSn ä s Y Gis) = x'Gts(n + Dd  )-'YGt5
= X'Gts{f2_1 — Ö-1D H D f2-1}YGts  
= X'oisJT1 YGLS -  X^tsn - ‘DHD ST'Ygls
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= X'GLSC ' ' c _1YGL5 -  x GL5c  c  ö h ö
-  ' - 1 ü - 1
X C C YGL5
= Z'U — W '(DHD )V (5.4.13)
where U = C Y gls and V = (C U). Partitioning V as W  so that V' = (V[ :
V 2 ). Then it is easily verified that (5.4.13) reduces to Z'U — W jDHD'Vh. Thus,
an equivalent expression for the GLS estimator is
Ogls = {Z'Z -  W /1(DH D/)W 1}_1{Z/U -  W '^DHD'JVi}. (5.4.14)
Examining (5.4.14), there seems to exist some features of the proposed technique 
that have not been fully exploited. In particular, it is revealing that the elements of 
matrices Z and W  and those of vectors U and V can, respectively, be generated via 
a sequence of recursions. To show this we proceed as follows. Putting Z = C -1X gls 
amounts to obtaining the solution of
CZ = XGL5 (5.4.15)
for Z. Now define Ai(z) — J2j=o M( j ) z J where M( j )  = M (j)S^, j  = 0, l , . . . , p  
and let (X (l) ', . . .  ,X (T )')' and (Z( 1 ) ', . . . ,  Z(T)')' denote partitions of X gl5 and Z 
where X (t)SI/ and Z(£), t = 1 ,... ,T , represent the tth block of v rows, respectively. 
Substituting C for C in (5.4.15) we find that Z(t) satisfies the forward difference 
equations
3=0
=  { - ( p ( z )' ® y (p  + 1)' ® • — (y(^ +  p) '  -  i h ( p  + 1)') <8> Iv
: (p(z)'0  £h(p + ty (g) Iv)Sl (5.4.16)
subject to Z(t) = 0, t < 0. Also, from W  = C Z it follows that C W  = Z. 
- 'Substituting for C and letting (W (l) ', . . . ,  W (T)')' define a partition analogous to 
that of X gl5 and Z, it can be easily verified that W  satisfies a set of backward
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recursi ons on
E +  J) =  Z(<) ,  t =  1 (5.4.17)
J = 0
w ith  W ( f )  =  0 fo r t > T . The components o f U  and V  can be generated in  an 
analogous m anner using
£  A 4 ( j ) U ( i  -  j )  =  y(p  +  t) -  ik(p  +  t) ,  t =  1 , . . . ,  T ,  (5.4.18)
j= o
U ( f )  — 0, £ <  0, and
E ^ Ü ) V ( f  +  i )  =  U ( t ) ,  t =  T , . . . ,  1, (5.4.19)
J = 0
V ( t )  =  0, t > T.
To com plete the evaluation o f v ia  (5.4.14) i t  now only remains for us
A A —  —  f
to  de te rm ine  H . Th is  involves ca lcu la ting  S7_1 =  (C C  ) _1. I t  is often the case to  
- _1 .
evaluate C  using num erica l a lgorithm s but, as has previously been ind icated, the 
com puta tions invo lved as T  increases become increasingly laborious even for a high 
speed com puter. In  effect the  estimates of Oqls may suffer from  com puta tiona l 
round -o ff errors. The round ing  e rror may appear sligh t, or even inconsequential, 
when considering a m a tr ix  o f low order bu t, could sometimes accumulates to  be 
very serious in  lengthy ca lcu lations such as those involved in  the inversion of large, 
possibly sparse and ill-cond itioned , b lock Toep litz  (band) m atrices. Th is is a ll the 
m ore d if f ic u lt  because s itua tions in  which such errors w ill be serious cannot be spec­
ified  w ith  h igh  degrees o f ce rta in ty , and a m athem atica l discussion of the cum ula tive  
effects o f round ing  errors is very involved in  anyth ing  bu t sim ple situations. See, 
fo r exam ple, S tewart (1973) fo r some discussion. I t  is therefore im p o rta n t to  have 
an apprec ia tion  fo r the possible consequences o f rounding errors and possibly guard 
against them  in  ca lculations o f th is  nature. Thus we need some device to  avoid 
problem s aris ing from  the d irec t inversion o f m a tr ix  El-1 .
F ortuna te ly , the elements o f f i _1 can be com puted in d ire c tly  by observing tha t
_ _ L
C  1 =  ( I t ® E,h 2)C 1 and the  inverse of C is easily obta ined from  the coefficient
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matrices in M (z)-1 = adjlNl(z)/ det M(z). The matrix adjNI(z) is a polynomial 
where adj stands for the adjoint or adjugate of the indicated matrix. The con­
volution of each entry of adjNl(z) with l/{det M(z)} can be carried out in a 
straightforward fashion using the Euclidean division algorithm. Now set fi(z) = 
adjNL(z)/{det M(z)} = J2j>o f1 ( j )z3 where p(j), j  = 0 ,1 ,... are v x v matrices. A 
useful result derives from the fact that the elements of C~l occur as the coefficients of 
p(z) and in particular the successive block of columns of C~l contain the coefficient 
matrices (/x(0)',. . . ,  p(T — i)')' with i denoting the Ith column. Thus, the Tv  x Tv
matrix C 1 is given by
MO) 0 0
M1) MO) 0
C~l = M 2) M1) MO)
_ p ( T - l )  p ( T - 2) ............. MO) _
±  - l
Given C , constructed in a manner just described, the computation of C is
A _  i_
straightforward and can be evaluated as a product of matrices (It ® 2) and
C~l . Hence the computation of £l~l now becomes elementary. Moreover, since 
D = (D' : O)' and H = (Ipu + D'On D )_1 where, as indicated, S711 is the pv x pv 
submatrix in the top-left hand corner of O-1 obtained subsequent to partitioning 
after the first pv rows and columns then f i11 can be evaluated without the need to 
construct II-1. Thus, the computation of S711 is accomplished by multiplying the
- ' - l  -  - l
first pv rows of C by the first pv columns in C .
The computational appeal of the method proposed here lies in the fact that 
the direct inversion of a block band Toeplitz matrix TIgls associated with the ba­
sic formula (5.2.6) has been completely avoided. Instead, the evaluation of Oqls is 
achieved via a specialized computations and a sequence of recursions. This seems to 
provide a convenient way of implementing the GLS scheme replacing 0( (Tv)2) float­
ing point operations by 0 ( T v 2) thereby bringing about considerable computational
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savings when the sample size T  is anything other than a very small number.
In the implementation of the proposed scheme, however, we have noted one 
potential problem. In practice, it will often be necessary to modify some aspects of 
this algorithm in order for it to operate successfully. In particular, the recursions in 
(5.4.16) — (5.4.19) like those of (2.3.9) require M(z) to be stable. Obviously, if M(z) 
is unstable, the quantities Z(t), W(£), U (t) and V(t) will grow unboundedly with t 
and numerical overflow would cause the program to abort. Procedures for checking 
the stability of an operator M (2:) and determining its stable equivalent are clearly 
required and that form the subject-matter of Chapter 6.
5.5 Som e E m pirical E v id en ce
Some simulation experiments based on scalar ARMA processes have been con­
ducted to illustrate the asymptotic theory developed in the previous sections. In 
particular, the convergence of the GLS estimator to the Gaussian estimator is in­
vestigated. Some discussions are also provided in relation to the accuracy of the 
alternative method of implementation proposed in Section (5.4). The illustration 
is confined to the scalar ARMA case both to avoid the increase in complexity and 
because the results give a general indication. For all the scalar ARMA processes 
employed in the current investigation, the data was generated using random number 
generator (G05EGF) contained in the Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG) library. 
The routine generates realizations from a given ARMA structure and initializes the 
series to a stationary position using a procedure due to Wilson (1979). For each 
of the processes used the sample size T  was determined via a Fibonacci sequence, 
Tj = Tj-i -f Tj_2 , j  = 3 , . . . ,  6, where the first two values in the sequence were set 
at Ti = 75 and T2 = 150. Thus, the range of T values considered in our investiga­
tion are T = 75,150,225,375,600 and 975. The number of replications performed 
for each T  is given by the relation R = | (100,000/T)J where [-J is used to denote
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Table 5.1: Scalar ARM A Processes employed in simulation
Notation ARMA structures Parameter values
Pi MA (1) II O CO
P2 MA(1) 0 =  0.9
P3 MA(2) II 0 CO <38 to II 1 O to
P a MA(2) 0i =  1.42, 02 =  -0 .73
Ps ARMA(1, 1) <j>i =  0.8, 0! =  -0 .7
Pe ARMA(1, 1) 0i =  0.5, 0i =  -0 .5
Pi ARMA(1, 2) 0i =  -0 .8 , 0i =  0.3,02 = -0 .2
Ps ARMA(1, 2) 0i =  0.6, 0i =  1.0,02 = -0 .64
the integer part of the indicated argument. For each sample size, the computations 
of the parameter estimates were carried out using a suite of programs designed to 
perform both the GLS and Gaussian estimation algorithms as presented in Section 
(5.4) and Chapter 2 (Section (2.3)), respectively. These programs, supplemented by 
the least squares routine (G05EGF) in the NAG library, were written in FORTRAN 
77 and implemented on a SUN SPARC Station 1 utilizing double precision for all 
real and complex values. For Oqls the order of the autoregressive approximation 
used at the first stage was fixed at h = T^, as suggested by Pukkila et al (1990), 
and this is in close accord with our theoretical requirements since T 2 < (logT)18 
for the range of T  values that we consider.
For ease of discussion of simulation results, we first introduce in Table (5.1) the 
ARMA structures employed in the investigation arranged according to the number 
of parameters they possess with the smallest first. It is also worth mentioning 
that some of the ARMA processes employed by Koreisha and Pukkila (1990) were 
included among the structures presented in Table (5.1).
To assess the computational accuracy of the technique proposed in Section (5.4) 
a comparison is made with the method of implementation suggested by Koreisha and
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Pukkila (op. cit) which we henceforth refer to as the conventional method. To ensure 
homogeneous results the same set of data were used to evaluate Og ls  for each of the 
two methods. The processes P2, P6 and P8 are used for illustration and sample 
sizes 50 and 100 are considered. The empirical results obtained are summarized 
in Tables (5.2) and (5.3). In these tables, however, the symbols CGLS and AGLS 
have been used to denote the conventional method and the technique proposed in 
Section (5.4), respectively. Table (5.2) contains the parameter estimates, standard 
errors (cr), mean squared errors (MSE) and bias (B) over all invertible cases from 
200 replications on a sample size of 50 and we also use IFL to indicate the number 
of times M(z) was unstable (non-invertible). Here the flipping operation simply 
consists of replacing the zeros, Zj say, that are inside the unit circle by z~l before 
the next iteration. Table (5.3) is similarly defined but for T = 100. The results 
presented in Tables (5.2) and (5.3) were constructed for the first, third and fifth 
iteration and the ith iteration is denoted by iter i. It is obvious from the results 
in Tables (5.2) and (5.3) that both CGLS and AGLS produce identical estimates, 
in most cases, to the third order of magnitude but the greater accuracy of AGLS is 
evident. These tables also show the frequency at which the non-invertible estimates 
occur using both methods of implementation. What is perhaps surprising is that 
there are some cases when unstable estimates occur using CGLS but these seem to 
be virtually absent when AGLS is used. However, this does not mean that AGLS 
can completely avoid the stability problem earlier mentioned but it is only a clear 
indication that AGLS can generate unstable estimates less often than the CGLS. 
These obvious advantages of using AGLS and the difficulties associated with the use 
of CGLS lead to the suggestion that AGLS should be employed when consideration 
is given to the GLS procedure in the estimation of ARMA models.
As a measure of convergence of the GLS estimator to the Gaussian estimator, 
the average squared difference between the two estimators Cr = ^ HiLi —
@i j , GLs ) 2 }  is compared with the criterion measure, Cj = T~x. Convergence is taken
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Table 5.2: Comparison of results for CGLS and AGLS over 200 replications for a 
sample of size 50
Simulated Parameters C G LS A G L S
model iter 1 iter 3 iter 5 iter 1 iter 3 iter 5
6 0.7851 0.7929 0.7930 0.7856 0.7930 0.7934
a(6) 0.0888 0.0866 0.0866 0.0831 0.0805 0.0805
P2 B 0.1149 0.1071 0.1070 0.1144 0.1070 0.1065
IFL 1 3 3 0 0 0
<l 0.4470 0.4423 0.4421 0.4471 0.4425 0.4422
a(4>) 0.1723 0.1742 0.1742 0.1721 0.1733 0.1733
B 0.0530 0.0577 0.0579 0.0529 0.0575 0.0578
P6 9 -0.4762 -0.4859 -0.4866 -0.4759 -0.4866 -0.4864
a(e) 0.1632 0.1644 0.1645 0.1625 0.1643 0.1641
B -0.0238 -0.0141 -0.0134 -0.0241 -0.0133 -0.0136
IFL 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.2222 0.2775 0.2838 0.2227 0.2794 0.2864
cr(4>) 0.3914 0.4170 0.4285 0.3915 0.4177 0.4296
B 0.3778 0.3225 0.3162 0.3772 0.3206 0.3136
0i 0.6341 0.6865 0.6922 0.6342 0.6881 0.6945
P8 0.3664 0.3966 0.4113 0.3668 0.3992 0.4144
B 0.3659 0.3135 0.3078 0.3658 0.3119 0.3055
$2 -0.4399 -0.4681 -0.4707 -0.4399 -0.4691 -0.4720
°(ß2) 0.2201 0.2256 0.2284 0.2198 0.2257 0.2286
B -0.2001 -0.1719 -0.1693 -0.2001 -0.1709 -0.1680
IFL 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table 5.3: Comparison of results for CGLS and AGLS over 200 replications for a 
sample of size 100
Simulated Parameters C G LS A G LS
model iter 1 iter 3 iter 5 iter 1 iter 3 iter 5
0 0.8387 0.8443 0.8446 0.8383 0.8445 0.8448
P2 cr(O) 0.0499 0.0480 0.0486 0.0475 0.0465 0.0466
B 0.0613 0.0557 0.0554 0.0617 0.0555 0.0552
IFL 0 0 1 0 0 0
0.4706 0.4657 0.4654 0.4706 0.4657 0.4655
0.1089 0.1093 0.1092 0.1086 0.1089 0.1089
B 0.0294 0.0343 0.0346 0.0293 0.0343 0.0345
P6 9 -0.4917 -0.5001 -0.5005 -0.4916 -0.5001 -0.5005
a(6) 0.1115 0.1114 0.1114 0.1115 0.1113 0.1113
B -0.0083 0.0001 0.0005 -0.0084 0.0001 0.0005
IFL 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.4126 0.5025 0.5162 0.4138 0.5049 0.5188
0.2423 0.2119 0.2012 0.2419 0.2112 0.2002
B 0.1874 0.0975 0.0838 0.1862 0.0951 0.0812
9i 0.8363 0.9192 0.9321 0.8375 0.9216 0.9347
0.2185 0.1848 0.1743 0.2186 0.1850 0.1743
P8 B 0.1637 0.0808 0.0678 0.1625 0.0784 0.0653
$2 -0.5485 -0.5869 -0.5921 -0.5491 -0.5879 -0.5931
^{02) 0.1244 0.0957 0.0897 0.1245 0.0957 0.0897
B -0.0915 -0.0531 -0.0479 -0.0909 -0.0521 -0.0468
IFL 0 0 0 0 0 0
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to have occurred if Cr < Ct - The choice of Ct in itself is guided by the results 
of Subsection (5.3.2). In Table (5.4), the values of Ct and Cr are presented for 
processes P\ — P8 over the whole range of T values given above. Since the accu­
racy of the individual parameter estimates would be better described by the mean 
squared error, this was also constructed and included in Table (5.4) for both the 
GLS and Gaussian estimators. For aesthetic reasons, we have organized the ARMA 
structures, Pi — P8, into Table (5.4) according to the sample size at which conver­
gence appears to have occurred and the values of Cr were not recorded beyond that 
sample size.
The results presented in Table (5.4) are based on the parameter estimates from 
the first iteration. Our choice is guided by the fact that in moderate to large samples 
the parameter estimates from the two procedures, in most cases, seem not to show 
much alteration with iterations. From Table (5.4), we see that convergence has 
taken place for most of the processes considered by the time a sample size of 150, 
or less, has been reached. This reflects the general situation in all the simulations 
experiments we performed. There are, of course, cases where convergence has not 
actually occurred by our criterion until T  is at least 375. See for example processes P4 
and P8. Some insight into the mechanism giving rise to such behaviour can be gained 
by examining the mean squared error of the two estimators. When convergence does 
not take place for T < 150 it is usually the case that the performance of the GLS 
estimates is only slowly improving with sample size. Conversely, the performance 
of the Gaussian estimator, which tends to be poor in small samples, improves very 
rapidly as the value of T  increases. As an illustration, we show in Table (5.5) the 
mean squared errors plus the standard errors and biases of the estimates for the 
mixed process Pg over the whole range of T values. The results in Table (5.5) reflect 
the situation where a substantial sample size (X > 150) might be required before 
the two estimators converge. Though the GLS estimator has superior small sample 
performance this does not seem to carry over into the large sample situation, here the
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Table 5.4: Convergence results for the GLS and Gaussian estimators.
T
R
75 150 225 375 600 975
1333 666 444 266 166 102
C t 0.0133 0.0067 0.0044 0.0027 0.0017 0.001
C r 0.0075











Pt MSE(öGis ) 0.0537
MSE(0G) 0.0540
Cß 0.0159 0.0005













0.0365 0.0128 0.0102 0.0015
0.0372 0.0108 0.0052 0.0028
0.1108 0.0409 0.0218 0.0060
C r 0.2988 0.0306 0.0175 0.0055 0.0016
P8 MSE(0g l s ) 0.2940 0.0966 0.0395 0.0183 0.0081
MSE (0a ) 0.2377 0.1222 0.0454 0.0157 0.0071
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Table 5.5: Summary of simulation results for process P8 example
Param eters T =  75; R =  1333 T =  150; R := 666 T =  225; R =  444
GLS G GLS G GLS G
<f> 0.369 0.508 0.479 0.601 0.531 0.600
cr(i>) 0.289 0.308 0.180 0.247 0.119 0.149
B 0.231 0.092 0.121 -0.001 0.069 0.000
0i 0.790 0.926 0.896 1.000 0.945 0.999
<701) 0.270 0.302 0.164 0.229 0.110 0.137
B 0.210 0.074 0.104 0.000 0.055 0.001
#2 -0.517 -0.558 -0.587 -0.612 -0.612 -0.619
to 0.157 0.176 0.094 0.089 0.068 0.062
B -0.123 -0.082 -0.053 -0.028 -0.028 -0.021
Param eters T =  375; R =  266 T =  600; R =  166 T =  975; R =  102
GLS G GLS G GLS G
i> 0.558 0.601 0.580 0.604 0.587 0.600
a(4>) 0.087 0.088 0.059 0.057 0.042 0.040
B 0.042 -0.001 0.020 -0.004 0.013 0.000
01 0.968 1.000 0.987 1.000 0.992 1.000
a ( ß l ) 0.074 0.075 0.053 0.053 0.038 0.035
B 0.032 0.000 0.013 0.000 0.008 0.000
$2 -0.624 -0.628 -0.632 -0.634 -0.636 -0.636
cr{02) 0.048 0.045 0.034 0.033 0.027 0.026
B -0.016 - 0.012 -0.008 -0.006 -0.004 -0.004
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Gaussian estim ator seems to perform rather well in comparison with its competitor. 
For large absolute values of the coefficients, in particular, the GLS estimates are 
often seriously biased with relatively large mean squared error.
In summary, we have shown that the GLS and Gaussian estimation procedures 
have equivalent representations. It is also shown that modifications can be made to 
allow the GLS scheme to be implemented via a sequence of recursions and specialized 
computations, thus perm itting estimation of parameters to be carried out for any 
desired length of data. Extensive simulations have also been conducted for various 
model structures and the empirical behaviours of the GLS estim ator have been 
compared with tha t of the Gaussian estimator. Although the scope of the simulation 
experiments reported here might be limited, our results strongly suggest that the 
sample size does not have to be extremely large for the GLS and Gaussian estimators 
to converge and the gain in performance of the GLS estim ator reported in Koreisha 
and Pukkila (1990) appears to be, very much, a small sample phenomenon.
C h a p te r  6
S tab ility  C o n sid e ra tio n  In  
E s tim a tio n
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6 .1  M o tiv a t io n
The problem addressed in this chapter is motivated by a consideration of 
the Gauss-Newton iterative scheme to estimate the parameters of an autoregressive 
moving average model,
E A ( j ) y ( < - j )  =  £ M 0> ( < - j ) ,  A(0) = M(0) (6.1.1)
j=0 j=0
where the disturbance sequence {£(£)} satisfies assumption (1.1.2) or more gener­
ally, Condition A. As in Chapter 1, y(t) is the (observed) v-dimensional output 
process and (A(j), M(j)) 6 7VJXv for all j  are parameter matrices. The standard 
assumptions of Chapter 1 are assumed throughout here. In particular, the matrix 
pair [A(z) : M(z)j are assumed to be left co-prime and in (reversed) echelon form (cf 
properties (1.2.8)) where the generating functions, A(^) and M(^), are as defined 
in (1.1.3) and satisfy the assumptions (1.1.4) and (2.2.3). The imposition of the 
structure (1.2.8) on model (6.1.1), however, extends the class of models considered 
in Poskitt and Salau (1993a) in dealing with the issue addressed in this chapter. 
Such an extension is found necessary because the basic problem considered here will 
be manifest whichever canonical form is employed.
As a way of introducing the problem let us once again consider the iterative 
scheme,
ö%+1) do v do'
j  = 0 ,1 ,2 ,.. . , (6.1.2)
presented in Chapter 2 (Section (2.3)) where 0 is a vector of freely varying parameters 
in (6.1.1) and is as defined in the previous chapters. 0q  ^ is some consistent estimator 
given prior to the commencement of the iterative scheme (6.1.2). In the light of 
Lemma (3.3.3), one possible choice for 6q  ^ is the least squares estimator, Ols- 
Now interpreting — Oq* as the coefficient in a regression of ee(t) on —
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then it is only necessary to evaluate eg(t) and L>edegP at 9 ^  in order to complete a sim­
ple calculation yielding a fully efficient estimate. The residuals eo(t) are generated 
via
ee{t) = J^<f>(j)y ( t - j ) ,
3 = 0
OO
$(z) = M (z)_1A(z) = (6.1.3)
i=o
where the subscript 0 is used once again to denote the dependence of the residuals 
on the parameter vector 9. Similarly, the subscript T will be used in the sequel to 
indicate the dependence of the indicated argument on the sample size T.  ft needs be 
mentioned once again that the effect of starting up the process with (y(t),ee(t)) = 
0, t < 0 is quite easily seen in (6.1.3) namely, the infinite order of pure vector 
autoregressive representation is truncated at lag t — 1 for y(t). In our earlier results 
(Chapter 2, Section (2.3)) we obtained an explicit expression for as
-  1 rf(t- p) : ii(t) p)) S',
where the v x v2 matrix sequences rj(t) and ((t) are defined recursively via
MU)v(t -  j ) =  (y M' ® i  v)
J = 0
and
E M ( j ) C ( t - j )  = - (e , ( i ) '® I . )  (6.1.4)
1=0
with T](t) = ((t) = 0, t < 0 and M(z) denotes the moving average component of
8a\ j  >0.
From expressions (6.1.3) - (6.1.4) it is clear that unless the iterates, and Or;1 =  
9is  in particular, are such that the associated moving-average operator can be guar­
anteed to be miniphase and invertible the calculations may break down due to nu­
merical overflow. Of course, in practical situation random fluctuations may cause 
the estimates to occur outside the stability and invertibiliy region even though the
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true parameters satisfy the conditions required for stability. This problem seems to 
be a fatal flaw in the use of iterative scheme (6.1.2) or the recursions in (5.4.16) - 
(5.4.19) and has been alluded to elsewhere in the literature, see Hannan and Deistler 
(1988, p.300). As is shown in Chapter 5 the possibility of generating non-stationary 
and/or non-invertible operators appears to be a common feature in the estimation 
of model (6.1.1). An example of this phenomenon in the vector case is given in Han­
nan and Kavalieris (1984, pp.528-529) when fitting an echelon canonical structure 
with Kronecker indices n\ — 1 and ri2 = 2 to the well known mink-muskrat data of 
the Hudson Bar Company, Jones (1914). This points to an obvious fact that the 
stability problem appears to trouble all existing estimation algorithms where the 
only exception could be a procedure due to Walker (1962) which seems difficult to 
extend to the multivariate case.
However, some procedures are readily available in both the statistical and en­
gineering literature for overcoming this problem see, for example, Davis (1963), 
Wilson (1972), Robinson (1983), and Hannan and Kavalieris (op. cit.). Although 
these procedures provide some framework for solving the stability problem, there 
are some problems with their use and these follow from the following theorem.
T heorem  (6 .1 .1 ):
Let W(z) =  Z"=o W (j)z:> be a v x v matrix polynomial with real coefficients of full 
rank on \z\ — 1 but otherwise arbitrary. If
G{z) = W (z)W (z-1)/
then there exists an equivalent polynomial, denoted by Wf(z), such that 
G{z) = and Wf(z) has real coefficients and det Wf(z) ^  0, \z\ < 1.
Moreover, Yd^{z) is unique up to post multiplication by an arbitrary v x v real or­
thogonal matrices and can be uniquely determined by imposing the requirement that 
Wf(0) is lower triangular with positive diagonal elements.
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Proof: This theorem is but a special case of the spectral factorization result asso­
ciated with Wold’s decomposition. See, for example, Rosanov (1967). □
The factorization property in Theorem (6.1.1) is often established by reference 
to abstract arguments, via the theories and ideas of stochastic processes for instance, 
and these do not readily lend themselves to practical implementation. To obviate 
this problem Wilson (1972) has suggested the use of an iterative method to obtain 
Wf(z) which is implemented by solving a large system of linear equations or using 
numerical integration to obtain successive sets of coefficients. The convergence of the 
iterates to Wf(z) is stated to be quadratic in nature but precise information on the 
sensitivity of the procedure to variations in convergence criteria or choice of numeri­
cal integration technique is not given. An alternative algebraic approach, which, like 
Wilson’s, works explicitly with the spectrum Q(z) is presented in Robinson (1983, 
chap. 5). The approach taken by Robinson is to break down G(z) into a product of 
linear factors and to group these so as to ensure that det Wf(z) ^  0, | z \ < 1. 
The derivations and algorithm, however, require that the degree of det W(z) equal 
nv and that the zeros are distinct and in the context of echelon canonical form these 
conditions cannot be guaranteed. We may, however, avoid factorizing Q(z) both 
because of the labour involved and, more importantly because we may not be sure 
that G(z) will factor. In fact Tuan (1984) provided an example in the univariate 
case where Q(z) does not factor. Of course, this may arise in situations where the 
model is mis-specified or in the presence of sample variability. A different method 
altogether was introduced in Hannan and Kavalieris (op. cit.) to obtain Wf(z). 
Their approach appears attractive because of its directness and simplicity but, like 
Wilson’s procedure, is iterative and moreover, it is not easy to see how to generate 
Wf(z) such that a zero, |£| < 1 say, will be replaced by In other words, there is
no guarantee that the relationship W(z)W(z~1)' = W |(2:)Wt(z_1)' will hold. Nev­
ertheless, the procedure has some virtues and we defer the discussion of these until
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we have presented our procedure.
For reasons given above we now seek an algebraic procedure that will evaluate 
Wt(z) for an arbitrary operator W(z). A feature of the method advocated here is 
that it is not necessary to explicitly construct G(z) for, although the technique re­
lies implicitly on the spectral factorization theorem, it is motivated by the following 
easily established consequence:
Corollary (6.1.1):
Given G(z) as in Theorem (6.1.1), any rational spectral factor W(z) such that 
Q(z) = VV(z)VV(z-1)*, where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate transpose, 
is given by W(z) =■ W(z)E(z) where E (z) is a v x  v rational matrix such that 
E(z)E(z-1)* = I  on \ z \ = 1. □
Using the result of Corollary (6.1.1) has the merit of leading to a direct, closed- 
form solution to the problem that is relatively straightforward to implement nu­
merically. As a preliminary step to the determination of Wf(z), a simple method 
of assessing the stability properties of W(z) is, therefore, required. This forms the 
focus of the next section. Before continuing, note that we will henceforth refer to 
the requirement that det W(z) /  0, | z |< 1, as merely the stability condition and 
will drop explicit reference to the equivalent qualification miniphase and invertible, 
except where the context makes the use of the latter more natural.
6.2 Tests for Stability
In this section the problem is considered of checking whether the condition 
det W(z) ^  0, I z I < 1, is violated. For ease of exposition, we commence by
presenting a result from the algebra of matrix polynomials.
T heorem  (6.2.1):
Every non-singular v x v polynomial VV(z) can be transformed by left multiplication
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by a unimodular matrix U (z) to a unique matrix H (z), called the Hermite normal 
form, with the following properties:
(i) H (z) is lower triangular
(ii) ha(z) (i = l,...,i> ) are monic polynomials.
(in) 6{hji} < 6{ha}, j  ^  i, where 8 denotes the degree of the polynomial indicated.
(iv) <${det H(z)} = <${det W(z)} and the zeros of det {W(z)} and det {H(z)} co­
incide.
Proof: Using some elementary row transformations properties (i) - (iii) can be 
readily established. For a detailed exposition of the required manipulations see, 
for example, Wolovich (1974, chap. 2) and MacDuffee (1956, p.78). Property (iv) 
follows from the fact that by construction H(z) = U (z)\Y(z) and hence
det {H(z)} = c ■ det YV[z)
where c is a non-zero constant since U(z) is unimodular. The result is now imme­
diate, see Birkhoff and Maclane (1977, chapter 3, Theorem 4). □
It is, perhaps, worth pointing out that the reduction of a polynomial matrix to 
its Hermite normal form is a fairly efficient numerical procedure which is effected 
via the Euclidean division algorithm. Note that
n, —1
hu(z) = z*  + £  M O * ', * =  1, — , v;
r = 0
T l j i
hij(z) = '52hij(r)zr, 0 < i < j  =  2 ,.. .  ,u; nji < n,,
r = 0
and if ha(z) is unity all other entries in the ith column are zero.
Now suppose VV(z) is a polynomial matrix of interest and that H(z) is its 
Hermite Normal form. From Theorem (6.2.1) it is clear that the stability of W(z) can 
be assessed by examining the diagonal elements of H(z) without having to construct
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the determinantal equation. The location of the zeros of ha(z), i = 1 , . . . ,  u, relative 
to the unit circle can also be ascertained without explicitly determining their values 
using the following lemmas.
Lemma (6.2.1) [Product rule]:
Let
p(z) = Po+PlZH------ hpn2n; {pn ^  0} (6.2.1)
= Pn f [ ( z  -  6) (6.2.2) 
2 —  1
where £t-, i = 1, . . . ,  n are the zeros of p(z). If | | > 1 for all i = 1,..., n, then
I * .  | >  1.1 Pn 1
Proof: The result is obvious by equating (6.2.1) and (6.2.2). □
Lemma (6.2.1) implies that a necessary condition for all of the ha(z),i = l , . . . , v ,
to be stable is that | ha(0) |> 1 and this provides a simple first check for stability: 
failure to meet this condition implies that there is at least one zero of ha(z) that 
lies within the unit disc. If | /q,(0) |> 1 then the Schur-Cohn criterion provides 
necessary and sufficient conditions that can be readily evaluated to determine if 
hii(z) = 0 for some | 2  |< 1.
Lemma (6.2.2) [Schur-Cohn]:
Let p(z) be defined as in Lemma (6.2.1) and set
flm— 1 (j) = am(Q)am(j) -  am(m -  j )am(m) (6.2.3)
j  = 0 , . . . ,  m — 1, m = n , . . . ,  1 with an(j) = pj , j  = 0 , . . . ,  n. Then p(z) ^  0,
I z I < l, if and only if a;(0) >0,z  = n — 1, . . . ,0.
Proof: Let
771
Pm(z) = Y l am{j)z3
3=0
and suppose that am(0) > 0 and pm{z) is stable. From the recursive formula (6.2.3)
flm-i(0) = (öm(0))2 -  (am(m))2
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and since pm(z) is assumed to be stable Lemma (6.2.1) implies that | | > 1
and hence that am_i(0) > 0.
Now put
771
Pm(z) = CLm{rn) fj(2: -  &) 
i=1
with I C I > 1, i = 1 , . . . ,  m  and write the corresponding reverse polynomial as
Zmp m{ z  l )
m
am(m)  I I I 1 “  &*) 
1 =  1
Then
since the ratio
Pm(z) I >  I Pm(z) I, I Z I <  1, (6.2.4)
Pm(z) _  - p r  (z £j)
p5 (* )" .Ü ( i -6*)
is bounded below in modulus by unity for | z \ < 1. From (6.2.3) we observe that
P m  —1 (z) =  am(0)Pm(z) -  am(m)p*(z) (6.2.5)
and employing this expression in conjuction with (6.2.3) and (6.2.4) we find that
am(m)
Pm — l(z)  I ^  I fl)Ti(O) I ‘{| Pm(■2’) I 
> 0, I Z I < 1,
^m (0) P K W  I)
implying that pm-i(z)  is stable. Hence we have shown that am(0) > 0 and pm(z) 
stable imply that am_i(0) > 0 and | pm-i(z)  | ^  0, | 2 | < 1, and application 
of the principle of finite induction establishes necessity. Conversely, assume that 
<2j(0) > 0 , i =  n — 1 ,. .. ,0. It is clear that p\(z) must be stable because ao(0) > 0. 
We need to verify, therefore, that aTn_1(0) > 0 and | pm-i(z)  | ^  0, | z |< 1, imply 
that Pm(z)  is stable in order to complete the reverse induction. From (6.2.5) it
follows that
z Pm-l(Z) = am(0)p” (z) -  <Jm(m )pm(z) (6.2.6)
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, \ , am(m) R
p- l(2) + ^ M zp- ' {z)
The inequality (6.2.4) and, (6.2.5) for m =  m-1, now imply that \ pm(z) | > 0  for 
\ z  \ < 1 , tha t is, pm(z) has no zeros within the unit disc, as required. □
We should perhaps mention that the Schur-Cohn result is, of course, well known 
and has been discussed in some detail in both the engineering literature, Barnett 
(1972), and in the context of complex analysis, Henrici (1974). The current proof 
is presented because it emphasizes the role played by the product Yi which
is itself intim ately related to Corollary (6.1.1). Matrix functions of the type E(z) 
are referred to as extended-unitary and are associated with the invariant subspaces 
of the Hardy space, H2, of functions analytic in \z\ < 1 and square integrable
on Iz I =  1, which are characterized by inner functions. The function-theoretic 
structure of such functions is known and, ignoring singular components, is such that 
their determ inant is a product c- b(z) where c is a complex constant of unit modulus 
and b(z) is a Blaschke function. For a detailed exposition of the above, see Helson 
(1964). Blaschke functions are products of the form
- A  TT (Tj ~  . - l i
M  (i -  f ,z)  I
where k is zero or a positive integer and the Tj are complex numbers satisfying 
0 <  I Tj I < 1 and H jT jf l— | r3 |) < oo. It is this partial characterization that 
forms the technical background to the reflection scheme outlined in the next section.
It is im portant to note, however, that it is only when ha(z) is found unstable 
by one or other of these tests tha t it will be necessary to evaluate the zeros of ha(z). 
Should ha(z) be found to be unstable by one or other of these tests then, and only 
then, it will be required to evaluate the zeros of hu(z) as a preliminary step to the 
reflection process. Although the computation of the zeros is not of direct concern 
here it is clear tha t the accuracy with which the zeros of hu(z) can be evaluated will
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impinge on the numerical accuracy of the technique. Standard algorithms designed 
to extract the zeros of quadratic and higher degree polynomials with a high level 
of precision are readily available, Conte (1965) and Hildebrand (1974), but the 
difficulty in obtaining these zeros accurately increases rapidly with the polynomial 
order. This point highlights another feature of our procedure. Although it is possible 
to work directly with det W(z), since det W (z) can be readily calculated without 
having to determine H(z), as in Robinson (1983, Chapter 4) for example, if W(z)  
is found to be unstable then all the zeros of det Y\J(z) will require evaluation. With 
the current approach it is only necessary to calculate the zeros of those factors ha(z) 
of det W(z)  = n jU  ha(z ) that lead to instability. This suggests that the current 
method should yield reasonably good numerical accuracy and moreover working with 
H(z) rather than W(z) has additional advantages as we shall see in the following 
section.
6 .3  T h e  P r o p o s e d  P r o c e d u r e
For ease of presentation our discussion in this section has been organized into 
two subsections dealing with the actual reflection scheme used to generate Wf(z) 
from W(z) should the stability of W(z) be deemed inappropriate and the algorith­
mic summary of the procedure, respectively. The latter is presented in a user-ready 
format so as to provide some guide for the practitioner as to the numerical imple­
mentation of the scheme.
6 .3 .1  R e flec tio n  S ch em e
Now suppose that the ith diagonal element of H(z) is unstable and that its zeros 
£t)J, j  = 1 , . . . ,  rii are known.
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Factorizing htl(z) we obtain
m *) =  mz-&)
j=i
= f i t * - £ • « )
j=i
where denote the zeros of ha(z) ordered such that | \ < \ £i(j+i) |. Presume
also that | | < 1 , j  = 1, . . . ,  r t- < and, for ease of exposition, that the
hn(z), i — 1 , . . . ,  v, are coprime.
Since hu(z) is divisible by (z — it follows, in particular, that det H(z) = 0 
for z = £(1) and that H(£qi)) is singular. Now assume that we can find a constant 
unitary matrix V^.(1) such that V^.(1) is a matrix whose ith column is iden­
tically zero. By construction the ith column of H(z) is divisible by (z — £i(i))-
Set
D «.(i)(2 ) =  di ag( l , . . . ,  1, dit{1){z),  1 , . . . ,  1)
where
4 <->( z ) = ( 6 '3-1}
occupies the ith location on the main diagonal. It is now easily verified that the
determinant of H t(i)(z) =  H(z) V^t(1) D^t(1)(z) equals constant • det H(z) • d t^(1)(z)
and that E q ^ z )  = V ^(1)D^i(1)(z) is extended unitary. Thus, H t(i)(z) is equivalent
to H(z) but the zero has been reflected through the unit circle and replaced by 
7 - \  _  f r ( i )
M i )  ”  l ^ i ) l 2 -
To construct V^i(1) consider the singular value decomposition H({q!))P = QA 
where the columns of P  are the orthonormal eigenvectors of the Hermitian prod­
uct H(£j(i))*H(£t(i)), A2 = diag(\l , . . . ,  Aj) contains the associated non-negative 
eigenvalues, and Q =  H j ^ j P A "  where A" = diag( -T,. . .  ? -T), A; > 0 and 
Y  = 0 if At- = 0, i = 1 , . . . ,  v. It is easy to check that the matrix P satisfies the 
above requirement for V^t(1) and hence V^.(1) is obtained by forming the matrix of
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orthonormalized eigenvectors of H(£t(i))*H(£t(i)). This can be achieved, of course, 
using standard routines such as MATLAB and F02AXF in the Numerical Algorithm 
Group (NAG) library. One important feature of V^.(j), j  = 1 ,. . . ,  , to note is that
for any two of its eigenvectors, Vs and Vk say, we have V*Vk = 0, s ^  k, where, as 
before, the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate combined with transposition.
At this stage an operator Wj(i)(z), given by
Wi(i,(*) = U(z)-1 H ,(i)(z)
= U(z) -1H(z)V 4i(1)D4.(1)(z)
= VV(z)V {i(1) D4,(i)(z),
has implicitly been generated which is such that Wt-m(z) provides an alternative 
factorization of W(z) but differs from W(z) in that the zero has been
exchanged for £,(!). Moreover, since by construction the ith column of H(z)Vj:i(1) is 
divisible by (z — 6(i)) then the same must be true of W(z)V^(1) because W(£,(i)) = 
U(^j(i))_1H (^(1)). Regarding each column of W(z)V£t(1) as a linear combination of 
the columns of W(z) with weights given by the corresponding column of V^.(1) it is 
apparent that not only does <$(det VVt(i)(z)) = <5(det W(z)) but the row degrees of 
W(z) and Wt(i)(z) are also the same.
By successive applications of the above procedure the remaining zeros of ha(z), 
^(2), • • •, that lie inside the unit circle can be reflected through the unit circle, 
the zero with the smallest modulus being changed to its complex conjugate reciprocal 
at each repetition.
It is worthy of note that if the ha(z) are not coprime, the above procedure is 
straightforward to modify. If hrr(z) and hss(z) have the common factor (z — £), |£| < 
1, for example, we can employ the same technique to determine a unitary matrix
such that the r and s columns of H(f)V^ are null. Then where
D^(z) =  diag( 1 , . . . ,  1, d^(z), 1 , . . . ,  1, e^(z), 1, . . . ,  1) with d^(z) in both the r and s 
leading diagonal positions, will be such that £ will be reflected through the unit
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circle in both locations simultaneously.
Once all the zeros of det W(z) that lie inside the unit circle have been modified 
in the manner just described we are left with a polynomial VV(z) = W{z) E(z) where 
E(z) is an extended-unitary matrix equal to a product of terms of the form V^D^(z) 
considered above. From the Corollary (6.1.1) it is clear that \Y(z)V\/(yz~x)' = 
VV(z) VV(2:-1)* where \N(z) has the same degree as \Y{z). Moreover, det W(z) /
0, I  ^ I < 1, by construction. It follows that V\?(z)U = W\(z) for some constant 
unitary matrix U. In particular, VV(0)U = VVf(O) which implies that VV(0) VV(0)* = 
Wf(0)W-(-(0)/ is real valued. Setting (VV(0)VV(0)*)2 equal to the unique lower trian­
gular Cholesky factor of the product it is easily checked that Ü = VV(0)_1(VV(0)VV(0)*) 
is unitary. Thus we can generate a polynomial matrix W(z)U such that W(0)U 
is real valued, lower triangular with positive diagonal elements and equating coef­
ficients in Q(z) = VV(2)UU*VV(z-1 )* we can readily deduce from the Hermitian 
symmetry of Q{z) that all the coefficients of W(z)U are real valued. It follows that 
W(z)U equals the unique normalised stable equivalent of W(z), Wf(z), and hence 
evaluation of U and subsequent determination of W(2:)U, which we observe can be 
achieved using standard finite algorithms, completes the stabilization process.
6.3.2 A lgorithm ic Sum mary
In order to facilitate a clearer understanding and provide a guide as to the 
numerical implementation of the scheme we now summarize the procedure in the 
following steps.
Step 1: Convert the given polynomial matrix W(^) into Hermite Normal form with
ha(z), i = 1, . . . ,  v denoting its diagonal elements.
Step 2: For i = 1 ,.. .,v  test ha(z) for stability using the product rule and/or the
Schur-Cohn condition.
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Step 3: If the test in step 2 fails (i. e. hxi(z) has some zeros inside the unit circle 
for some i) then evaluate the zeros of those ha(z) that are unstable.
Step 4: Denote the zeros of such ha(z) by j  = 1, . . . ,  nt and order the zeros in 
ascending order of magnitude such that | |< | £t(j+i) | • Assume | |< 1
for j  = 1 , . . . ,  rt < rii. Set j  = 1.
Step 5: Construct the diagonal matrix
dio,g( 1, . . . ,  1 •> ^i(j) 1 1 * • • • 1 1)
with d^t{j)(z) as defined in (6.3.1).
Step 6: Form the matrix V^.(j) from the orthonormalized eigen-vectors associated 
with and evaluate
noting that W(z) = U(z)-1H (2:).
Repeat steps 5 and 6 for j  = 2, . . .  , r t with replacing Yd(z) in step 6.
Step 7: For all i for which hu(z) is unstable reiterate steps 4 through to 6 to obtain 
W(z).
Step 8: Compute the matrix Ü = VV(0)”1(VV(0)VV(0)*)  ^ and obtain Wf(z), the 
stable equivalent of W(z), as W\(z) = VV(z)Ü.
In what follows we will illustrate this algorithm.
6.4  I llu stra tiv e  E xam p les
In this section we now wish to demonstrate by means of numerical examples on 
how the procedure introduced in Section (6.3) can be applied in practical situations.
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As an illustration, consider the matrix operator W(z) defined by
W(z)
/ 0 \ (  „ \ ( , \ ( n „ \2.25 -3 0 4 -1 -1 0 0
+ z + Z 2 +
\ -4.75 6 > v -4.75 ~2 ) l 3 “9 ) V 3 3 )
(6.4.1)
The first step in the procedure is to generate the Hermite normal form, H(z) (cf. 
Theorem(6.2.1)) and this is obtained as
H(z)
 ^ 2z + 2 z — 3 t
(6.4.2)
with the corresponding unimodular matrix
U(z) =
3z2 — 2 z — 1
3  ^+ 3 1
(6.4.3)
The second step of the procedure is to test the diagonal elements of H (2r) , 
(i.e. hn (z), h22 (z)) for stability. By direct application of the product rule and/or 
Schur-Cohn criterion, it can be easily verified that hu (z) has zeros for | 2  |< 1. 
Hence, as required in step 3 above, the roots of hu(z)  need to be evaluated and it is 
easy to check that hu(z) — z1 has £iti = £1,2 = — \i  as its zeros. Since these
zeros are in conjugate pairs then the condition of step 4 is naturally satisfied and 
we are therefore led into step 5. Set ^ ( 1) = l- and construct the diagonal matrix
( 1 + jz ~ ^
D 4 l ( l ) M  =
V 1
In. order to complete step 6 we first compute the matrix product
/ _ . _ _ \
H(6(i))*H(£1(1)) =
V /
5.0 -5.5 + 4z 
•5.5 -  4z 9.25
Then the corresponding unitary matrix generated by the orthonormal eigenvectors 
of this Hermitian matrix is
1.1 —  0.8i 1.0
1.0 - l . l - 0 . 8 iV?1(1) (v ^ 8 5
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+ 2 . 8 5 / v 0.0 5.7 +  2.85z j
H(;j) V(1(1) =
As has earlier been noted, the first column of the m atrix H (z) V^1(1) is clearly divis­
ible by z — Employing some basic m atrix manipulations it can be further verified 
that
m p w , , ,  = (  1 i ( 0.0 7.125 N
+ 2 .8 5  ) v 0.0 -15.675 -  7.8375?
and this, of course, implies that the first column of the matrix W (^)V^t( is also 
divisible by (z — Thus, the m atrix operator equivalent to W (z) in which the zero 
j  has been replaced by =  —2? is
W i(i)W  =  VV(z)V {i(1, D {i(1)(2)
0 1 (1) ,l l ( z ) 0 1 (1),12(2)
01(1) ,2 l ( z )  01 (1 ) ,2 2 (2 ) /
where 0 1(1)ill(z) =  { ( - 0 .4 -  1.05i)z2 + (-1 .575 +  2.6*)z +  (3.6 -  1.05*)}/>/2(85;
0i(i),12(2) =  {(0.1 +  0.8i)z2 -  (4.4 +  3.2*)« +  (5.55 +  2.4*)}/V^85;
0i(D,21(2) =  {(1-2 +  3.15i)z3 +  (5.925 -  4.65«)z2 +  (-5 .275 -  3.05i)z +  (-7 .6  +
1.55*)}/v^85 and
0i(i),22(2) =  { (-0 .3  -  2.4i)z3 +  (12.9 +  7.2 +  (-2 .5 5  + 1.61)2 +  (-11 .35  -
4.8i)}/\/2^85.
Repeating steps 5 and 6 for £q2) =  — z leads to a stable equivalent m atrix 
VV(z) =  W (z) E(z) given by
1
V6.8133
( 0.1125 — 3.6® 10.06875 — 4.05z ^
y 1.3425 +  8.04* —20.73375 +  7.77i J
/
+
-2 .31  +  1.92* —7.845 +  3.96?
5.2125 +  4.2z -5.86875 +  0.45«
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1 0.988125 + 0.255? 0.3825 -  0.51? ^
+
3.965625 -  6.525? 22.3875 -  10.35?
+
0.0 0.0
-2.964375 -  0.765? -1.1475 + 1.53?
where






1. 1 - 0 .8? 1.0 








-0.785 — 0.88* 1.0
1.0 0.785 -  0.88?
is the product of the extended unitary matrices obtained at each successive reflection. 
Note that step 7 is not required in this example since h22 (z) is stable. We should, 
perhaps, comment that the explicit construction of E(z) as presented above is given 
only for purposes of exposition, it is not required in practice. In the implementation 
of the procedure each component of E(z) is generated and applied successively.
As earlier pointed out, to obtain the unique real stable equivalent matrix poly­
nomial requires a post multiplication of W(z)  by a constant unitary matrix and this 
construction constitutes step 8. Thus, Wf(z), to three decimal places, is
\









/  0.066 0.164 ^
3.739 0.619
z2 +
( 0.0 0.0 ^
-0.197 -0.492
where
Ü = W(0) 1(W(0)W(0)*)j
= —(20.43984375)-1
1 0.20295 -  6.4344i -18.002925 + 7.24141 ^
-17.998275 -  7.24021 0.20115 -  6.4368*
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and
VV(0)VV(0)*
' 130.755 -269.024 '
. -269.024 556.705
As can be easily verified, the Cholesky factor is
(VV(O)W(O)*)^ =
11.435 0.0
v -23.527 1.788 }
Similarly, the corresponding determ inantal equation, written to four decimal places, 
is obtained as
det Wt (z) =  0.4404 -  0.1468 z +  0.1101 z2 -  0.0367 z3.
Hence the zeros of det W f(z), as can be easily checked, are =  3.0, £2 =  2z and 
£3 =  £ 2 as required.
In choosing this example we are constrained to a simple, perhaps obvious, prob­
lem tha t can be easily verified. Despite the comparative simplicity of this example, 
however, it illustrates all of the salient features of the procedure and, dealing as it 
does with the complex root case, covers the most complicated situation likely to 
be encountered. Problems tha t will manifest themselves in practice can only be of 
the same kind as tha t just presented, they cannot introduce anything different in 
principle.
Although the procedure has been illustrated using an arbitrary operator, the 
scheme can be readily adapted to deal with cases where W (z) is in echelon form. 
However, our choice of the example presented above is motivated by the desire to re­
flect the general applicability of the proposed procedure. This in itself is necessitated 
when observing tha t m ultivariate filtering problems and tha t of network synthesis in 
system and control engineering have both generated the requirement of a canonical 
factor of the spectral density in the construction of frequency response functions of 
the linear filter. As a further illustration, the procedure is applied to an unstable
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preliminary estimate of the moving average operator,
M y ’f z )  =
1 \ /  \ (
1 0 0.38 -0.22 0.0
+ 2  +




obtained in Hannan and Kavalieris (1984, p. 528-529) when fitting an echelon 
canonical structure with Kronecker indices ri\ = 1 and n2 = 2 to the mink-muskrat 
data. The details of the various steps leading to the stable equivalent operator are 
provided in Appendix (C, p. 165).
6.5 Stability Problem  In ARM A Estim ation
From our discussion in previous sections it is clear that if any of the iter­
ates 0q\  j  > 0, are such that the associated moving average operator, denoted by 
M ^ (z ), violates the miniphase and invertibility assumption (2.2.3) then the itera­
tions may break down due to numerical overflow. In practice, random fluctuations 
in small samples can cause M ^(z) to have zeros in \z\ < 1 and such a situation is 
typical of ARMA estimation. Since the M > 0, are consistent they will, for 
T sufficiently large, lie within a Dj neighbourhood of the true M(z) where varies 
inversely with T 2 , viz
for all T > Ttf where the norm is defined by reference to Parseval’s relation, 
||V ^ (z ) ||2 = (2jr)-' tr f
J  — 7T
= M ^ (z )  — M 0(z). This implies, of course, that the zeros of det M ^ (z) 
and det M 0(z) will also be arbitrarily close. Suppose, therefore, using an obvious 
notation, that | — <^(i) |< p(ßr) and that | |< T Since the true zero lies
a /  *\
outside the unit circle this means that | Ct(i) |> 1 — p{$t ) and | £(1) |< 1 + p{$t )- 
This in turn intimates that M ^ (z) may not be miniphase and invertible when T
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is not large enough to ensure that p(dj) is sufficiently small and/or the true zero 
is itself close to the unit circle. An example of this phenomenon was reported in 
Hannan and Kavalieris (op. cit.) where (6.4.4) is obtained from a sample of size, 
T = 62, and, implicitly, |£i| < 1.07. These authors suggest that the difficulty with 
M j ^ ) ,  j  > 0, might be overcome by replacing this operator with
M<j)(z) = M ^’(0) + s{M ^(z) -  M ^(0)}, 0 < s < 1,
where s is chosen as close to one as is consistent with the requirement that M ^fz) 
satisfies (2.2.3). Such an approach appears attractive because of its simplicity, but 
no precise guidelines are offered on how to evaluate s in practice. Of course, if the 
technique were to be used within the framework of Gauss-Newton iterative scheme, 
as it is designed to be, then s should be chosen such that the objective (likelihood) 
function, £ s(0g), is minimized where we have used the subscript s to emphasize 
the dependence of X(#g) on M a(z). As mentioned in Chapter 2, various methods of 
choosing s in this way have been suggested in the literature. In particular, Kavalieris 
(1984) provides a lucid account of this and for the refinements of his approach see, 
for example, Bard (1974, p. 110-116), and Kowalik and Osborne (1968, p. 71). The 
choice of s therefore raises the question of how best to implement the technique 
when dealing with the unstable initial estimator, M ^ (z). Since the main objective 
at this stage of estimation is to obtain a stable operator with which to commence 
the Gauss-Newton iterative scheme, it seems plausible to employ a rather relatively 
cheap technique to obtain M^0^ )  should M ^ (z ) be found unstable. For this reason, 
we now seek an ad-hoc procedure for choosing s such that the least unstable zero 
in M j^(z) is replaced by its stable equivalent in M ^(z). One obvious advantage 
derivable from this approach is that it can be guaranteed that all other zeros of 
M j^(z) that are inside \z\ = 1 are reflected through the unit circle all at once. 
To achieve this set s = 1 and evaluate M ^ z )  successively for s = s — 0.1, s — 
0.2, s — 0 .3 ,... until such a point when is bounded by the least zero in M ^ (z )
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and M^y(z) for some values of s denoted by S(_ and sr. The appropriate choice 
of s can now be made by searching over the grid line adjoining si and sr. As an 
illustration, this technique is applied to M f  (2) defined by (6.4.4) in which the 
zeros of det M j (z) are evaluated and written to two decimal places as £(1) = 0.94, 
£(2) = 2.02 + 2.75z and £(3) = £(2). We find that the suitable choice of s in this case 
is s = 0.88 and this gives rise to a stable initial operator












whose zeros are approximately £(!) = 1.07, £(2) — —2.07 + 3.01z and £(3) = £(2p
At this point it might be argued that when the zeros of de tM ^(z) are very 
close to the unit circle (as in this case) it may seem preferrable to choose s so that 
the zeros of My9(z) are bounded away from the unit circle. This has an additional 
advantage of forcing the initialization effects, which may arise from using (6.1.3), 
to die a little more rapidly. In this case, a value of s < 0.88 may be considered. 
In view of this consideration it may be advisable to evaluate the loss function, 
det{T_1 Ylt=i ee{C s )ee{t, 5)'}, for successive values of s so as to make sure that 
M^0)(z) obtained is at least a local minimum. However, we have not investigated 
this issue further here but we must emphasize that it is a worthwhile venture.
In direct contrast, an application of the methodology presented in Section (6.3) 
shows that the stable, miniphase and invertible, equivalent of M ^ (z), written to 
two decimal places, is
M |0)(z) =
( 1.0 0.0 ^
0.04 1.13
+





with zeros of the determinantal equation obtained as = 1.07, £(2) = — 2.02 + 2.75z 
and £(3) = £(2), corrected to two decimal places. See Appendix C for details.
Note that although the row degrees of M ^ (z ) are still 1 and 2 it no longer 
corresponds to an echelon form with Kronecker indices Äq = 1 and k2 = 2 because
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the coefficient matrix of z° is lower triangular rather than an identity. This reflects 
a general property of the stable equivalent operator that is also apparent from our 
numerical example, viz: although the row degrees of the original operator will be 
maintained there is no guarantee that W|(2) will satisfy any other coefficient restric­
tions placed on W{z). In general this feature will be immaterial, however, since it is 
the spectral characteristics that are of importance and these will be identical. Thus, 
in the current context it implies that the coefficient values given in should
not be interpreted as alternative initial estimates of the unknown model parameters 
in the usual sense. The construction of the operator Mj°^(z) serves as a device for 
implementing the first step of the Gauss-Newton iteration. Indeed, as previously ob­
served, the parameter adjustment — Oj) may be viewed as being derived from
a multivariate generalized least squares regression of the residuals on the deriva­
tive processes and, as such, it depends only on second moment properties. Since 
= Mf0^ (z)Mf°^(z_1)' it can be shown that 0 ^  will be invariant 
with respect to which operator is employed. We would therefore suggest the use 
of M|°'(z) in place of the initial value. This recommendation follows Hannan and 
Deistler (1988, p.300). They suggest the use of Wilson’s (1972) algorithm, referred 
to above, to generate the stable equivalent, although once again guidelines on the 
precise numerical implementation are not given. The use of M[0^ (z) as an implied 
initial value and, in an obvious notation, Mj^(z) for j  > 1, appears to us to be 
justified by the following features. First, the stable equivalent can be readily evalu­
ated in the manner described. This does not entail anything more than the direct 
application of a sequence of algebraic manipulations that can be implemented using 
the program written for generating Hermite Normal form in conjunction with stan­
dard, finite algorithms. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, since the stable 
equivalent can be evaluated algebraically the procedure is void of subjective choices 
concerning such matters as convergence and should be independent of numerical 
implementation.
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Finally, the purpose of this chapter has been to present a closed-form, numeri­
cally achievable procedure for solving the difficult but important problem of stable 
spectral factorization, and to illustrate the theory by simple but non-trivial exam­
ples. The main result is embodied in Section (6.3), and it would be extremely useful 
to have available a handy computer routine, which the author is currently pursuing, 
for implementing this fundamental algorithm. Moreover, despite the comparative 
computational advantages of our procedure it is of interest to contrast the perfor­
mance of M|(z) with Ms(z) in terms of the minimization of the objective function. 
For conciseness, we do not deal with the topic here. If the results of this chapter 
succeed in provoking and stimulating further research in this direction then one of 
the main objectives of this thesis will have been realized.
A ppendix C
C .l  A n  E chelon  S tru ctu re E xam ple
In this appendix we employ the reflection scheme of Section(6.3) to obtain a 
stable equivalent operator for defined by (6.4.4) as
(o)/ n _MH-?)
/  „  \ /1  0
+
v 0  l y V
0.38 -0 .22  
0.52 -1 .10
\  /  
 ^ +
0.0 0.0
-0 .45  0.02
Executing  the step 1 of the algorithm the Hermite Normal form, H (z), corresponding 
to M j^(z ) is obtained, using a suite of programs w ritten for the purpose, as
H(*) =
( z3 +  3.102822 +  7.8775z -  10.9409 0.0 ^
-0.415522 -  1.28912 — 5.0 1.0
Testing the diagonal elements of H (z) for stability as in step 2 it was found 
tha t hu( z )  is not zero-free for \z\ < 1. As step 3 suggests, the zeros of hu(z )  
are evaluated using standard routine as £1 (1 ) =  0.94, £i (2) =  —2.20 +  2.75i and 
^ ( 3 ) =  fi( 2 ), corrected to two decimal places. Since only one zero lies inside \z\ = 1 
we proceed directly to step 5.










In preparation for the implementation of step 6, we require
H(fi(i)) =
/  \  
0.0 0.0
-6.574 1.0
^ ( 6 (1)) =
and the Hermitian matrix,
H(6(1))'H(6(1)) -





Then the corresponding unitary matrix generated by the orthonormal eignevectors 









to three decimal places. By implication, the first column of My (^)V^I{1) is clearly 
divisible by z —£i(!)- Thus, the stable matrix operator, M r(z) = M ^(z)V ^1(1)D^1(1)(2:),
a / n \
equivalent to M , (?) in which the zero £i<i) = 0.93778768 has been replaced by 
q i )  = 1.066339383 is
M ^ z )  =











Since step 7 is not applicable in the present case we proceed to step 8. As part 
of the requirement for carrying out step 8 we need to compute the unitary matrix
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U. This is obtained as
Ü = M f l(0)‘ 1(M ?l(0)M f1(0)')i
' 0.170 0.985 '
I -0.985 0.170
where the matrix M ^ (0 )M j *(0)', written to three decimal places, is
Mj*(0)MjO)(0)' =






as its Cholesky factor.
Thus, M j^(z), to three decimal places, is
M ^ \ z )  = M^0)(z)Ü =









and the zeros of det Mj°^(z), written to three decimal places, are 1.066 and 2.02 ± 
2.754z as expected.
We conclude by mentioning that all the computations carried out in the forego­
ing were conducted in FORTRAN 77 and implemented on a SUN SPARC Station 1 
utilizing double precision for all real and complex values. Also, each of the matrices 
presented above is written to three decimal places.
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